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Nanocristais de celulose (CNC) são comumente obtidos por hidrólise ácida da celulose, 
o polímero mais abundante na natureza. Eles são biodegradáveis, não tóxicos e 
anfifílicos. A substituição de alguns grupos hidroxila em sua superfície por grupos éster 
de sulfato (    
 ) proveniente da hidrólise com ácido sulfúrico confere uma 
estabilidade eletrostática e coloidal em dispersões aquosas. É esperada então uma forte 
interação eletrostática com surfatantes catiônicos, por exemplo, da mesma maneira que 
polímeros iônicos o fariam, podendo ocasionar sua precipitação/floculação. Este 
fenômeno é observado ao estudarem-se misturas aquosas contendo uma concentração 
fixa de CNC em presença de uma série homóloga de surfatantes brometos de 
alquiltrimetilamônio (CnTAB). Diferentes técnicas experimentais foram utilizadas 
como: titulação calorimétrica, medidas de espalhamento de luz e potencial zeta, 
fluorescência de sondas etc. Os resultados indicaram que a força motriz inicial é a 
interação eletrostática entre ambos em baixa concentração de surfatante, e a precipitação 
ocorre para toda a série homóloga quando a concentração de surfatante atinge o valor de 
cerca de metade de sua concentração micelar crítica (cmc), o que denota uma importante 
contribuição hidrofóbica por parte do surfatante. Adicionando-se surfatantes não iônicos 
à mistura, a precipitação pôde ser modificada (mas não impedida) por uma faixa de 
concentração maior de surfatante catiônico. Uma maneira de tentar conferir uma 
estabilidade estérica adicional à CNC foi com as modificações de alguns grupos 
hidroxilas restantes com um polímero hidrofílico derivado do poli (oxido de etileno), o 
poli (dietileno óxido metil éter metacrilato), P(MEO2MA). Este polímero passa por uma 
transição de fase reversível com o aumento da temperatura, reversibilidade esta que 
pode ser alterada na presença de surfatantes iônicos: enquanto o surfatante aniônico 
dodecilsulfato de sódio (SDS) pode-se ligar apenas à cadeia polimérica por interações 
hidrofóbicas (independente da temperatura), o surfatante catiônico brometo de 
dodeciltrimetilamônio (C12TAB) pode-se ligar tanto ao polímero (interações 
hidrofóbicas) quanto aos grupos éster de sulfato (interações eletrostáticas), alterando a 
carga da CNC-g-P(MEO2MA). Outra maneira de estudar a influência de surfatantes 
iônicos foi modificar a superfície da CNC com grupos amino (NH2) que respondem a 
alterações de pH, alterando a carga elétrica total da superfície. Em baixos valores de pH, 
SDS interage fortemente com CNC-NH2, enquanto C12TAB interage apenas em altos 
valores de pH. De modo geral, os presentes resultados adicionaram informações 
 
importantes sobre o comportamento coloidal de CNC e suas misturas com surfatantes, e 
entender como a estabilidade da CNC e seus derivados em água varia em presença de 
surfatantes iônicos é de grande valia no preparo de novos nanocompósitos, o que leva a 




Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) are commonly obtained by acid hydrolysis of cellulose, 
the most abundant homopolymer in nature. They are biodegradable, nontoxic, and 
amphiphilic. The substitution of some of the hydroxyl groups on its surface by sulfate-
ester groups (    
 ) when hydrolysis is performed using sulfuric acid, renders an 
electrostatic and colloidal stability in aqueous dispersions. A strong electrostatic 
interaction between CNC and cationic surfactants is expected in a similar fashion to 
ionic polymers, which might lead to precipitation/flocculation. This phenomenon was 
observed when studying aqueous mixtures with a fixed CNC concentration in the 
presence of a homologous series of alkyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactants 
(CnTAB). Different experimental techniques were used such as: calorimetric titration, 
light scattering and zeta potential, probe fluorescence, etc. The results indicated that the 
initial driving force is the electrostatic interactions between CNC and surfactants at low 
surfactant concentration and, precipitation occurs for the entire homologous series when 
the surfactant concentration reaches half the critical micellar concentration (cmc), 
denoting an important hydrophobic contribution from the surfactant. Precipitation could 
be modified for a larger cationic surfactant concentration range and not avoided though, 
by adding nonionic surfactants to the CNC-CnTAB mixture. One attempt of bestowing 
an additional sterical stability to CNC was by modifying some of its remaining hydroxyl 
groups with a hydrophilic poly (ethylene oxide) derivative, poly (diethylene oxide 
methyl ether methacrylate), P(MEO2MA). This polymer can undergo a reversible phase-
transition with a temperature increase and this reversibility can be changed in the 
presence of ionic surfactants: while an anionic surfactant, sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) 
can only bind to the polymer chains via hydrophobic interactions (temperature 
independent), a cationic surfactant, dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB) can 
bind to both the polymer chains (hydrophobic interactions) and the sulfate-ester groups 
(electrostatic interactions), changing the CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) charge. Another way of 
studying the influence of ionic surfactants was to modify the surface of CNC with 
amine groups (NH2) that are pH-responsive and therefore can change the overall surface 
charge. At low pH values, SDS strongly interacts with CNC-NH2, while C12TAB 
interacts only at high pH values. Overall the present results added important information 
regarding the colloidal behavior of CNC and its mixtures with surfactants and 
understanding how the stability of CNC and its derivatives in aqueous dispersions may 
 
vary in the presence of ionic surfactants is of great value in preparing new 
nanocomposites, which in turn broadens its field of applications. 
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Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Overview 
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) are a class of biomaterials obtained by acid 
hydrolysis of cellulose.
1–6
 All the amazing and fantastic intrinsic properties of cellulose 
remained such as, high mechanical strength (100-130 GPa), low density (1.566 g cm
-3
), 
optical properties, biodegradability, biocompatibility,
2,3,5,7–13
 remain once its amorphous 
regions are removed and CNC is formed. 
CNC is a negatively charged rod-like nanoparticle and presents a high aspect 
ratio of 10-20, with dimensions of 200-500 nm (length) and 5-20 nm (diameter) and a 






 that are dependent on the source that it is 
obtained. On one hand the negative charges (most commonly sulfate ester groups) 
present on the surface are responsible for its dispersion and colloidal stability in water 
and polar solvents.
11,16,17
 On the other hand its high surface area and high aspect ratio, 
together with the possibility of forming hydrogen bonds between the rods is an opposite 
force to create a dispersion.
3,18,19
 The balance between these two opposite phenomena 
and furthermore controlling and understanding it is a key factor in enhancing the use of 
CNC in different applications. 
CNC and its derivatives obtained by the chemical modification of its surface 













Although we see many studies published every year, there is still some 
information lacking when it comes to understanding the energetic of interactions of both 
pristine and surface-modified CNC with oppositely charged molecules such as 
surfactants.
20,25,35–38
 Most publications are studies of the interactions between all types 






Our attempt in this thesis was to contribute with some knowledge regarding 
pristine CNC and two other surface-modified CNC derivatives in the presence of 
surfactants. To achieve this purpose we chose mainly isothermal titration calorimetry 
(ITC) technique as a guide for all further experiments. Throughout the entire 






 Besides, ITC is the only technique that can provide thermodynamic data 
within a single experiment,
43,49,50
 and it is the only one to measure enthalpy of reactions 
directly. In our research, ITC results provided us valuable information on the three 
following subjects: 1) The interactions between CNC and cationic surfactants, both 
electrostatic and hydrophobic are so strong that it leads to flocculation/precipitation of 
the mixtures at a concentration of half the critical micellar concentration (cmc) value, 
regardless the surfactant alkyl chain length; 2) When adding a nonionic surfactant to 
this mixture the binding of cationic surfactants is enhanced and the concentration at 
which precipitation occurs is only delayed and it is not avoided, though. The surface 
modification of CNC with a thermoresponsive polymer that undergoes phase separation 
when the temperature of the system is increased, showed that ionic surfactants (both 
anionic and cationic) are able to change this phenomenon; 3) And finally, when 
modifying the CNC surface with an amine group that acts as a pH-responsive group, the 
overall electrical charge can be tuned from positive at low pH, to negative at high pH. 
Accordingly, the interactions with ionic surfactants can be suppressed or enhanced 
depending on the pH of the mixture. 
 
1.2 Research Objectives 
Our aim was to understand how surfactants with different features such as polar 
headgroup, electrical charge and, alkyl chain length would interact and bind to both 
pristine and surface-modified CNC rods. The experiments were performed in different 
conditions as well: in the presence of electrolytes or other surfactants and at different 
temperatures in order to assess the contributions of both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 
moieties of the surfactants to the interactions with CNC. 
We pursued the aforementioned ideas by: 
 Studying the interactions of pristine CNC and a homologous series of 
alkyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactants (CnTAB) at different temperatures and in 
the presence of electrolytes; 
 Surface modifying CNC with a thermoresponsive polymer poly(diethylene 
oxide methyl ether methacrylate) P(MEO2MA) via free radical polymerization and its 




(LCST) with the ionic surfactants sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and 
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB); 
 Studying a pH-responsive system comprised by an amine surface-modified CNC 
(CNC-NH2) with the ionic surfactants sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and 
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB) at different pH and temperature values. 
In this thesis we anticipated to contribute with valuable information regarding 
the energetic of the surfactant/CNC mixtures that in turn could help with new 
formulations and prospect applications in the most varied of fields. 
 
1.3 Thesis Outline 
This thesis consists of 6 chapters. Chapter 1 is comprised of the introduction, 
where we briefly describe CNC and its derivatives in the presence of surfactants. 
Chapter 2 presents a literature review on cellulose, pristine and modified CNC and their 
applications. Chapter 3 deals with the interactions between pristine CNC and a 
homologous series of cationic surfactants (CnTAB). In Chapter 4 we discuss about 
surface modification of CNC with a thermoresponsive polymer and its interactions with 
ionic surfactants. Chapter 5 we present the study of interactions between ionic 
surfactants with an amine-modified CNC. In Chapter 6 we present a general discussion 
and conclusions, along with our final considerations. Supporting information related to 
Chapters 3, 4 and 5 can be found in Appendixes A, B, and C, respectively. In Appendix 
D we present a review paper focused on ITC, the main technique throughout this thesis. 





Chapter 2: Literature Review 
2.1 Cellulose 
Cellulose is one of the most abundant renewable sources in nature. It would be 
unwise not to start this text with the aforementioned phrase, which has been stated in a 
similar way by many authors.
51–65
 According to Ullmann’s Encyclopedia
64
 if all the 
cellulose chains that are produced by a tree in a year (on average) were to be aligned in 
a single chain, it would have 2.62 x 10
10
 km in length, which is equivalent of 175 times 
the distance between the Earth and the Sun. 
Cellulose is one of the most studied natural polymers ever since its discovery in 
1838 by Anselme Payen.
55,56,60
 Its structure was the very first one to be investigated by 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) technique in 1913,
62
 by Nishikawa and Ono.
65
 It was only in 





 “Conformation and packing of various crystalline 
cellulose fibers” there is a list of all the most important and relevant authors including 
their meaningful discoveries related to the structure of cellulose. 
Cellulose is present in all types of plants and trees, being part of the cell walls, 
stems and trunks, and its percentage varies among different species: it is constituent of 
50% (dry mass) of wood and 90% of cotton’s mass;
60,65,66
 it is also present in algae cell 
walls, bacteria,
55,56,60,63,67
 fungi, and even in some marine animals such as tunicate.
56
 In 
vegetables the rest of their dry mass is comprised by both lignin (20-30%, possessing 
one of the most complex and yet most studied structures)
55,56,68
 that has a role of 
protection and reinforcement acting as a physical barrier to protect cellulose from 
enzymatic and hydrolytic attacks,
53,69,70
 and hemicellulose (10-20%, possessing a non-
crystalline structure)
64,71
 which is considered to be a compatibilizer between cellulose 
(hydrophilic nature) and lignin (hydrophobic nature)
55
 Figure 2.1 shows a tridimensional 








Figure 2.1 Computer simulation of biomass model portraying cellulose (blue), lignin (red) 
and enzymes (green). It can be seen crystalline domains (flat regions) and amorphous 
regions (twisted regions) at the right end of the picture (taken from reference 72). 
 
There are many different applications for cellulose ranging from textile, paper, 
food, bio-composites, electronics, pharmaceutical, and medicine.
55
 To be of use for any 
of the aforementioned processes is pivotal that its “impurities – lignin and 
hemicellulose” are removed by either chemical or physical processes. These processes 
might alter its primary structure that leads to modifications in its behavior and, 
consequently, its field of application. This broad range of its use in so many distinct 
fields by itself is the responsible for a large part of time and research devoted to 
cellulose around the world. On top of that, the available hydroxyl groups on its surface 
allow it to undergo chemical functionalization by inorganic or organic groups, with the 
latter by conversion into ether or ester groups,
56,59,61,64,66,67,73–81
 are responsible for a 
change on its field of application and use. The review by Kalia et al.
55
 encompass many 
of its uses. 
From a macroscopic point of view, cellulose possesses a fibril structure, white 
color and is odorless.
56,60
 From a microscopic point of view, its polymeric chain lengths 
vary with different sources accordingly:
56,63,64
 in wood, for instance, the cross-sectional 




between 3 to 5 nm. These nanofibrils bundle up forming microfibrils with a larger 
dimension of 15-20 nm, that further aggregate into larger bundles which form wood 
fibers.
58,64,68,73,82
 These large bundles present a Young Modulus’ that, depending on the 
way they are obtained,
55,56,68
 could reach up to 130-250 GPa due to its crystalline 
domains. However, cellulose presents amorphous regions as well in its structure (in a 
variable amount depending on its source) that weaken the fibers and make them 
susceptible to hydrolysis and solubilisation in different solvents.
51,53,56,57,60,68,83,84
 
In order for us to understand the use of cellulose and its derivatives and more 
importantly the use of cellulose nanocrystals in several different applications, we must 
first know and understand its chemical and physical structure; that is to say which ones 
are the basic units, what are the chemical bonds that hold together its internal structure 
and consequently, shape its spatial structure, granting many desired properties such as, 





solubilisation in distinct solvents,
57,66
 application as pharmaceutical hydrogels and drug-
carriers,
58,61,73,80,81




2.2 Molecular Structure – What is cellulose made of? 
Before we begin, a basic question must be asked and this question will lead to a 
chain reaction of more questions: what is cellulose? Cellulose is a homopolymer, a 
macromolecule which basic units are identical and repeat itself all along its polymer 
chain. And what are these basic repeating units made of? Well, when the alcohol group 
from a D-glucose (a monosaccharide) molecule reacts with the hemiacetal group from 
another D-glucose molecule an acetal is formed (molecules bound together by an 
oxygen atom),
55,63
 with the elimination of a water molecule. Therefore the glucose 
bound units are now called anhydroglucose. A disaccharide is formed named 
cellobiose, which is the basic repeating unit of cellulose (Figure 2.2). 
 
 
Figure 2.2 Structure of cellobiose (chair conformation). It is the basic repeating unit of 





The consecutive addition of D-glucose molecules to cellobiose leads to the 
formation of larger structures named cellotriose, cellotetrose, cellopentose, etc., 
rendering cellulose as a polysaccharide that belongs to the carbohydrate class. On 
average the cellulose chains have a degree of polymerization (DP) ranging from 10,000 
to 15,000 anhydroglucose units. Given that the cellulose production relies on different 
enzymes (cellulose synthases) present on the specific vegetable, different sources will 
produce cellulose with different polymer chain lengths (Table 2.1).
56,63,64
 
Knowing that the molecular weight of the anhydroglucose unit (MAGL) is 
approximately 162 g mol
-1
, it is possible to estimate the average molecular weight of the 
cellulose polymer chains (MCELL) using the following equation: MCELL = DP x MAGL.
64
 
The actual molecular weight is determined by obtaining the intrinsic viscosity () using 




Table 2.1 Degree of polymerization (DP) for different sources of cellulose (adapted from 
references 56,63,64) 
Cellulose Source DP 
Cotton, pure 7.000 
Line 8.000 
Ramie 6.500 




An appropriate explanation must be made here: in Figure 2.2 all the carbon 
atoms are numbered and the acetal linkage is denoted by using the Greek letter . This 
is an important indication that the linkage between the two D-glucose molecules is a  – 
linkage or a  –configuration, in which the hydroxyl group bound to C1 is on the same 
plane of the –CH2OH group bound to C5 in a Haworth’s projection. When these groups 
are in distinct planes, the linkage is designated as  (Figure 2.3). There is a spontaneous 
conversion between and  configurations on glucose molecules, named mutarotation. 
These type of isomers are called anomers because the change occurs on the hemiacetal 
or anomeric carbon atom.
55,63
 The 6 carbons atoms ring such as it is with glucose are 






Figure 2.3 Haworth’s projection for  and  D-glucose anomers. 
 
We now are able to come up with a more accurate definition and nomenclature 
for cellulose – it is a poly (1→4’-D-anhydroglucopyranose). So what is the importance 
of defining and pointing that cellulose has an acetal linkage between its anhydroglucose 
units? It is pivotal to distinguish it from other polysaccharides like starch and glycogen 
when it comes to their spatial structures formed by their polymer chains, which in turn 
will affect their physical-chemical properties and their roles. With that being said, let us 
take a closer look at the secondary structure of cellulose. 
 
2.2.1 Secondary Structure – What is the structure of cellulose? 
While the main role of cellulose is to work as a mechanical reinforcement and to 
be part of a cell wall structure,
55,60,63,85
 starch and glycogen are homopolymers as well 
and yet they possess an entirely different role: both of them act as energy storage in 
plants and animals respectively.
63
 Both of them present branched structures: starch is 
made of a main amylose chain ((1→4’)-D-glucose), with highly branched amylopectin 
chains that are connected to amylose by a 1→6’ linkage. Glycogen has a similar 
structure to starch except for a much higher number of branches.
63,66
 It is noteworthy to 
say that the difference among these three polysaccharides lies solely on the type of the 
acetal bond (besides the branching, of course). The  – linkage is readily hydrolysed 
and only a few organisms are capable of hydrolyzing the  – linkage. Termites are able 
to digest cellulose due to the fact that they possess a symbiotic microorganism inside 
their intestinal tract, of the Thriconympha genre, that is able to secrete cellulases. Some 
other organisms such as bacteria and the saprobe fungus Pycnoporus sanguineus are 
able to do it as well.
56,63,68




polymer chains render cellulose its mechanical strength that is not observed in the other 
aforementioned polysaccharides, though. 
Cellulose presents a well-known polymorphism,
52,58,60,62,64–66,86
 and its structures 
are classified as it follows: 
Cellulose I: its native form, it has two allomorphs I (metastable) found in algae and 
bacteria, and I (stable) found in plants and marine animals.
6,56,62,87
 
Cellulose II: when cellulose I undergoes regeneration or mercerization process, its 
polymer chains can be crystallized as bundles in an antiparallel fashion and it has a 
more stable lattice than cellulose I, thus it presents an irreversible process. 
65
 
Cellulose III: it possesses two polymorphs that are source-dependent, cellulose IIII and 
cellulose IIIII. They both present a nearly identical X-ray diffraction pattern and their 
difference lies in their infrared spectra. 
Cellulose IV: it possesses two polymorphs that are source-dependent, cellulose IVI and 
cellulose IVII, and their difference lies on their polarity. 
Figure 2.4
56





 present the cellulose polymorphs tridimensional structures and how 
they can be shifted to one another. 
 
 
Figure 2.4 Cellulose polymorphs and how they are obtained (adapted from ref.56). 
 
Considering cellulose I polymorph, which conformation will be adopted by its 
polymer chains? Figure 2.2 shows us that there is the possibility of both intra and 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds to be made by the three hydroxyl groups on the carbon 




bonds can be formed between the groups OH(3) – O(5) and OH(2) – OH(6), while 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds can be established between the groups OH(6) – OH(3). 
The possibility of so many hydrogen bonds allows the polymer chains to adopt parallel 
and linear conformation, in a twisted-ribbon shape
56–58,62,65,87
 as seen in Figure 2.5. 
 
 
Figure 2.5 Spatial representation of the structure of cellulose I. To the left is the a-b plane 
showing the polymer chains in a parallel stacking. To the right the intra and 
intermolecular hydrogen bonds are represented by thin continuous lines (adapted from 
ref.62). 
 
The presence of these hydroxyl groups provides to the cellulose surface a high 
degree of hydrophilicity.
59,64,66,73
 The reactivity of different hydroxyl groups towards 
chemical modifications is not the same, though. Horii
65
 placed the order of reactivity as 
OH(2) > OH(6) > OH(3). The degree of substitution (DS) of the hydroxyl groups vary 
from zero (no substitution of any hydroxyl groups) to three (all the hydroxyl groups are 
substituted). 
It is this “microcrystalline” lattice adopted by cellulose polymer chains (and its 
derivatives) that allows us to study their structures by X-ray diffraction 
technique.
52,55,56,59,60,62,65,66,78,79,86–89
 The “twisted-ribbon” structure adopted by cellulose 
is due to the presence of intramolecular hydrogen bonds and its crystallinity is 
responsible for the observed and so desired strength and rigidity for the production of 
new materials.
52,73
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One might assume that cellulose is highly soluble in polar solvents, especially in 
water given the number of hydroxyl groups on its surface (pointing “out” of the chair 
structure, on the equatorial position) and the many hydrogen bonds that could be formed 
with water molecules. The opposite would be held true for nonpolar solvents given the 
lack of favorable interactions.
57,64,66
 Nonetheless this is not the case – cellulose is not 
soluble in water and it merely goes under swelling. And why is that? It is precisely 
because the packed crystalline structure adopted by the polymer chains, that is its ability 
to form intra and intermolecular hydrogen bonds is highly favorable on one hand when 
it comes to its strength,
55,60,68,84




regarding the solubility matter.
77,79
 The degree of substitution of the available surface 
hydroxyl groups of cellulose is directly related to its solubility and its derivatives’. 
 
2.2.2 (In)Solubility of cellulose in water – physical-chemical aspects 
and the importance of hydrophobic interactions 
Considering cellulose as a nonionic polymer, on one hand the kinetic factor 
presents a high impact on the solubility of the polymer chains because water diffusion 
to the interstices is hindered by the high crystallinity level of cellulose. On the other 
hand the thermodynamic parameters do not contribute favorably: the enthalpic term is 
positive (∆H > 0) and the entropic term is negative (∆S < 0). The  linkage stabilizes its 
structure by stiffening it, causing a decrease in the translational entropy of the polymer 
chains, which contributes to insolubility. When analysing both kinetic and 




That being said there would be two ways of increasing the solubility of 
cellulose: a) use of a solvent that could break or hinder intermolecular hydrogen bonds 
and/or b) derivatization of the hydroxyl groups in order to modify/reduce the crystalline 
packing structure. Two different examples of derivatization would be the modification 
with methyl groups (–CH3) to obtain methyl cellulose (MC), that possesses a reduced 
polarity due to lowering the number of hydrogen bonds in comparison with cellulose 
and yet is soluble. Another modification would be with hydroxypropyl groups (–CH2-
CH(OH)-CH3) resulting in hydroxypropyl cellulose (HPC) where the number of 
hydrogen bonds remains the same as cellulose and is also soluble. Cellulose derivatives 
present a LCST (Lower Critical Solution Temperature) behavior:
76,80,81
 which means 
that their solubility increases when the temperature decreases (LCST for MC lies in the 
range of 60-80 ºC and for HPC it is in the range of 41-46 ºC)
93–96
 
Another important feature is the amphiphilic nature portrayed by cellulose – it 
has a high hydrophilic surface and also the glucopyranose rings in the chair 
conformation that renders some degree of hydrophobicity. Some authors
52,54,55,64,92
 not 
only mention this important feature but they also present a fair amount of discussion 
pointing that cellulose can form organized structures in a self-assembled way, similar to 




phenomena would come from the segregation of the hydrophobic regions from the 
aqueous environment, thus maximizing the interactions among the polymer chains, 
exposing the hydroxyl groups towards the water. The combination of hydrophobic 
interactions and the crystalline domains due to hydrogen bonds are responsible for a 
decrease in the total free energy of the system. A good visual example that highlights 
the aforementioned statement is showed in Figure 2.6, a computer simulation model of 
cellulose I crystal.  
 
 
Figure 2.6 Computer simulation model of a 4 chain cellulose I crystal with hydration 
layers (taken from reference 92). 
 
It is extremely important to point out the presence of amorphous regions that are 
found in between the crystalline domains and on the surface of the microfibrils
55,57,66
 
regarding enzymatic attacks, chain strength/stiffness and, solubility.
51,53,57,60,68,84
 The 
chemical reactivity of cellulose when going through processes such as, hydrolysis, 
oxidation, derivatization and swelling has a direct correlation. All the aforementioned 
processes start on the surface due to the possibility of cellulases, water, acids and bases 
to attack and later penetrate the inner polymer chains and then alter the general 
structure. Studies performed by Hidayat and coworkers,
53
 and Henriksson and 
coworkers,
68
 showed that the enzymatic attack of cellulose fibrils takes place and is 




and obtaining cellulose microfibrils, without the use of any special solvents. Stephens 
and collaborators
84
 came up with a different approach by using hydrochloric acid (HCl) 
to hydrolyze the amorphous regions. The reaction was followed by using electrospray 
ionization-mass spectroscopy (ESI-MS) and gel permeation chromatography (GPC) 
techniques where they could analyze that the velocity of reaction is fast while the 
amorphous region is broken down, and it then decreases when the attack moves towards 
the crystalline domains. 
The removal of the amorphous regions leads to a final product of high interest 
that has been extensively researched in the past decades. This product is known as 
cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) and we are going to discuss and focus about it in the next 
pages. 
 
2.3 Cellulose Nanocrystals (CNC) 
The removal of the amorphous regions of cellulose leads to a final product of 
growing interest that has been extensively researched in the past decade known as 
cellulose nanocrystals (CNC). The acid hydrolysis conditions (temperature, reaction 
time, cellulose source) are key factors in the obtained CNC. Whether it is obtained by 
using sulfuric, hydrochloric or phosphoric acid.
1
 will also have an impact on the final 
colloidal stability of CNC. Not only will the acid attack and remove the amorphous 
regions of cellulose, it will also render some negatively charged groups on the CNC 
surface, most commonly being sulfate-ester groups (    
 ), that are randomly 
distributed on the CNC surface. On average, there would be one sulfate-ester group per 
each cellobiose unit.
25
 This can be seen in Scheme 2.1. adapted from Habibi and 
coworkers.
2
 The crystalline structure of CNC remains intact as seen by the presence of 





Scheme 2.1 Representation of sulfuric acid hydrolysis of cellulose (left) to obtain cellulose 
nanocrystals (right). Only the crystalline domains are charged with ester-sulfate groups 
and they are represented as rods (bottom) in this Scheme. 
 
2.3.1 CNC properties 
CNC is a renewable and nontoxic biopolymer, that presents a rod-like structure 
(that is sometimes named as needle-like or whisker)
12
 and its aqueous solutions display 
colloidal stability.
3
 This stability arises from the presence of sulfate-ester groups, which 
in turn render it an average zeta potential of -47 mV in water.
97
 It is important to keep in 
mind that the zeta potential values will vary with depending on the source and the way 
the CNC are obtained. 
One of the many features of the high crystallinity of CNC is reflected on its 
specific Young’s Modulus (ratio of Young modulus/density): 85 J g
-1















 and a high aspect ratio 
(length/diameter ratio) ranging from 3 to 150,
99
 that is closely related to the source that 
it is obtained from (cotton = 20, bacterial = 10 – 20, tunicate = 50 , ramie = 10, sisal = 
43)
2,21
 (Figure 2.7).This physical aspect counteracts its colloidal stability for the rods 
would have a tendency to agglomerate in order to reduce such feature.
3,18,19
 The main 
techniques that are used to directly determine the CNC particle size parameters are 
microscopy ones: transmission electron microscopy (TEM),
17,100
 scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM),
33
 and atomic force microscopy (AFM).
14,101




techniques such as dynamic and static light scattering (DLS and SLS)
12,102
 can also be 
used to indirectly measure the CNC dimensions. 
 
 
Figure 2.7 TEM images of CNC derived from different sources: a) tunicate; b) bacterial; 
c) ramie; d) sisal (Taken from reference 2 - reproduced with permission from ACS) 
 
2.3.2 Surface modification 
The presence of hydroxyl groups on the CNC surface renders it a hydrophilicity 
that is disadvantageous in nonaqueous solutions, such as THF (tetrahydrofuran) for 
instance. However, the same hydroxyl groups can be functionalized via different routes 
and chemistries
7,103,104
 that will enhance the use of CNC in many applications. These 
modifications can be either physical or chemical.
103
 
A few chemical derivatization are showed in Figure 2.8.
7
 Not only CNC can be 
modified with different chemical functions, it can also be modified with different types 
of polymers, with different lengths and architectures. From this perspective, CNC 








Silylation is one of the examples of a derivatization that allows CNC to be 
dispersed in THF, as demonstrated by Goussé et al.
110
 Nagalakshmaiah and co-
workers
111
 were able to modify the CNC with a quaternary 
hexadecyltrimethylammonium surfactant (C16TA
+
) and use it as a filler into a 
hydrophobic polymer matrix of poly (propylene), PP. In an earlier study performed by 
Araki et al.
112
 it was reported that even the modification with PEO chains, a hydrophilic 
polymer, can render CNC to be dispersed into nonpolar solvents. 
 
 
Figure 2.8 Surface derivatization of CNC via different chemistries (taken from reference 
4). 
2.3.2.1 Surface modification with thermoresponsive polymers 
Polymer chains that undergo a change in their conformation (from a coil to 
globule structure)
95,113
 when triggered by temperature, are known as thermoresponsive. 
This process is related to the dehydration of the polymer chains and release of water 
molecules to the bulk solution and is characteristic of an endothermic process.
114,115
 




temperature, where we have LCST behavior, or by a decrease in the temperature, a 
UCST (Upper Critical Solution Temperature)
116,117
 behavior. 
Grafting of thermoresponsive polymers onto the CNC surface has been 
performed by a few groups. Peng et al.
35
 grafted a polypropylene glycol (PPG) 
derivative on the CNC surface (CNC-g-M600) that presented a LCST of 55 ºC and 
studied it in the presence of surfactants. Grishkewich and co-workers
108
 grafted poly 
(oligoethylene glycol) methyl ether acrylate (POEGMA) with varying length chains on 
the CNC surface. They observed that the LCST of the grafted chains were lower than 
the ones observed for the free polymers, and this phenomena could be tuned by varying 
the grafted polymer chain lengths,(Figure 2.9) in the same way as it was observed by 
Lutz et al.
118
 Yi and co-workers
109
 modified the CNC surface via atom-transfer radical 
polymerization (ATRP) with poly(N,N-dimethylaminoethyl methacrylate) 
(PDMAEMA), which is both a pH and thermoresponsive polymer. They observed a 
thermal-dependent fingerprint behavior with polarized optical microscopy (POM) on 
the CNC-g-PDMAEMA. Tang et al.
26
 examined the potentials of the CNC-g-
PDMAEMA system for applications in Pickering emulsions. 
 
 
Figure 2.9 CNC grafted with a thermoresponsive polymer POEGMA and its proposed 





2.3.2.2 Surface modification with pH responsive groups 
Among the many types of stimuli that could trigger different phenomena such as 
phase transitions, swelling behavior, precipitation, and molecular recognition, pH is one 
of the most important stimuli. Systems that are pH-responsive have been used in many 







The most common group to respond to pH is comprised of amine-derivative groups, due 
to their protonation in acidic medium and deprotonation in basic medium. 
The surface modification of CNC with amine groups has gained an increased 
interest in the past few years (Figure 2.10). Kan and co-workers
105
 used free radical 
polymerization with ceric (IV) ammonium nitrate (CAN) to graft poly (4-
vinylpyridine), P4VP onto CNC and observed a reversible flocculation behavior in their 
system. Akhlaghi et al.
107
 grafted amine groups onto CNC (CNC-NH2) via a two step 
process: ring opening with epichlorohydrin (EPH) to produce 2-hydroxy-3-chloro 
propylamine (HCPA), followed by etherification of HCPA onto CNC. Zhou and co-
workers
122
 functionalized CNC with two different groups for selective recognition of 
cognate lectins: carbohydrate ligands and quinolone fluorophores. 
 
 






As it happens with cellulose, the uses of CNC can be limited unless it undergoes 
surface modification.
104
 As mentioned in the previous section the hydroxyl groups on 
the surface of CNC can be modified into different groups in order to achieve different 
















 present optical properties,
33,129
 and microfiltration 
systems,
130,131




Figure 2.11 Different applications of pristine CNC and its derivatives. Top: pristine CNC 
with added D-(+)-glucose forming a chiral nematic film (taken from reference 13). Bottom: 





Chapter 3: Structural and Energetic Studies on the 
Interaction of Cationic Surfactants and Cellulose 
Nanocrystals† 
My contributions to this paper 
Performed all the experiments except for surface tension and settling behavior 
and wrote the paper. 
 
Abstract 
We report a comprehensive study on the interactions between cationic 
surfactants homologues CnTAB (n = 12, 14 and 16) with negatively charged cellulose 
nanocrystals (CNCs). By combining different techniques, such as isothermal titration 
calorimetry (ITC), surface tension, light scattering, electrophoretic mobility, and 
fluorescence anisotropy measurements, we identified two different driving forces for the 
formation of surface induced micellar aggregates. For the C12TAB surfactant, a 
surfactant monolayer with the alkyl chains exposed to the water is formed via 
electrostatic interactions at low concentration. At a higher surfactant concentration, 
micellar aggregates are formed at the CNC surface. For the C14TAB and C16TAB 
systems, micellar aggregates are formed at the CNC surface at a much lower surfactant 
concentration via electrostatic interactions, followed by hydrophobic interactions 
between the alkyl chains. At higher surfactant concentration, charge neutralization and 
association of the surfactant decorated CNC aggregates led to flocculation. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) is a renewable, biodegradable, practically non-
toxic, and rod-shaped nanomaterial commonly obtained by sulfuric acid hydrolysis from 
the world’s most abundant natural polymer, cellulose. While the amorphous regions are 
removed during the hydrolysis process on native cellulose, the original crystalline 
domains are retained showing reinforcing capabilities, high mechanical strength 
                                                 
††
 This chapter is adapted from the paper “Brinatti, C.; Huang, J.; Berry, R.M.; Tam, K.C.; Loh, W. 
Structural and Energetic Studies on the Interaction of Cationic Surfactants and Cellulose Nanocrystals, 





(Young’s modulus of 100-130 GPa), low density (1.566 g cm
-3
), high aspect ratio and 






 The substitution of some of the 
hydroxyl groups by sulfur-ester groups derived from acid hydrolysis imparts 
electrostatic stabilization in aqueous solutions.
3,37
 Surface modification can be 
performed on the available primary hydroxyl groups to not only provide steric 










Because CNC is a negatively charged particle, it is expected to strongly interact 
with cationic surfactants via electrostatic interactions in a similar fashion as observed 
with polyelectrolytes.
132–134
 The difference is that CNC is a rigid rod-shaped particle, 
and it does not present the same flexibility as a polymer chain. Nonetheless, some 
important thermodynamic parameters such as critical concentration aggregation (cac), 
associated with the particle-induced micellization process,
135
 and a second critical 
aggregation concentration (C2) where the particle becomes saturated, after which only 
the formation of unbound micelles in solution are observed.
39
 
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) can be used to elucidate the behavior and 
stability of CNC in aqueous solutions in the presence of oppositely charged molecules, 
such as cationic surfactants. The use of ITC has proven to be a straightforward way of 
measuring the energy of interactions between mixtures containing surfactants and 
polymers.
35,36,39,135–137
 Calorimetric data can also provide valuable information on the 
thermodynamics of the association process.
39,135
 Once the concentration of the species is 
known during the titration experiment, different experimental conditions such as 
changes in temperature and ionic strength along with ancillary techniques such as 
surface tension, light scattering, and electrophoretic mobility provide further 
information on the system. 
The interactions between ionic surfactants and cellulose fibers and their 
derivatives have been reported.
138–140
 In a study performed by Alila et al.
138
 the 
interactions between carboxylic acid modified cellulose and a homologous series of 
alkyltrimethylammonium bromides (CnTAB) showed the influence of the alkyl chain 
length of the surfactants on the aggregation process. By using a surfactant-selective 
electrode, they observed that an increase in the alkyl chain length from 12 to 18 carbon 
atoms led to a transition from surfactant monolayers adsorbed onto the cellulosic fibers, 
named hemimicelles, to bilayers named admicelles. Ghoreishi et al.
139
 studied the 




surfactants with an alkyl chain of 14 carbon atoms but different headgroups using 
surfactant-selective electrode and ITC. Wang et al.
140
 also studied the interactions 
between EHEC and C14TAB using ITC and viscosity. 
Recently, the focus has shifted to studying mixtures containing surfactants and 
CNC and its derivatives.
25,37,125
 A recent report by Dhar et al.
36
 showed that the 
colloidal stability of CNC in water decreased in the presence of C14TAB. As well, the 
CNC-surfactant mixture displayed interfacial activity at a surfactant concentration 
below the surface induced micellization concentration, a process similar to a polymer-
induced aggregation. Peng et al.
35
 studied the interactions of a polymer-grafted CNC 
with ionic and nonionic surfactants. They observed electrostatic interactions between 
C12TAB and the sulfate-ester groups on the CNC surface; hydrophobic interactions 
were observed between sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) and the polymer while no 
interactions were recorded with the nonionic Brij 30. In a recent publication, Cranston 
and coworkers
25
 studied the binding of two cationic surfactants (with one and two alkyl 
chains) to CNC, showing that they could change the particle surface properties and 
affect their tendency to stabilize Pickering emulsions. This study revealed that the 
hydrophobicity of CNC aggregates can be varied depending on the type and amount of 
bound surfactant molecules, which has shown to determine whether oil-in-water (o/w) 
or water-in-oil (w/o) emulsions are favored, similar to the HLB (hydrophilic-lipophilic 
balance) principle. 
In this paper, we present a comprehensive study on the interaction of a 
homologous series of alkyltrimethylammonium bromides and CNC at three different 
temperatures, in water and in the presence of electrolytes, and at a wide surfactant 
concentration range. We combined data from ITC, surface tension, light scattering, 
electrophoretic mobility and fluorescence anisotropy measurements to elucidate the 
nature of these interactions, and the results revealed that the mode of surfactant binding 
to negatively charged CNC varies with their hydrophobicity.  
 
3.2 Experimental Section 
3.2.1 Chemicals 
The alkyltrimethylammonium surfactants CnTAB (n = 12, 14, 16), 




C16TAC, were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
®
 (  98% purity). Cellulose nanocrystal 
(CNC) hydrolyzed from wood pulp was provided by CelluForce Inc. NaBr was 
purchased from Synth
®
 (98% purity). All the chemicals were used without further 
purification. ANS (5-dimethylamino-1-naphtalenesulfonic acid hydrate) (  99% purity, 
Sigma-Aldrich
®
) was a kind gift from Prof. Frank Quina (USP – São Paulo). The water 




3.2.2 CNC samples preparation 
A 2.0 wt% CNC stock dispersion was prepared by ultrasonication with Hielscher 
UP100H equipment (Germany), using a MS3 sonication probe, and later kept in the 
refrigerator. All the other dispersions of 0.1 wt% were prepared from the stock 
dispersion by simple dilution. Desulfation of CNC was performed according to a 
method described by Lokanathan et al.
17
 using NaOH solutions of 0.25 and 0.50 mol L
-
1
. The CNC dispersions were kept under magnetic stir and were heated up to 65 ºC for 
30 minutes. After this, 0.25 and 0.50 mol L
-1
 HCl was added to the dispersions in order 
to neutralize the NaOH in solution. The dispersions were then dialyzed against 
deionised water for three days. These desulfated CNC samples are denoted, 
respectively, as d0.25 and d0.50-CNC in the text. For the experiments in the presence of 
electrolytes, NaBr was chosen in order to avoid the presence of a different third 
counterion.  
 
3.2.3 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
The calorimeter used was the MicroCal VP-ITC (Northampton, MA, USA). 
Aliquots ranging from 3 to 15 L were added stepwise by an automatic injection 
syringe containing 270 L of a concentrated surfactant solution (typically at least ten 
times above their cmc values) into the reaction cell of 1.43 mL containing either water 
or CNC dispersion with a 5 min interval between each injection. The dilution effects for 
the titration of water into CNC dispersion were negligible. Three different temperatures 
were used in the experiments: 25, 45 and 55 ºC. In the case of C16TAB the lower 
temperature used was 28 ºC to ensure being above its Krafft point, which is near 25 °C. 






 solution were performed only at room temperature. All the experiments 





3.2.4 Surface Tension Measurements 
The experiments were conducted using a Data Physics DCAT 21 at 25 ºC for 
C12TAB and 28 ºC for C16TAB. Small aliquots of surfactant were added to water for the 
control samples and to 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions under stirring. The method used was 
the Wilhelmy plate to measure the dynamic surface tension. All the experiments were 
performed in duplicate. 
 
3.2.5 Electrophoretic Mobility and Particle Size Determination 
Electrophoretic measurements were carried out using a NanoZS Zetasizer 
(Malvern Instruments). It uses a M3-PALS technique – a combination of phase analysis 
light scattering and laser Doppler velocimetry. The CNC concentration was fixed at 0.1 
wt% while varying the surfactant concentration. When measuring high concentrated 
surfactant solutions only the  sign is relevant, for there is a contribution from both the 
CnTAB-CNC complex and the bulk micelles.
141
 For particle size determination 
(detection angle of 173º), the apparent hydrodynamic diameter (dH) was measured in the 
presence of NaBr 1.0 mmol L
-1
. The experiments were performed at 25.0 ± 0.1 ºC for 
C12TAB and C14TAB, and 28 ± 0.1 ºC for C16TAB. All the experiments were performed 
in triplicate. 
 
3.2.6 Turbidity Measurements 
Transmittance measurements were carried out on an 8453 Spectrophotometer 
(Hewlett-Packard), equipped with a Peltier system, at a wavelength of 600 nm. CNC 0.1 





3.2.7 Fluorescence Anisotropy Experiments 
The equipment used was a Fluorolog-3 spectrofluorometer (Horiba FL3-22-
iHR320), with a quartz cuvette of 1 cm length used in all experiments. All 
measurements were performed at 25 ºC. ANS (5-dimethylamino-1-naphthalenesulfonic 
acid hydrate) was used as a fluorescent probe, with a constant concentration of 5.0 mol 
L
-1
. Previous experiments indicated that ANS fluorescence intensity was affected by its 
interaction with the cationic surfactants (results not shown). Therefore, we decided to 
focus on its fluorescence anisotropy instead to verify the presence of surfactant 
aggregates. The excitation wavelength was 320 nm, and the emission wavelength was 
obtained from 380 to 700 nm. All the experiments were performed with polarizers in the 
vertical (   ) and horizontal (   ) positions, in order to measure the fluorescence 




     
             
              
   Equation 3.1 
Where     and     are the polarized components parallel and perpendicular to the 
incident light direction respectively. 
 
3.3 Results 
3.3.1 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry Measurements 
Figure 3.1 shows the calorimetric curves for the addition of CnTAB to CNC 
dispersions, along with the surfactant titration in water, for comparison. The CnTAB 
cmc values were obtained by the first derivative method
39,135
 from the dilution curves 
(open symbols) providing the following results: C12TAB (16.0 mmol kg
-1
), C14TAB (4.0 
mmol kg
-1
) and C16TAB (1.0 mmol kg
-1
), in accordance with previous reports.
144–147
 To 
analyze the effect of both the alkyl chains and the temperature in the interaction and due 
to the fact that the cmc differs drastically for the homologous series, the concentration 
axis was normalized as a function of the cmc for each surfactant (CT/cmc). We focused 
our attention on the more hydrophilic C12TAB and the more hydrophobic C16TAB 







All the curves in the presence of CNC display a similar trend that is much 
clearer for C16TAB than for the other surfactants: there is an endothermic reaction 
above the dilution curve at a low surfactant concentration up to approximately 0.15 cmc. 
After this point, there is a pronounced plateau for C12TAB (0.15-0.5 cmc), indicating no 
interaction between the CNC and surfactant (both curves are superimposed). This is 
followed by a cooperative process corresponding to a surface induced aggregation, with 
the curves not merging within the studied concentration range. For C16TAB, the initial 
endothermic interaction occurs for a wider surfactant concentration range. At the 
concentration of 0.30 cmc there is a “bump” probably related to a surfactant 
rearrangement at the CNC followed by a process that seems more cooperative than the 
one with C12TAB. 
This type of profile was also reported for other electrostatic complexation 
studies by ITC involving surfactants or polymers and other colloids.
148
 Vitorazi et al.
149
 
recently reported similar results when studying the interaction between oppositely 
charged polymers, emphasizing that this bump occurs close to charge neutralization. 
The observation of this feature in the present ITC curves confirms our hypothesis when 





estimated from earlier reports.
3
 The two curves merge at a high surfactant concentration 
denoting the saturation of the CNC rods and the formation of free unbound micelles in 
solution. Results for C14TAB are in between those for the other homologues and agree 
with those previously reported.
36
 
Lowering the CNC concentration to 0.01 wt% result in a decreased interaction 
between the surfactants and CNC (ITC curves shown in Figure A.2 in Appendix A), 
keeping the same overall features described above. 
In order to identify specific contributions from the hydrophobic interaction, we 
performed ITC experiments at different temperatures because enthalpy values 
associated with this interaction should vary significantly with temperature. These results 
are shown in Figure 3.2. To confirm the electrostatic contributions, we added an 
electrolyte (results shown in Figure 3.3) to partially screen the charges on both CNC 
and surfactants, and also removed some of the negatively charged sulfate ester groups 
from the CNC surface by desulfation, therefore reducing electrostatic interactions 






Figure 3.1 Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the titration of CnTAB into water 
(empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols) at 25 ºC for C12TAB 




Figure 3.2 Calorimetric titration curves obtained at 55 ºC for the titration of CnTAB into 
water (empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols), as a function of 






Figure 3.3 Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the titration of CnTAB into 25 mmol 
L
-1
 NaBr (empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols) in 25 mmol L
-
1
 NaBr at 25 ºC for C12TAB and C14TAB, and 28 ºC for C16TAB, as a function of 






Figure 3.4 Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the titration of CnTAB into water 
(empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% desulfated CNC (d-CNC) dispersions (filled symbols) at 
25 ºC for C12TAB (A) and 28 ºC for C16TAB (B), as a function of normalized surfactant 
concentration (CT/cmc). 
 
The temperature increase had a similar effect at low surfactant concentration on 
all mixtures, with different features (see Figure A.1 for results at 45 ºC in Appendix A). 
It has a more prominent impact on the system containing the more hydrophobic 




resulting in a fall below the surfactant dilution curve. Additionally, at a concentration 
range from 0.3 to 0.9 cmc, the interaction became less cooperative, having two different 
slopes. These results show that hydrophobic interactions are playing a more significant 
role for the C16TAB-CNC mixture. For the system with C12TAB, the initial endothermic 
interaction had almost disappeared with the titration curve in the presence of CNC being 
slightly more endothermic and shifted to a lower surfactant concentration than the 
dilution curve. 
As for the addition of an electrolyte (NaBr), there is also a decrease in the initial 
interaction for all surfactants, but it is still endothermic and more positive than the 
dilution curve. It had more impact on the C12TAB-CNC mixture, in which the two 
curves are almost superimposed. For the C16TAB-CNC mixture the “bump” is still 
present at a concentration of 0.5 cmc but with a lower intensity, followed by a 
continuous decrease of the titration curve in the presence of CNC compared to the 
dilution curve. 
The desulfation of the CNC surface (d-CNC) has a higher impact on the 
interaction with C12TAB than with C16TAB. A higher desulfation degree (d0.50-CNC) 
leads to a lower interaction between C12TAB and CNC, with a shift to higher surfactant 
concentration of titration curve in the presence of CNC. In the mixture with C16TAB the 
curve is similar to the one with pristine CNC (Figure 3.1) but instead of a “bump” there 
is a continuous decrease (lower cooperative process). Experiments performed with 
C16PyB, a cationic surfactant with a pyridinium group instead of a trimethylammonium 
headgroup, and C16TAC (chloride instead of bromide as the counterion) show the same 
trend as C16TAB at 28 ºC, corroborating the hypothesis of an ongoing sequential 
binding process for the more hydrophobic surfactants (see Figures A.3 and A.4 in 
Appendix A). 
 
3.3.2 Surface Tension Measurements 
We performed surface tension measurements in the same concentration range as 
for the ITC experiments with C12TAB at 25 ºC and C16TAB at 28 ºC. The dilution 
curves (empty symbols) present the same behavior with increasing surfactant 
concentration while the titrations in the presence of CNC (filled symbols) display 
distinct features. The dotted lines in Figure 3.5 are related to the ITC results at a 




The C12TAB-CNC mixture has a lower surface tension than the dilution curve at a low 
surfactant concentration denoting a more surface active mixture as earlier reported by 
Dhar et al. for C14TAB.
36
 A constant value of 39 mN m
-1
 is reached at a surfactant 
concentration of 0.40 cmc. As for C16TAB there is no difference between the dilution 
curve and the mixture up to a relative surfactant concentration of 0.22 cmc (dotted line 
in Figure 3.5). After this point the two curves diverge with the C16TAB-CNC mixture 
showing a higher surface tension than the dilution one. Once a plateau of 39 mN m
-1
 is 
reached, the same value is obtained for the mixture containing C12TAB. These higher 
surface tension values agree with the removal of the more hydrophobic surfactant from 
the air-solution interface and with the formation on non-surface active complexes. 
 
 
Figure 3.5 Surface tension measurements obtained for the titration of CnTAB into water 
(empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols) as a function of 
normalized surfactant concentration (CT/cmc). 
 
3.3.3 Light Scattering and Particle Size Measurements 
For a better understanding on the interactions between CnTAB and CNC, we 
fixed the CNC concentration at 0.1 wt% while varying the surfactant concentration 
within a broader range, in the presence and as well as the absence of NaBr (see Figure 




all the three surfactants: the mixtures are translucent at very low concentration range 
(bluish color), followed by sedimentation starting at half the cmc value. Also, samples 
with C12TAB display a higher light scattering intensity than those with C16TAB, as can 
be seen from the brightness of the images (see Figure A.5 in Appendix A for the 
images). It is expected that an increase in the surfactant concentration in the mixtures 
above the charge neutralization region would cause particle redispersion due to 
electrostatic repulsion arising from the surfactant micelles covering the CNC rods. This 
was not the case here despite the high surfactant concentration (30 times the cmc value 
for C16TAB, for instance). We also monitored the settling behavior (see Figures A.7 and 
A.8 in Appendix A) for the mixtures for 2 months. After 75 hours settling would cease, 
showing a much clearer phase separation for C12TAB compared to C16TAB (see Figures 
A.9 and A.10 in Appendix A). For C16TAB samples there appears to be a concentration 
range around 5 to 10 times its cmc where the mixtures might be flocculating but with no 
visible sedimentation. 
The settling experiments were based on visual observation only; therefore the 
use of a more accurate technique to ascertain the turbidity of the samples was required. 
We have monitored the transmittance of the samples (Figure 3.6) as an indirect way of 
measuring particle growth. As mentioned above, there was no sedimentation at low 
surfactant concentration (not shown in the Figure). The first point corresponds to half of 
the cmc value and the transmittance has decreased considerably following the order C12 
< C16. At the cmc region (dotted line on the graphic) there is an increase in the 
transmittance values, followed by a continuous decrease up to a value of 40%, 
indicating a particle growth responsible for the settling behavior. Viscosity 
measurements in this region show no significant difference for the two surfactants with 
a slight increase in its value due to an increase in the surfactant concentration (Figure 
A.11 in Appendix A). 
Even though at low surfactant concentration there is neither visible change nor 
observation of sedimentation or flocculation it does not mean the particles are not 
growing. By using dynamic light scattering measurements, we can estimate the apparent 
hydrodynamic diameter (dH) of the scattering particles. These data, shown in Figure 3.7, 
revealed a significant growth of the particles, from 80.8 ± 0.1 nm (pure CNC) up to 
235.0 ± 0.3 nm for C12TAB, 97.7 ± 0.4 nm for C14TAB and 139.7 ± 0.2 nm for C16TAB, 




Considering that these particles assume an anisometric shape, one can relate 
their diffusion coefficients to their dimensions   and  , respectively to the long and 
short axes by using  Equation 3.2 and Equation 3.3 (valid within         ):150 
 
    
   
     
              Equation 3.2 
                                Equation 3.3 
 
Where    = Boltzmann constant;   = temperature;   = length of the rod;   = 
diameter of the rod;    = viscosity of the solvent. 
By substitution of D0 on the Stokes-Einstein (Equation 3.4) we can obtain the 
hydrodynamic diameter of the CNC particles to ascertain if they are freely dispersed or 
aggregated as bundles at the concentration of 0.1 wt% in the absence of surfactant.  
 
   
   
      
  Equation 3.4 
 
Assuming L = 200 nm and d = 20 nm (L/d = 10) as typical average dimensions 
for CNC
1225
 we obtain a value of dH = 75 nm for pure CNC, which is close to the one 
obtained experimentally, confirming there should be no significant aggregation of 
particles at the 0.1 wt% concentration. The observed increase in CNC particle size must 






Figure 3.6 Transmittance of CNC-CnTAB mixtures. Visual particle sedimentation starts to 
occur at half the cmc value (first point), with inset showing the samples with C12TAB 
(bottom) and C16TAB (top). Cmc value is denoted by a dotted line. 
 
 
Figure 3.7 Apparent hydrodynamic diameter (dH) for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC 





3.3.4 Anisotropy Fluorescence Measurements 
Molecular probes can be used to provide information on mobility, flexibility and 
binding of molecular complexes by measuring the increase or decrease of fluorescence 
anisotropy.
142,143,151
 Small aggregates tumble faster than large aggregates and therefore, 
should possess higher anisotropy values. If this probe interacts with surfactants bound to 
the CNC surface, an even greater reduction in the anisotropy values is expected due to a 
lower mobility of the complex. The fluorescence anisotropy of ANS in the presence of 
pure surfactant and with CnTAB-CNC mixtures was measured to gather more 
information on the structure of the complexes formed (Figure 3.8). The results are 
shown together with the respective ITC data for the sake of comparison. 
In the curves without CNC, there is a sharp decrease in the absolute anisotropy 
values, with an inflection point close to the cmc region that denotes the incorporation of 
the probe at the micellar surface. In the presence of CNC, the curves are at first 
superimposed with the dilution curves for all mixtures (the first points are not shown in 
the Figure 3.8). The absolute anisotropy values in the presence of CNC start to change 
at lower surfactant concentration with the inflection now close to where the ITC curves 
indicate the beginning of an endothermic interaction. These results confirm that the 
interaction of surfactant monomers with CNC starts at low concentration, but it is only 
at the point where the ITC data indicates an endothermic process that surfactant 
aggregation at the CNC surface initiates. At a higher surfactant concentration the curves 
in the presence and in the absence of CNC merge, with both curves displaying 
anisotropy values close to zero due to the full coverage of the CNC rods by the 






Figure 3.8 ANS fluorescence anisotropy (closed symbols) combined with ITC data (open 
symbols) obtained at 25 ºC for C12TAB (red) and C14TAB (green) and 28 ºC for C16TAB 






3.3.5 Electrophoretic Mobility Measurements 
By measuring the electrophoretic mobility of all samples (Figure 3.9) the same 
S-shaped curves were obtained for all the three surfactants. At low surfactant 
concentration the values are all negative, followed by an abrupt rise in the mobility 
values over a narrow concentration range. When the surfactant concentration reaches 
half the cmc (where visual observation of flocculation starts) there is a signal inversion 
from negative to positive values, and after this point an increase in the surfactant 







 this point of charge inversion is close to the stoichiometry point of 
charge neutralization. Moreover, when comparing with ITC data, this matches the 
“bump” found on the ITC curves for the binding of C16TAB (Figure 3.1). 
Data presented in Figure 3.9 were plotted as a function of normalized surfactant 
concentration. Hence, considering that the same amount of CNC was used in all of the 
three experiments, and that the three surfactants display different cmc values, with 
C16TAB presenting the smallest one, the absolute surfactant concentrations are different. 
Following this reasoning, charge neutralization should take place at a surfactant 
concentration of ca. 1/4 of that of C16TAB for C14TAB and 1/16 for C12TAB, if the 
surfactants were fully bound to CNC. The observation that the three surfactants display 
charge inversion points at different absolute concentrations indicates that binding of the 
two less hydrophobic surfactants is not as complete as the one presented by C16TAB. A 
similar observation was recently reported for studies comparing two different cationic 
surfactants C16TAB and DMAB (didecyldimethylammonium bromide)
25
 that display 
close charge neutralization points, but as their cmc values are also close, there is no 
clear discrimination of these effects. 
Another interesting point related to the results presented in Figure 3.9 is that, 
although mixtures of CnTAB-CNC display high positive charges at higher surfactant 
concentration, they do not fully redisperse, as has been observed for other colloidal 
coacervates formed by electrostatic interaction. Combining all the previous results, we 
suggest that a surface induced surfactant aggregation starts at a lower surfactant 
concentration for the more hydrophobic surfactants C14TAB and C16TAB; the negative 
electrophoretic values are in agreement with counterion adsorption in the formation of 
admicelles.
152
 As for C12TAB the initial interaction is due to an ion exchange 
mechanism between the CNC and the surfactant,
138,153






 with the alkyl chains towards the water, followed by surfactant 
aggregation at higher concentration. At this point, the mixture remains flocculated due 
to interaction of CNC rods with cationic surfactant admicelles, in a mechanism similar 




Figure 3.9 Electrophoretic mobility measurements at a fixed CNC concentration (0.1 






Figure 3.10 Binding mechanism for both CnTAB – CNC (counterions are not shown for 
the sake of clarity) with an increase in the surfactant concentration. Pictorial 
representation of the formation of hemimicelles for C12TAB (left) followed by the 
formation of admicelles (bottom and surfactant-CNC coacervates). C16TAB only forms 
admicelles. Not drawn to scale. 
 
We tried to further investigate the nature of these flocs using small-angle X-ray 
scattering measurements. The SAXS curves (Figures A.12 and A.13 in Appendix A) do 
not show any distinct evidence of ordering in the scale of dimensions probed with this q 
range, except for one broad and weak peak around q = 0.8 nm
-1
. The presence of a peak 
in the curves for both surfactant-CNC mixtures that is not seen in those for pure CNC or 
pure surfactant may be interpreted as a result of some ordering of the scattering objects, 
and corresponds to a correlation distance around 8.0 nm, which is not far from the 
diameter of the CNC rods. If they are arranged as pictured in Figure 3.10, such a 
correlation distance may arise from the distance of between adjacent rods that are joined 






Analyzing the results presented above, one can propose that the interaction 
between the less hydrophobic surfactant, C12TAB, and CNC is electrostatic driven at 
low surfactant concentration.
36
 ITC curves (Figure 3.1) show that after this initial 
process, there is a concentration range in which no significant changes occur followed 
by surface induced surfactant aggregation at a concentration around half of its cmc 
value. The predominantly electrostatic nature
138,155
 of this initial interaction is 
confirmed by results obtained in the presence of electrolytes and with desulfated CNC, 
in which this initial part is suppressed. 
The formation of surface induced aggregates is supported by the results of 
fluorescence anisotropy (Figure 3.8). It shows a change in anisotropy around the same 
concentration range, consistent with the incorporation of ANS into surfactant 
aggregates. For the more hydrophobic surfactant studied, C16TAB, the major difference 
is that hydrophobic surfactant interactions start at a much lower surfactant concentration 
(even considering the relative values normalized by their cmc), with a less important 
contribution from electrostatic interactions. This is also revealed by studies with 
electrolytes, desulfated CNC and temperature variation, with the latter showing to have 
a higher impact on the more hydrophobic surfactant.
39,137
 Overall, C14TAB displays an 
intermediate behavior. 
Studies of electrophoretic mobility of the CnTAB-CNC mixtures indicate that 
surfactant addition leads to CNC charge reversal but, interestingly, the point of charge 
inversion depends more on the surfactant tendency to self-associate. It occurs at 
concentrations near half their cmc values for the three surfactants, rather than to their 
absolute concentrations. This finding indicates that almost all of the added C16TAB 
binds to CNC, as indicated by the close agreement between the charge ratio estimated 
from CNC charges and surfactant concentration. However, an increasing surfactant 
fraction remains in water for the less hydrophobic surfactants. Again, this finding bears 
a close relationship with the formation of admicelles, which becomes more favorable 
with the increase in surfactant hydrophobicity.
138,155,156
 
Another interesting feature derived from this study relates to the nature of the 
CnTAB-CNC aggregates formed by these mixtures. It has been previously proposed that 
these coacervates (which appear as flocs at higher surfactant concentrations) are formed 




(as represented in Figure 3.10). Our SAXS results indicate that no long-order surfactant 
structures are formed, by the absence of Bragg peaks. SAXS curves reveal, however, a 
broad and small peak suggesting a correlation distance around 8.0 nm for scattering 
objects. In such mixtures, considering that the scattering from surfactant micelles is 
found at higher q values, these objects are most likely the CNC rods, and this 
correlation distance is consistent with the pictorial representation in Figure 3.10. The 
nature of these aggregates is consistent with the findings that at high surfactant 
concentrations, where their electrophoretic mobilities suggest a significant excess of 
positive charges, no redispersion is observed. For these aggregates, addition of more 
cationic surfactants would increase the number of adsorbed micelles and possible cross-
linking points for CNC rods. 
 
3.5 Conclusions 
In this paper the interaction between CNC and a homologous series of CnTAB 
cationic surfactants (n = 12, 14, and 16) was studied by different techniques. The ITC 
results in the presence of CNC and at varied conditions clearly show that the 
electrostatic interactions are the driving force at low surfactant concentration for all 
mixtures and that the formation of hemimicelles (surfactant alkyl chains exposed 
towards the water) is predominant for the less hydrophobic homologue. This process is 
followed by hydrophobic interactions between the surfactant alkyl chains at higher 
concentrations, leading to the formation of admicelles. Electrophoretic mobility 
measurements indicate that this binding is associated with charge inversion with the 
concentration of zero charge for all the three surfactants coinciding with half of their 
cmc values, and not controlled by their absolute concentrations. This confirms that 
surfactant binding depends strongly on their hydrophobicity. These results, along with 
those from other techniques extend and complement earlier reports on surfactant 
interaction with CNC rods demonstrating important differences depending on the 
surfactant hydrophobicity. Moreover, the present results support the proposal that the 
coacervates formed by these mixtures consist of a bunch of CNC rods cross-linked by 
adsorbed cationic surfactant aggregates and, for this reason, no redispersion is observed 
even when they possess excess positive charge. 
The observation of these properties is of great relevance for the separation and 




these particles to be used for the removal of contaminants, for instance.
131
 Another point 
of potential relevance relates to use of CNC as vehicle for uptake or release of active 
compounds, such as in pharmaceutical formulations. For this reason, the present 
findings open the possibility of tuning CNC properties by changing not only 





Chapter 4: Redispersion of poly (oligo (ethylene oxide) 
methacrylate) grafted cellulose nanocrystals in the 
presence of ionic surfactants‡ 
My contributions to this manuscript: 
Performed all the experiments except HSDSC in the presence of surfactants, zeta 
potential, particle size and FTIR. TGA experiments were performed by a lab technician. 
The manuscript was written by me. 
 
Abstract 
Due to their negatively charged surfaces, cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) may undergo 
precipitation when interacting with cationic surfactants in aqueous solutions. Two 
different approaches were evaluated in this study as alternatives to avoid such behavior 
or to promote their redispersion. First, adding a nonionic nonylphenol etoxylate 
surfactant (NP) with 100 ethylene oxide (EO) units, which increased the binding of 
alkyltrimethylammonium bromide (CnTAB) surfactants to CNC but could not avoid 
precipitation as seen by electrophoretic mobility and light scattering results. Second, 
surface grafting of CNC with a thermoresponsive poly (oxyethylene) (PEO) derived 
polymer, poly di (ethylene oxide) methyl ether methacrylate , (P(MEO2MA), presenting 
a cloud point of approximately 25 ºC. Addition of excess dodecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (C12TAB) surfactant to the system, at a temperature above its cloud point, 
caused a non-reversible redispersion in the system due to surfactant binding to both the 
polymer and to the surface negative charges of the CNC. The addition of different 
concentrations of an anionic surfactant, sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) caused an 
increase in the temperature of the phase transition of the polymer, as revealed by 
HSDSC measurements, a phenomenon that could be reversed by dialysis. 
 
4.1 Introduction 
Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) are a class of nanobiomaterials derived from 
cellulose via sulfuric acid hydrolysis, presenting negative sulfate-ester groups that 
                                                 
‡
 This chapter is adapted from the manuscript “Brinatti, C.; Akhlaghi, S.P.; Oliveira, R.P.; Berry, R.M.; 
Tam, K.C.; Loh, W. Redispersion of poly (oligo (ethylene oxide) methacrylate) grafted cellulose 




render an electrostatic stability for dispersions in water and polar solvents.
5,7,16
 When in 
the presence of oppositely charged molecules such as cationic alkyltrimethylammonium 
bromide surfactants (CnTAB) the electrostatic interaction between them is so strong 
they precipitate 
36
 when the surfactant concentration reaches around half of its critical 
micellar concentration (cmc) (Chapter 3).
157
 To avoid such behavior, by changing the 
amount of cationic surfactant bound to CNC, two different approaches might be 
pursued. The first one is the addition of a nonionic surfactant, which could either 
increase or decrease the binding of cationic surfactants to CNC due to the synergy 
between both molecules. The second is surface modification of CNC by grafting a 
polymer that would increase the CNC surface area and could enhance the number of 
available binding sites. 
Synergy between nonionic and ionic surfactants has been earlier reported by 
many research groups.
158–160
 Interactions between hexadecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (C16TAB), a cationic surfactant and nonionic nonylphenol ethoxylated 
surfactants with varying the degree of ethoxylation (NP series) was studied by Desai & 
Dixit.
158
 By increasing the ethoxylated moiety of the nonionic surfactant the shape of 
the micelles would change from spherical to rod-shaped attributed to interactions 
between the hydrophilic polar groups of both surfactants. In another study, 
Somasundaram and Huang observed that nonionic NP surfactants could only be 
adsorbed on alumina surfaces in the presence of tetradecyltrimethylammonium chloride 
(C14TAC) and this feature was increased when the content of the cationic surfactant was 
increased in solution as seen by zeta potential results.
161
 
Mészáros and coworkers performed extensive studies regarding the presence of 
nonionic surfactants in the interactions between ionic surfactants and oppositely-
charged polyelectrolytes. They observed that this strong electrostatic interaction and 
non-equilibrium association that could lead to phase separation might be tuned by the 
nonionic/ionic surfactant ratio. The presence of nonionic surfactant could affect this 
non-equilibrium state by destabilizing the colloidal complexes formed at different 
surfactant/polyelectrolyte and nonionic/ionic surfactant ratios. At a low ratio the onset 
of phase separation is shifted towards lower ionic surfactant concentration; at a high 
ratio the ionic surfactant can be solubilised into mixed micelles and binding can be 
suppressed.
141
 Interactions between the anionic surfactant sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) 
and the cationic poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride) (PDADMAC) was enhanced 
in the dilute regime in the presence of glucosidic nonionic surfactants.
162




same effect was observed when studying the binding of alkyltrimethylammonium 
bromide surfactants (CnTAB) to poly (styrenesulfonate) (PSS), with a more pronounced 
effect for C12TAB than for C16TAB that was related to the surfactant hydrophobicity.
134
 
Surface modification of cellulose and its derivatives such as CNC with stimuli-
responsive polymers – especially pH and temperature responsive – have been drawing 
some attention since the past decade.
105,107,108
 Ethoxylated polymers and derivatives 
present advantages of being water soluble, biocompatible and thermoresponsive. An 
important and yet relatively new class of EO derivatives is the one containing a 
methacrylate unit that could be polymerized, therefore broadening the possibility of its 
use in different fields.
118
 Nho and Kwon 
163
 modified the surface of cellulose films by 
radiation grafting polymerization technique and used poly(ethylene oxide 
methacrylates) (PEOMA) with increasing hydrophilicity by increasing the number of 
ethylene oxide units from 2 to 9. The process was followed by amination and heparin 
immobilization in order to assess their improved compatibility with blood. Grishkewich 
et al.
108
 observed that by adjusting the grafted molar ratio of OEGMA300 (oligoethylene 
oxide methyl ether methacrylate) to MEO2MA (diethylene oxide methyl ether 
methacrylate) onto CNC it is possible to tune the lower critical solution temperature 
(LCST) of the CNC-g-POEGMA nanoparticles from 23.8 to 63.8 ºC. They also 
observed a thermal hysteresis when cooling down the system, denoting a kinetic effect 
on the nanoparticles aggregation. Peng et al.
35
 studied the interactions between a 
polymer-grafted CNC (CNC-g-M600, a polypropylene glycol (PPG) derivative) and 
different surfactants with alkyl chains containing 12 carbon atoms namely SDS 
(anionic), C12TAB (cationic) and Brij 30 (nonionic). No interactions were observed 
between CNC-g-M600 and Brij 30; but it was found that SDS presented hydrophobic 
interactions with the grafted polymer chains while C12TAB would bind electrostatically 
to the negatively charged sulfate-ester groups on the CNC surface. 
In our study we investigated the binding of CnTAB (n = 12 and 16) to CNC in 
the presence of the nonionic surfactant NP-100 containing 100 ethylene oxide (EO) 
units by measuring the electrophoretic mobility and transmittance of their mixtures. 
When CNC surface was modified by grafting P(MEO2MA), we attempted to redisperse 
the CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) with ionic surfactants SDS and CnTAB at a temperature above 
its LCST. The surface-modified CNC was characterized by FTIR-ATR spectroscopy, 
thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and high sensitivity differential scanning 




surfactants were analysed by ITC, electrophoretic mobility, light scattering 
measurements and HSDSC at varied SDS concentrations. 
 
4.2 Experimental Section 
4.2.1 Chemicals 
Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) hydrolyzed from wood pulp was provided by 
CelluForce Inc. The nonionic surfactant used was ULTRANEX NP 1000, a 
nonylphenol etoxylate with an average of 100 EO units (NP-100) kindly donated by 
Oxiteno, Brazil. The ionic surfactants used were alkyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CnTAB, n = 12 and 16) and sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) (  98% purity). All the 
surfactants were used without purification. The monomer di(ethylene glycol)methyl 
ether methacrylate (MEO2MA, 95% purity, Mw = 188.22 g mol
-1
) was purified by 
passing it through a basic alumina oxide column to remove the inhibitors. Cerium (IV) 
ammonium nitrate (  98% purity) was used without purification. All these chemicals 
were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
®
. Water used to prepare all solutions and 




4.2.2 Graft Polymerization 
In a two-neck round bottom flask 0.5 g of CNC powder was dispersed in 50.0 
mL of water by ultrasonication with Hielscher UP100H equipment (Germany), using a 
MS3 sonication probe. The dispersion was kept under stirring at room temperature and 
then purged for 20 min with nitrogen gas into the flask. The MEO2MA with a ratio of 
100:1 (based on the ration MEO2MA/OH groups on the CNC surface) was added to the 
flask. To the CNC dispersion 1.0 mL of a solution containing 100 mg L
-1
 of cerium (IV) 
ammonium nitrate was added dropwise – the drops were only added after the yellow 
color from the cerium (IV) solution added to the flask disappeared. After this procedure 
the nitrogen purge was ceased and the two necks of the flask were sealed with a rubber 
stop and silicone glue. The reaction was kept under stirring for 20 h. The final product 
(white solid agglomerate) was dialyzed against deionised water for 1 week using a 
membrane with a MW cut off: 12,000 g mol
-1
. The product was then centrifuged at 3000 




unreacted MEO2MA monomers and unbound polymers that might be physically 




4.2.3 CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) Sample Preparation 
Stock dispersions of CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) 3.0 wt% were prepared by 
ultrasonication with Hielscher UP100H equipment (Germany), using a MS3 sonication 
probe, under ice bath for at least 20 min and stored in the refrigerator. All the 
experiments were performed with 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) by simply diluting the 
stock dispersion. 
 
4.2.4 FTIR-ATR spectroscopy 
An Agilent Cary 630 FTIR spectrometer with diamond attenuated total 
reflectance (ATR) with a ZnSe beamsplitter crystal was used in order to characterize 
both pristine CNC and surface modified CNC-g-P(MEO2MA). Each sample as analyzed 
over a frequency range of 400-4000 cm
-1




4.2.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA) 
Thermogravimetric experiments were conducted using TA 20.50 equipment. 
The analyzed samples (pristine CNC powder, CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) underflow and 
P(MEO2MA) supernatant) were inserted into a platinum pan and heated up from 30 to 
800 ºC at a rate of 10 ºC min
-1




4.2.6 High Sensitivity Differential Scanning Calorimetry (HSDSC) 
A MicroCal VP-DSC (Northampton, MA, USA) calorimeter was used for the 
experiment. 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) dispersion and its mixtures containing SDS 
(0.1, 1.0, 5.0, 20.0 and 40.0 mmol kg
-1
) were added in a 0.5 mL reaction cell and they 
were scanned from 20 up to 110 ºC. Scan rates were performed at 60 ºC h
-1
. For all 
experiments were performed three consecutive runs. The first one was considered to 





4.2.7 Transmittance Measurements 
Transmittance measurements were carried out on a 8453 Spectrophotometer 
(Hewlett-Packard), equipped with a Peltier system, at a wavelength of 600 nm under 
stirring (500 rpm). For the nonionic surfactants experiments we fixed both the CNC 
concentration at 0.1 wt% and NP-100 concentration at 1.3 mmol L
-1
 while varying the 
cationic surfactants concentrations. The experiments were performed at 25 ºC for 
C12TAB and 28 ºC for C16TAB. For the determination of the cloud point of CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA) the dispersion was heated up from 15 to 40 ºC and then cooled down back 
to 15 ºC at a rate of 1.0 ºC min
-1
. Three consecutive cycles were performed and the first 
cycle was intended to erase the thermal history of the polymer. 
 
4.2.8 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) 
MicroCal VP-ITC (Northampton, MA, USA) was the calorimeter used for the 
experiments. Aliquots ranging from 3 to 10 L were added stepwise by an automatic 
injection syringe containing 270 L of a concentrated surfactant solution (at least 
twelve times above its cmc value) into the reaction cell of 1.43 mL containing either 
water or 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) dispersions with a 5 min interval between 
injections. Two different temperatures were used in the experiments 15 ºC and 40 ºC, 
below and above the P(MEO2MA) LCST, respectively. All the experiments were 
performed in duplicate. Data obtained were treated with the Origin
®
 7.0 software. 
 
4.2.9 Electrophoretic Mobility and Particle Size Determination 
Electrophoretic measurements were carried out using a NanoZS Zetasizer 
(Malvern Instruments). It uses an M3-PALS technique – a combination of phase 
analysis light scattering and laser Doppler velocimetry. For the nonionic surfactant 
experiments we fixed both the CNC concentration at 0.1 wt% and NP-100 concentration 
at 1.3 mmol L
-1
 while varying the cationic surfactants concentrations. The experiments 
were performed at 25 ºC for C12TAB and 28 ºC for C16TAB. The CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) 
concentration was fixed at 1.0 wt% while varying the surfactant concentration. When 




is a contribution from both the CnTAB-CNC complex and the bulk micelles.
141
 The 
experiments were performed in triplicate for all the systems. 
For particle size determination (detection angle of 173º), the apparent 
hydrodynamic diameter (dHapp) was measured at 15.0 ± 0.1 ºC and at 40 ± 0.1 ºC for 
C12TAB and SDS, respectively. All the experiments were performed in triplicate. 
 
4.3 Results 
4.3.1 Mixtures containing CnTAB /NP-100/CNC 
The nonionic/ionic surfactant ratio has an influence on the interactions with 
oppositely charged polyelectrolytes and/or particles.
134,141,158,159,161,162
 Binding could be 
even suppressed by increasing this ratio. With that in mind, we decided to add the 
nonionic surfactant NP-100 to the CnTAB/CNC mixture to evaluate the effect of this 
nonionic/ionic surfactant ratio. The surface area occupied by the NP-100 surfactant 
molecules is very large (15.6 nm)
164
 so perhaps the adsorbed nonionic micelles on the 
CNC surface would also impart a significant contribution to sterical hindrance for the 
binding of cationic surfactants. 
Following the results from our previous publication (Chapter 3),
157
 we varied the 
cationic surfactant concentrations while fixing the CNC concentration at 0.1 wt% and 
NP-100 concentration at 1.3 mmol L
-1
. The NP-100 concentration was chosen based on 
its cmc value of 0.68 mmol L
-1
 obtained by ITC experiments (Figure B.1 in Appendix 
B) so to ensure NP-100 micelles in solution. The mixtures are shown in Figure 4.1 
where we have a comparison with the mixtures in the absence of NP-100 (mixtures 






Figure 4.1 Comparison of mixtures containing C16TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions in 
the absence (top)
157
 and in the presence of 1.3 mmol L
-1
 NP-100 solution (bottom). C16TAB 
concentrations are expressed in mol L
-1
(at the bottom). 
 
The samples in the presence of NP-100 (Figure 4.1 bottom) do not show any 
visible sign of phase separation/sedimentation throughout the whole concentration range 
when compared to the mixtures in the absence of NP-100 (Figure 4.1 top). With this 
promising result we performed transmittance and electrophoretic mobility experiments 
and the results are presented in Figure 4.2. We compared the new results with the ones 





Figure 4.2 Transmittance (open symbols) and electrophoretic mobility (filled symbols) as a 
function of normalized surfactant concentration (CT/cmc) for the mixtures containing: a) 




wt% (C12TAB circles and C16TAB stars) The experiments were performed at 25 ºC for 
C12TAB (red symbols) and at 28 ºC for C16TAB (blue symbols). 
 
In the experiments with CnTAB/CNC (Figure 4.2a) we see an S-shaped curve 
obtained for both surfactants when measuring electrophoretic mobility. There is a signal 
inversion at 0.5 cmc concentration for both surfactants, where flocculation starts. There 
is also a steep decrease at the same concentration range when performing transmittance 
experiments with both surfactants reaching 40% of their original values (Chapter 3).
157
 
A similar trend can be found in the experiments with CnTAB/NP-100/CNC (Figure 
4.2b). For the more hydrophilic surfactant C12TAB the concentration of signal inversion 
decreased (from 0.5 to 0.25 cmc) and the net electrophoretic mobility values are 
reduced, while its transmittance values did not change significantly. For C16TAB the 
point of signal inversion did not change (although the net values were narrowed as well) 
and the transmittance values reached 60% of its original value. Both systems containing 
C12TAB and C16TAB in the presence of NP-100 showed sedimentation after some time 
(approx. 5 h), showing that the nonionic surfactant NP-100 did not hinder the 
growth/agglomeration of the particles. 
 
4.3.2 Mixtures containing CNC-g-P(MEO2MA)/Surfactants 
Because our attempt to prevent CNC agglomeration and/or redispersion by 
adding a nonionic surfactant as a sterical stabilizer failed, we turned our attention to 
chemically grafting a polymer on the CNC surface. 
We aimed at applying a thermoresponsive polymer in order to be able to test this 
hypothesis. Below the LCST the polymer grafted CNC would have to remain dispersed 
in solution so it would not interfere with our analyses. Increasing the temperature of the 
system up to a point above the LCST would cause a visual phase separation that could 
be reversed by the addition of surfactants. By choosing ionic surfactants with the same 
alkyl chain length we could assess where they would be bound to, i.e. the polymer chain 
coil/globules and/or the CNC negative charges. This could be achieved by using 





4.3.3 CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) Characterization 
4.3.3.1 FTIR-ATR  
The FTIR-ATR spectra of both pristine CNC and CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) are 
presented in Figure 4.3. Pristine CNC spectrum peaks are in accordance with previous 
studies.
32,106,108
 The presence of a new peak at 1723 cm
-1
 at the CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) 






Figure 4.3 ATR spectra obtained for (a) Pristine CNC and (b) CNC-g-P(MEO2MA). 
 
4.3.3.2 TGA, HSDSC and Transmittance Experiments 
Thermogravimetric analysis was used to characterize the surface modification of 
CNC with P(MEO2MA). Figure 4.4 shows the decomposition curve obtained for 
pristine CNC, CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and the supernatant comprised mostly by 
P(MEO2MA) loose polymer chains and unreacted monomers. Analyzing Figure 4.4 
inset (derivative weight loss thermograms) we see that pristine CNC (black curve) and 
CNC-g- P(MEO2MA) (red curve) profiles are superimposed and present a degradation 




due to the acid hydrolysis of cellulose.
8,127,166
 The higher temperature processes at 350 
ºC and 600 ºC are attributed to a slow char residue formation.
8,166
 However, CNC-g- 
P(MEO2MA) presents an initial peak at a lower temperature of 185 ºC. This indicates a 
decrease on the CNC thermal stability after polymer grafting reaction.
127
 In the 
proposed mechanism for cerium (IV) ammonium nitrate ion as a surface initiated 
“grafting-from” radical reaction
32,105
 it is suggested that covalent bonds between C2 and 
C3 on the anhydroglucose units at the surface might break, thus weakening the 
crystalline structure.
32
 We assumed that the supernatant (blue curve) does not show any 
considerable traces of CNC –there is only one transition temperature starting at 85 ºC 
throughout the entire temperature range. 
 
 
Figure 4.4 TGA thermograms obtained for Pristine CNC (─), CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) (─), 
and Supernatant (─). Inset shows the derivative weight loss thermograms of the three 
samples. 
 
In order to assess the LCST behavior for CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) we performed a 
series of experiments using HSDSC (Figure 4.5) and UV-Vis transmittance (Figure 
4.6). HSDSC results showed a temperature transition in the range of 24.3 to 35.4 ºC, 
with a maximum of 25.0 ºC and, after this maximum the curve kept decreasing and did 
not return to the base line, in a similar way as to proteins.
167




agreement with the ones obtained by UV-Vis transmittance measurements: temperature 
transition in the range of 20.3 to 34.8 ºC, with a maximum at 23.0 ºC. Similar results 
were obtained by Lutz et al.
118
 and Grishkewich et al.
108
. Figure 4.6 also shows that the 
thermoresponsive behavior is reversible and presented some hysteresis for 
dehydration/aggregation (heating, red curve) and rehydration/redispersion (cooling, blue 
curve), the latter a slower process then the former. 
 
 
Figure 4.5 Thermogram obtained at a scan rate of 60 ºC h
-1







Figure 4.6 Hysteresis behavior for the second heating and cooling cycles of 1.0 wt% CNC-
g-P(MEO2MA) dispersion. 
 
4.3.3.3 ITC Experiments 
To examine the effects of the addition of ionic surfactants with different 
electrical charges to CNC-g-P(MEO2MA), we performed a series of calorimetric 
titration experiments at two different temperatures, 15 and 40 ºC, below and above the 
LCST, respectively for both C12TAB and SDS (Figure 4.7). Electrostatic interactions 
should not be affected by this temperature change, while hydrophobic interactions are 
expected to be significantly affected.
39
 When using C12TAB, an interaction with both 
the negative sulfate groups on the CNC surface and the grafted polymer chains is 
expected. However, cationic surfactants are known to interact less with hydrophilic 
polymers
137,140
 due to the presence of the large trimethylammonium headgroup. 
Therefore, we would expect to see no significant interaction at 15 ºC and some 
interaction with the polymer chains at 40 ºC. Our hypothesis was confirmed when we 
analyzed the data in Figure 4.7 (left): at a lower surfactant concentration range from 0.5 
up to 2.0 mmol kg
-1
 there is a small peak in the titration curves in the presence of CNC-
g-P(MEO2MA) attributed to electrostatic interaction, regardless of the temperature 
(Chapter 3).
157
 Increasing the surfactant concentration (7.2 mmol kg
-1
) we only 




between the surfactants and the polymer chains – here we have a polymer induced 
micellization process known as critical aggregation concentration (cac) that has been 
observed in previous studies.
40,42,168
  
When we compared these results with the ones obtained for SDS (Figure 4.7, 
right) our hypothesis became clear. SDS can only interact with the grafted polymer 
chains and this is reflected on the titration curves in the presence of CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA) as peaks corresponding to a polymer induced micellization (cac). 
At 15 ºC there is a small exothermic peak (-1.82 kJ mol
-1
) at a surfactant 
concentration of 0.90 mmol kg
-1
, while at 40 ºC there is a much more pronounced peak 
(-18.24 kJ mol
-1
). These values are obtained by simple subtraction of the maximum 
enthalpy value for the titration curves in the presence of CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) from the 
enthalpy value obtained of the control samples (titration into water) at the same 
surfactant concentration. 
 This difference can be attributed to the hydration of the grafted polymer chains 
when interacting with SDS. At 40 ºC the grafted polymer chains acquire a globular 
structure and are dehydrated, a phenomenon similar to what has been reported for poly 
(N-isopropylacrilamide), P(NIPAM).
95,169
 When we added SDS to the system the 
surfactant was responsible for the formation of micellar aggregates involving the 
P(MEO2MA) chains, and they assumed a coil fashion and were rehydrated. 
 
  
Figure 4.7 ITC curves at 15 and 40 ºC for the titration of C12TAB (left) and SDS (right) 





4.3.3.4 Electrophoretic Mobility and Particle Size 
Measurements 
By preparing mixtures containing a fixed CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) concentration at 
1.0 wt% while varying the surfactant concentration in the same range as studied by ITC, 
we could gather more information between the two different systems at the two 
different temperatures. Figure 4.8 shows electrophoretic mobility and particle size 
results for mixtures with C12TAB and SDS.  
For the mixtures containing CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and different C12TAB 
concentrations (0, 0.5, 4.0, 7.0, 16.0 and 32.0 mmol kg
-1
)(Figure 4.8a) there is a charge 
inversion from negative to positive values at low surfactant concentration that 
corresponds to the first small ITC peak (0.5 mmol kg
-1
), which can be associated to the 
charge neutralization on the CNC surface. Increasing the surfactant concentration lead 
to more positive electrophoretic mobility values, with the values obtained at 40 ºC being 
more positive than the ones obtained at 15 ºC. For the very first two concentration 
points (0.5 and 4.0 mmol kg
-1
) it was not possible to measure the particle size (Figure 
4.8c), and again it is correlated to the small ITC peak observed. The CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA)/C12TAB mixtures were turbid and agglomerated (Figures B.3 and B.4 in 
Appendix B). This is represented by a dashed line connecting the first point for pure 
CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) to the point related to a surfactant concentration of 7.0 mmol kg
-1
, 
where we have the second peak at 40 ºC in the ITC experiments (Figure 4.7). We put 
this point to show how large the particles became (2.4 ± 0.3 m) especially at 15 ºC 
because of the aggregation/agglomeration of the CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) particles. At high 
surfactant concentration the particle size at both temperatures decreased down to values 
of 610 ± 50 nm and the mixtures became transparent again (Figure B.3 in Appendix B). 
We can assume that the binding of C12TAB to the CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) particles occurs 
in a sequential manner: it first binds to the negatively charged sulfate ester groups as it 
was observed for pristine CNC before (Chapter 3),
36,157
 followed by a polymer induced 
micellization (cac), which causes the now C12TAB decorated CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) 
particles to repel each other and to remain dispersed in solution.
38
 
For the mixtures containing CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) in the presence of different 
SDS concentrations (0, 0.3, 1.5, 4.0, 10.0 and 16.0 mmol kg
-1
) the electrophoretic 
mobility values (Figure 4.8b) became more negative when increasing the surfactant 




is only a slight variation regardless of the SDS concentration. When the mixtures were 
at 40 ºC there was a considerable increase in the particle size (from 206 ± 1 nm to 410 ± 
70 nm) at a surfactant concentration of 0.3 mmol kg
-1
 that is correlated to a polymer 
induced micellization process (cac) and observed as an ITC peak (Figure 4.7). 
Increasing the SDS concentration caused the particle size of the mixtures to decrease 
down to 230 ± 20 nm. Although there was this variation in the size of the mixtures, they 
became transparent and did not display visual agglomeration and/or aggregation 
(Figures B.5 and B.6 in Appendix B). When SDS was added to CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) it 
would bind to the grafted polymer chains regardless of the temperature. At 40 ºC, the 
increase in the particle size at low surfactant concentration was due to the SDS bound to 
entangle polymer chains from distinct CNC particles. Then a polymer-induced 
micellization would take place by increasing the surfactant concentration, which caused 
the polymer chains to disentangle one from another, and the system became redispersed, 







Figure 4.8 Electrophoretic mobility results obtained for C12TAB (a) and SDS (b) and 
apparent hydrodynamic diameter (dHapp) results obtained for C12TAB (c) and SDS (d) as a 
function of surfactant concentration. 
 
4.3.3.5 Influence of SDS on the redispersion of CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA) 
As mentioned before the redispersion of the grafted P(MEO2MA) chains was 
achieved by adding electrical charges to the system (either positive or negative) and 
therefore, enhancing their solubility in water.
169
 We then attempted to reverse the phase 
transition of the mixtures in a “switch on”/“switch off” mechanism (measured by 
transmittance), by removing the added surfactant with dialysis against deionised water. 
Once all the surfactant was removed (or at least most of it) the system would undergo 
phase separation by increasing the temperature once again (“switch on”) and it could be 
redispersed by adding more surfactant (“switch off”). 
The added C12TAB (80.0 mmol kg
-1
, 5 times its cmc) could not be removed from 
the mixture even after dialysing it 3 times a day during 1 week, due to its strong 
electrostatic interactions with the sulfate-ester groups on the CNC surface – some flocs 
would appear in solution, much similar to those found by Brinatti and co-workers 
(Chapter 3).
157
(Figure B.7 in Appendix B) When adding SDS (40.0 mmol kg
-1
, 5 times 
its cmc) however, the “switch on”/“switch off” mechanism worked at least partially. 
Dialysis water was exchanged 12 times within 2 days. For the time being no visual 
precipitation or turbidity was observed. The mixture was left in water for another week 
at room temperature. After this period of time some small flocs were found inside the 
dialysis tube and when DSC was performed, there was only one peak observed and it 
had shifted back to 25.0 ºC with a much smaller intensity (inset in Figure 4.9). The 
reduced intensity of this DSC peak may indicate dilution of the dispersion and this may 
be the reason why no clear turbidity could be observed at higher temperature. 
We decided to further investigate the LCST behavior in the presence of different 
SDS concentrations (Figure 4.9). The addition of increasing SDS concentrations caused 
a shift of the peak related to the P(MEO2MA) transition to higher temperature values, 
up to the concentration of 20.0 mmol kg
-1
. At a concentration of 40.0 mmol kg
-1
 (the 




obtain a peak due to equipment limitations (the temperature is supposed to be above 120 
ºC). Even the smallest concentration of SDS added to the system (0.1 mmol kg
-1
) shifted 
the maximum of the curve from 23.6 to 28.9 ºC. At this surfactant concentration there is 
also the presence of a shoulder at a lower temperature around 25.2 ºC. Not only the peak 
related to P(MEO2MA) is shifted to higher temperatures, but also another peak showed 
up at higher temperature than this one that is much smaller and broader than the first 






Figure 4.9 HSDSC curves for CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) in the presence of different SDS 






Table 4.1 shows the values of Tm (ºC) for the different SDS concentrations used. 
When plotting the Tm obtained for the first peaks against SDS concentration (Figure B.8 
in Appendix B) we can see that LCST presented is an exponential growth, much similar 
to what was found by Schild & Tirrell
169
 when studying sodium n-alkyl sulfates in the 













Tm / ºC 
0 25.0 
0.1 29.7 
1.0 36.7 46.3* 
5.0 64.7 74.8* 
20.0 105.8 ─ 
40.0 ─ 
Dialysed 25.0 
*Tm obtained at the maximum of the second peak. 
4.4 Discussion 
The presence of the nonionic surfactant micelles NP-100 in mixtures containing 
cationic CnTAB surfactants and CNC was able to change the concentration at which 
precipitation starts as seen by electrophoretic mobility and transmittance experiments 
(Figure 4.2). Charge neutralization was reduced from 0.5 to 0.25 cmc for C12TAB and it 
did not change for C16TAB, which reveals a larger influence on the more hydrophilic 
surfactant. Nonetheless, precipitation occurred for the mixtures after they were left to 
equilibrate for some time (5 h). These results pointed that even with the presence of a 
nonionic surfactant with a large headgroup it was not able to prevent the strong 
electrostatic interaction between the cationic CnTAB and the negatively charged CNC. 
Although CnTAB is able to bind and decorate the pristine CNC rods and change 
its surface electrical charge (Figure 4.2, left), there are not enough binding sites 
accessible as the CNC surface modification by grafting P(MEO2MA) helped us proving 
this concept. Using a thermoresponsive polymer that undergoes phase transition near 
room temperature (starting at 23.6 ºC, Figure 4.5) helps us visually observe this 
phenomenon. Below LCST, C12TAB surfactant binds preferably to the negative sulfate-
ester groups on the CNC and it can only bind to the P(MEO2MA) at higher surfactant 
concentration. Above LCST there are enough hydrophobic domains due to the collapse 
of the polymer chains on the CNC surface and consequently intermolecular interactions 




as seen by a peak on ITC results (Figure 4.7, left) and by the large particle size observed 
(Figure 4.8c). This interaction with the polymer chains is reversible (only hydrophobic 
interactions) and the surfactant bound to them can be removed by dialysis, while the 
surfactant bound to the negative charges cannot. 
Considering SDS possesses the same electrical charge signal as CNC, the only 
possible interactions of SDS molecules are with the P(MEO2MA) chains. This can be 
seen by the presence of a peak on ITC results (Figure 4.7, right) regardless of the 
temperature and that becomes more prominent after LCST. As it happens for PEO in the 
presence of SDS, the polymer chains of P(MEO2MA) at a temperature above LCST can 
be rehydrated and incorporated into micellar aggregates.
171,172
 It causes a continuous 
decrease to more negative values of electrophoretic mobility (Figure 4.8b) and to larger 
particle aggregates (Figure 4.8d) at the very concentration where we see a peak on ITC. 
Because the interactions between SDS and CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) are purely 
hydrophobic we expected to be able to remove the surfactant through dialysis and 
reverse the phase transition of the system (Figure 4.9 inset). There was only peak 
present and it was related to the polymer phase transition at 25.0 ºC with a much lower 
intensity. This was attributed to a dilution of the CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) dispersion during 
the dialysis. The second peak related to aggregation was not observed, which confirmed 
that the “switch on”/“switch off” mechanism could be used to tune the thermal behavior 
of the system. 
As we can see by DSC results (Figure 4.9) the presence of an increasing 
concentration of SDS was able to not only increase phase transition temperature by 
adding more electrical charge to the polymer chains and making it more soluble in 
water,
114
 but also to delay the interpolymer chain aggregation to high temperatures by 





The present study showed that although the presence of nonionic surfactant 
could enhance the binding between CnTAB and CNC it was not sufficient to prevent 
precipitation. The surface modification of CNC with a thermoresponsive polymer 
P(MEO2MA) was confirmed by FTIR-ATR and TGA techniques, and its reversible 




By grafting a thermoresponsive polymer on the CNC surface and with the 
addition of ionic surfactants to the system above its phase transition temperature we 
were able to cause the CnTAB/CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) mixtures to redisperse. C12TAB 
would bind to the P(MEO2MA) polymer chains at 40 ºC due to hydrophobic 
interactions, and would also strongly bind to the negative charges and could not be 
removed after one week of dialysis. However, even SDS that could only be bound to the 
polymer chains regardless of the temperature was not fully removed from the system 
after dialysis at either low or high temperature, and the reason for this phenomenon is 
still unknown. Increasing the SDS concentration could increase the phase transition 
temperature of CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) that is attributed to the first peak, and delayed the 
intermolecular polymer aggregation to higher temperatures attributed to the presence of 
a second peak when performing DSC experiments. Dialysis was able to remove the 
present surfactant from the mixture and therefore could be used as a trigger to tune in 
the phase transition behavior. Overall, these results confirm the possibility of using 





Chapter 5: Isothermal Titration Calorimetry Studies on 
the Interactions of Amine-modified Cellulose Nanocrystals 
with Ionic Surfactants§ 
My contributions to this paper 
Performed all the experiments and wrote the manuscript. 
 
Abstract 
In this paper we present our findings on the study of the interactions between 
amine-modified cellulose nanocrystals (CNC-NH2) and two ionic surfactants: sodium 
dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB), both with 
an alkyl chain with 12 carbon atoms. By varying the pH values from 4.1 up to 8.9 we 
could assess a decrease of electrostatic interactions between CNC-NH2 and SDS, while 
an opposite phenomenon was observed for C12TAB. Results obtained by isothermal 
titration calorimetry (ITC) and zeta potential measurements showed that electrostatic 
interactions were the driving force for the interactions with both surfactants. ITC studies 
also showed an exothermic process at low surfactant concentration for SDS in the 
presence of CNC-NH2 (regardless of the pH and temperature), and an endothermic one 
for C12TAB at high pH. This endothermic feature for C12TAB in the presence of CNC-
NH2 disappeared when performing ITC experiments at higher temperatures, a 
phenomenon that could be attributed to a lower energy required releasing water 
molecules and counterions into the bulk solution. 
 
5.1 Introduction 
The interactions of oppositely charged molecules such as, surfactants with 
polymers and surfactants with particles have been studied for many decades now. 
42,43,174–178
 Mixtures of oppositely charged molecules at different concentrations are used 







 to drug delivery systems.
183
  
                                                 
§ This chapter is adapted from the manuscript “Brinatti, C.; Berry, R.M.; Tam, K.C.; Loh, W Isothermal 





In the past decade, cellulose nanocrystals (CNC) have gained a lot of interest for 
being a non-toxic, renewable, environmentally friendly material obtained from the acid 
hydrolysis of cellulose.
122
 There are many advantages in using CNC due to its high 
strength, modulus, surface area, the possibility of derivatization of its hydroxyl groups 
and the presence of negative charged sulfate-ester groups on its surface resulting from 
the sulfuric acid hydrolysis.
7,11,14,104,184
 This last feature allows CNC to be able to 
interact with cationic surfactants in aqueous solutions (Chapter 3).
25,36,157
 It was 
observed that the electrostatic interactions are so strong between CNC and 
alkyltrimethylammonium bromide surfactants (CnTAB) that they cause flocculation and 
the mixture cannot be redispersed even at a high surfactant concentration.
36,157
 The 
studies performed by Dhar et al. and Brinatti and co-workers have mainly used 
isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) technique to obtain information regarding the 
mixtures containing surfactants and CNC at different temperatures and in the presence 
of electrolytes. This technique has been widely used to survey complex interactions in 




Surface modification of CNC by derivatization of the hydroxyl groups can 
broaden its applications in the presence of surfactants.
125,185
 However, ITC has only 
been used to study a few systems with modified CNC in the presence of surfactants. 
Peng et al.
35
 studied a CNC grafted with a poly (propylene glycol) derivative in the 
presence of ionic surfactants sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) and 
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C12TAB). The former interacted only with the 
polymer chains by hydrophobic interactions, and the latter only interacted with the 
negative charged groups on the CNC surface by electrostatic interactions. Brinatti and 
co-workers (Chapter 4) have studied the redispersion of a CNC grafted with a 
thermoresponsive polymer poly (oligo (ethylene oxide) methacrylate), CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA) with SDS and C12TAB as well, at temperatures below and above the 
phase transition one. They found that SDS is able to interact with the polymer chains 
regardless of the temperature, while the interactions between C12TAB and CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA) are also electrostatic with the negatively charged groups and they are 
temperature dependent with the polymer – they only occur when the polymer chains 
have collapsed at a temperature above that of its phase transition. 
The surface modification of CNC with amine groups has been earlier performed 
by some groups 
186–188




reaction conditions, our group used a simple protocol to prepare CNC-NH2 through a 
two-step process using an etherification reaction in an organic solution (Appendix E).
107
 
This CNC modification with amine groups could be a useful method for a second 
derivatization as well.
186
 Modifications with different amine groups, such as 
(dimethylamino) ethyl methacrylate (DMAEMA) derivatives could be used as a gene 
delivery system
189
 and in Pickering emulsion formulations.
26
 
Here we present a study using ITC as the main technique to study the 
interactions of an amine-surface modified CNC (CNC-NH2) with two ionic surfactants: 
SDS and C12TAB. Three different pH values were investigated for both surfactants and, 
at the pH of strongest electrostatic interaction between CNC-NH2 and the surfactant, 
experiments were performed at three different temperatures in order to better assess the 
hydrophobic contributions from the surfactants. Based on the ITC results, we performed 
measurements of transmittance, zeta potential and settling behavior at low temperature 
to provide a better understanding of the systems. 
 
5.2 Experimental Section 
5.2.1 Materials 
Cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) hydrolyzed from wood pulp was kindly provided 
by CelluForce Inc. The synthesis, purification and characterization of amine-modified 
CNC (CNC-NH2) is described elsewhere (Appendix E).
107





 The chemicals used for the surface modification were epichlorohydrin 
(EPH), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH), all 
purchased from Sigma-Aldrich®, and ammonium hydroxide (28-30% NH3 in water) 
was purchased from Acros Organics. The surfactants dodecyltrimethylammonium 
bromide (C12TAB) and sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS) were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich® (  98% purity) and used without any purification. Water used to prepare all 
solutions and dispersions was of Milli-Q grade (18.2 M cm
-1
). 
All the experiments were performed with 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 dispersions. The 
pH of all the samples (surfactant solution and CNC-NH2 dispersions) was adjusted to 
4.1, 7.5 and 8.9 by adding either 1.0 mol L
-1 
HCl or NaOH. For experiments performed 
at high temperatures the pH as adjusted at room temperature and the samples were 




5.2.2 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry 
The calorimeter used was the MicroCal VP-ITC (Northampton, MA, USA). 
Aliquots ranging from 3 to 15 L were added stepwise by an automatic injection 
syringe containing 270 L of a concentrated surfactant solution (typically at least 
twelve times above its critical micellar concentration (cmc) value) into the reaction cell 
(1.43 mL) containing either water or 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 dispersion with a 5 min 
interval between each injection. To evaluate the charge effect on the interactions, three 
different pH values were used in the experiments: 4.1, 7.5 and 8.9. In order to evaluate 
the hydrophobic contributions, the experiments were performed at different 
temperatures of 25, 45 and 55 ºC. All the experiments were performed in duplicate. All 
obtained data were treated with the Origin
®
 7.0 software. 
 
5.2.3 Transmittance Measurements 
Transmittance measurements were carried out on a UV-Vis Cary Varian 100 Bio 
Spectrophotometer, equipped with a thermostat water bath. The results were obtained at 
a wavelength of 600 nm at 25 ºC. 
 
5.2.4 Zeta Potential Measurements 
Zeta potential measurements were carried out using a NanoZS Zetasizer 
(Malvern Instruments) that uses M3-PALS technique. The CNC-NH2 concentration was 
fixed at 0.1 wt% while varying the surfactant concentration. All the experiments were 
performed at 25 ºC in duplicate. 
 
5.2.5 Settling behavior measurements** 
The samples were prepared containing a constant concentration of 0.1 wt% 
CNC-NH2 dispersion while the surfactant concentration was increased following the 
ITC concentration range. The vials were manually shaken prior to the measurements, 
and the settling of the mixtures was measured for 30 min. The settling height was 
measured every 3 min. The white turbid region on the bottom of the vial represented the 
                                                 
**






flocculated CNC-NH2/surfactant mixtures. The settling velocity was determined after 9 
min by calculating the slope of the graph height (cm) as a function of time (min) (see 
Figures C.1 and C.2 in Appendix C). 
 
5.3 Results 
5.3.1 Isothermal Titration Calorimetry (ITC) 
Figure 5.1 presents the ITC results obtained at 25 ºC for the titration of SDS 
(left) and C12TAB (right) in water and in the presence of CNC-NH2 at three different pH 
values. The critical micellar concentration (cmc) values did not change considerably for 
both surfactants regardless of the pH value (SDS 8.5 mmol kg
-1
, C12TAB 16.0 mmol kg
-
1
) and are in accordance with previous literature results.
145,157,190,191
 Cmc values can be 





Figure 5.1 Calorimetric titration curves at 25 ºC for the titration of SDS (left) and C12TAB 
(right) into water (open symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 dispersions (filled symbols) 
at three different pH values. 
 
For the SDS/CNC-NH2 mixtures (Figure 5.1, left) we observed that, regardless 
of the pH, the titration curves were similar and could be divided in three regions: first 
there was an exothermic process (     
   ) at low surfactant concentration (0 to 1.3 
mmol kg
-1
) whose magnitude decreased as the pH increased (-5.73, -3.03 and -0.94 kJ 
mol
-1
, for pH values of 4.1, 7.5 and 8.9, respectively). This process could be attributed 




surfactant (    
 ) and the positively charged amine groups (   
 ) on the surface of the 
CNC. An increase in the pH of the system led to a deprotonation of the same amine 
groups (   
     ) thus reducing the overall available positive charge for such 
interaction to occur with the surfactant, which was reflected on lower enthalpy values. 
By increasing the surfactant concentration the titration curves in the absence and in the 
presence of CNC-NH2 dispersions superimpose each other. There was a plateau for the 
curves at pH 4.1 and 7.5, from 1.3 to 3.5 mmol kg
-1
, while there was only a peak at the 
titration curve at pH 8.9, probably related to the surfactant binding continuously to the 
CNC-NH2. Finally, the titration curves in the presence of CNC-NH2 diverged from the 
dilution curves in water. To this phenomenon we attributed a surface induced 
micellization on the CNC-NH2,
157
 a process similar to a critical aggregation 
concentration (cac) observed for mixtures containing surfactants and polymers.
1353940
 
The saturation concentration (C2) typically found for the similar systems was not 
reached in the surfactant concentration range of this study, for the curves in the presence 
and in the absence of CNC-NH2 did not merge. 
For the C12TAB/CNC-NH2 mixtures (Figure 5.1, right) the titration curves in the 
presence and absence of CNC-NH2 were practically identical at the pH values of 4.1 
and 7.5 due to the fact that they were all superimposed. CNC-NH2 dispersions present 
residual positive charges (zeta potential values of +11.3 and +8.4 mV) at these pH 
values, respectively, which might have hindered the formation of micelle aggregates on 
the surface similar to the mixture with SDS. The repulsion between the    
  groups on 
the CNC surface and the headgroup of the cationic surfactant C12TAB led to a broader 
concentration range from 15.0-65.0 mmol kg
-1
, as it can be seen in Figure 5.1. 
Only when the pH was increased to 8.9 the titration curve in the presence of 
CNC-NH2 distinctly showed an endothermic process (     
   ) that started at 
surfactant concentration around 7.5 mmol kg
-1
. In this peak region, surface induced 
micellization happened in a similar fashion as for SDS. This endothermic process might 
be associated to the dehydration of both the CNC-NH2 and the surfactant polar group 
(trimethylammonium) due to the release of water molecules (Scheme 5.1) into the bulk 
solution. Water molecules have now a higher degree of freedom than before, which is 
entropically favorable and contributes for the interaction process. Therefore, the 
interactions between surfactant and CNC-NH2 were mainly considered electrostatic. 
Here, the C2 value was not reached in the surfactant concentration range studied. In an 




performed after the first titration was over. We did it by removing the overflown 
volume in the reaction cell (270 L previously injected), filling the injection syringe 
with a C12TAB stock solution, and started the second experiment. By doing this, some 
of the mixture C12TAB/CNC-NH2 must have been removed in this procedure, which led 
to a discontinuity in the titration curve () in Figure 5.1 at a surfactant concentration of 
33.0 mmol kg
-1
. The reasons for a higher surfactant concentration required for the 
surface induced micellization of C12TAB compared to SDS are not evident. One 
hypothesis might be that C12TAB could bind not only to the negative     
  groups, but 
also to the non-charged     groups, therefore having more available binding sites. 
The results found here are much similar to the ones reported by Olofsson and 
Wang
192
 when studying mixtures of tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C14TAB) 
and two ethyl(hydroxyethyl) cellulose (EHEC) polymers, one being hydrophobically 
modified. Micellization of C14TAB was affected in the presence of the less hydrophobic 
EHEC but with no distinct break that could be associated with a cac value, similar to 
what was observed in our study at lower pH values. When titrating C14TAB into the 





Scheme 5.1 Pictorial representation of the electrostatic interaction between C12TAB and 
CNC-NH2, featured by an endothermic process of dehydration of water molecules as seen 
by ITC results (Figure 5.1). 
 
5.3.2 Transmittance, Zeta Potential and Settling Measurements 
The strong electrostatic interactions between ionic surfactants and oppositely 
charged particles could possibly lead to associative phase separation. CNC-NH2 
dispersions are pH-responsive and can acquire positive charge at low pH, thus a strong 





The presence of amine groups (   ) on the CNC surface is responsible for the 
pH-responsiveness of CNC-NH2 (Appendix E).
107
 At low pH values the surface 
acquires a positive charge due to the protonation of the amine groups (       
 ). 
The opposite is true – by increasing the pH of the dispersion for the amine groups are 
expected to deprotonate, acquiring less positive values and, eventually, the surface will 
present a negative charge due to the sulfate groups (    
 ). Zeta potential results 
obtained for the pure CNC-NH2 dispersions at 25 ºC and different pH values were +11.3 
mV (pH 4.1), +8.4 mV (pH 7.5) and +2.4 mV (pH 8.9), showing that even at high pH 
values there is a residual positive charge from protonated amine groups. 
 
 
Scheme 5.2 Pictorial representation of CNC-NH2 at low and high pH, and the 
representation of the C12TAB and SDS surfactants. 
 
Based on the ITC concentration range studied at different pH values (Figure 
5.1), we prepared different samples by fixing the CNC-NH2 concentration at 0.1 wt% 
and varying the surfactant concentration for both surfactants. Due to the fact that the pH 
had a large influence on the interactions between surfactants and the CNC-NH2, we 
present here the results for SDS at pH 4.1 (Figure 5.2) and C12TAB at pH 8.9 (Figure 
5.3). Some of the results for SDS have been already reported in an earlier publication, 
but are shown here for comparison (Appendix E).
107
 We performed transmittance, zeta 
potential and settling measurements for CNC in the presence of both surfactants (Figure 
5.4). The vertical lines are at the same concentration as the ones marked on Figure 5.1 






Figure 5.2 Mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 and SDS at 25 ºC. Top part shows the 
mixtures after mixing, and in the bottom after 30 min. 
 
 
Figure 5.3 Mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 and C12TAB at 25 ºC. Top part shows 
the mixtures after mixing, and in the bottom after 30 min. 
 
Zeta potential results for SDS (Figure 5.4, left) show a signal inversion from 
positive (+11.3 mV) to negative (-14.9 mV) values at a narrow surfactant concentration 
range (0 to 0.70 mmol kg
-1
). In this concentration range the transmittance values 
decreased considerably to 26% of its original value, and the settling velocity presented 
the maximum value of 0.26 cm min
-1
. These results could be correlated to the 
exothermic peak obtained by ITC (Figure 5.1) where we propose a strong electrostatic 
interaction between the surfactant and the CNC-NH2. By increasing the surfactant 
concentration to values higher than 4.0 mmol kg
-1




while the zeta potential and transmittance values remained practically constant possibly 
due to the decoration of the CNC-NH2 by the surfactant and eventually the formation of 
surface induced micelles. 
For C12TAB (Figure 5.4, right) there were only two distinct regions. Up to a 
surfactant concentration of 12.0 mmol kg
-1
, zeta potential values became more positive 
(+8.9 mV), transmittance values did not vary significantly and settling velocity 
presented its highest value similar to the results obtained for SDS (0.26 cm min
-1
) 
(Figure 5.4, left). Here we assumed that a surface induced micellization was taking 
place, in accordance to the ITC results (Figure 5.1). Further increase in the surfactant 
concentration led to a decrease in the settling velocity values to zero, while the zeta 
potential and transmittance values remained constant. 
 
  
Figure 5.4 Transmittance (), zeta potential () and settling velocity () for the 
SDS/CNC-NH2 mixtures at pH 4.1 (left) and C12TAB/CNC-NH2 mixtures at pH 8.9 (right). 
Results were obtained at 25 ºC. 
 
5.3.3 Effect of Temperature 
In an attempt to evaluate the magnitude of the hydrophobic contributions 
(Chapter 3),
39,157
 the interactions between surfactants and CNC-NH2 – alkyl chains of 
the surfactants (both with 12 carbon atoms) and the surface of CNC were studied at 
various temperatures –. ITC experiments were performed at higher temperatures of 45 
and 55 ºC at the pH values of 4.1 for SDS and 8.9 for C12TAB. At these pH values the 
long range electrostatic interactions between the surfactants and the CNC-NH2 should 
remain the same.
39






Figure 5.5 Calorimetric titration curves obtained at three different temperatures for the 
mixtures of SDS/CNC-NH2 at pH 4.1 (left) and C12TAB/CNC-NH2 at pH 8.9 (right). The 
open symbols represent the titrations of surfactant in water and the filled symbols are the 
titration of surfactant into 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 dispersions. 
 
For the mixture containing SDS (Figure 5.5, left) the titration curves in the 
presence of CNC-NH2 at three different temperatures were similar. The electrostatic 
interaction was still present at low surfactant concentration, for the first injections the 
interaction curve remained below the dilution curves. Increasing the surfactant there 
was a plateau for a concentration range of 4.0 mmol kg
-1
 where both curves 
superimposed each other (dilution and interaction curves) that is related to the binding 
of the surfactant to the CNC-NH2 surface. When the curves diverged we attributed it to 
a surface induced micellization. It is interesting to note that at higher temperatures (45 
and 55 ºC) the curves merged at a high surfactant concentration, denoting a surface 
saturation concentration (C2) of the CNC-NH2 and the formation of free micelles in 
solution. This experiment clearly highlights the importance of electrostatic interactions 
between surfactants and CNC, which are the major driving forces for the interactions. 
This is because the calorimetric curves did not change when increasing the temperature. 
The curves at higher temperatures were shifted to more positive enthalpy values because 
micellization is a temperature dependent process
39
 – it became exothermic and the cmc 
values were also slightly shifted to higher values (8.6 and 9.4 mmol kg
-1
 at 45 and 55 
ºC, respectively). 
The mixture containing C12TAB (Figure 5.5, right) shows some interesting 




(17.3 and 19.1 mmol kg
-1
 at 45 and 55 ºC, respectively) as it were observed for SDS. 
Nonetheless, while increasing the temperature the initial endothermic peak observed at 
25 ºC attributed to a surface induced micellization disappeared. At 45 ºC the titration 
curve in the presence of CNC-NH2 was slightly more endothermic than the dilution 
curve, while at 55 ºC both curves were superimposed. As for the mixture containing 
SDS, the electrostatic interactions were not expected to be affected by temperature, but 
the hydration of both the surfactant and the CNC-NH2 should be. There was an increase 
on the degrees of freedom of the water molecules and less energy was required for them 
to be released into the bulk solution (Scheme 5.1). This was demonstrated by Loh and 
coworkers
137,172




Electrostatic interactions are the driving force at low surfactant concentration for 
the interactions between both SDS and C12TAB surfactants with CNC-NH2, followed 
by surfactant hydrophobic interactions when surface-induced surfactant aggregation 
starts. For SDS at a very low surfactant concentration, the lower the pH values, the 
stronger the interactions as seen by the ITC curves (Figure 5.1) and zeta potential results 
(Figure 5.4, middle). This is followed by a maximum speed in the settling velocity 
graphic as well (Figure 5.4, bottom). From the ITC curves (Figure 5.1) we can also infer 
that with an increase in the pH values from 4.1 to 8.9, the amine groups on the CNC 
surface become gradually deprotonated (as observed by a decrease in the zeta potential 
values from +11.3 to +2.4 mV) therefore decreasing the number of available binding 
sites for electrostatic interaction as well. This is seen by a decrease in the enthalpy 
values at the very first addition of the surfactant into the reaction cell containing CNC-
NH2, and also a decrease in the plateau concentration range. By fixing the pH at 4.1, 
increasing the temperature of the system did not affect the initial electrostatic 
interactions between SDS and CNC-NH2 (Figure 5.5). The ITC curves were only 
shifted to more positive values of enthalpy, following the micellization behavior.
39
 The 
surfactant concentration at which the curves deviated from each other was not shifted, 
indicating that temperature did not have an impact on the interactions. 
Due to the overall charge of CNC-NH2 still being positive at the pH range 




to zero (+2.4 mV). Interestingly enough, ITC showed that the interaction between 
surfactant and CNC-NH2 possessed an endothermic signature. However, the only 
possible interactions expected at low surfactant concentration were electrostatic and, as 
for SDS, exothermic. It is known that the interactions between cationic surfactants and 
modified polymers are much more pronounced especially when the polymer presents 
hydrophobic modifications, similar to what was observed by Olofsson & Wang
192
 and 
by Loh and coworkers
137,172
 when studying interactions between SDS and PEO at 
higher temperatures. The Scheme 5.2 is based on this information: dehydration plays a 
key role when it comes to the interactions of cationic surfactants and polymers. 
Combining the results from ITC, zeta potential and transmittance measurements 
with the ones from the settling behavior experiment (Figure 5.4, bottom) we could 
assess that the velocity is maximum until surface induced micellization takes place at a 
concentration of 4.0 mmol kg
-1
 for SDS and 12 mmol kg
-1
 for C12TAB. 
 
5.5 Conclusions 
We presented in this paper a calorimetric study of the interactions between an 
amine -modified CNC (CNC-NH2) and two ionic surfactants, SDS and C12TAB, both 
possessing the same alkyl chain length, at different pH values and temperatures. By 
increasing the pH of the medium from 4.1 to 8.9 we were able to tune the electrical 
charge on the CNC-NH2 surface and consequently, decrease the interactions with SDS 
while increasing the interactions with C12TAB. This was confirmed by fixing the pH 
value at the most energetic interaction for each surfactant (pH= 4.1 for SDS and 8.9 for 
C12TAB) and increasing the temperature of the system. Although the initial driving 
force was the electrostatic interaction between surfactants and CNC-NH2, the process 
was exothermic for SDS and endothermic for C12TAB, which was associated with the 
parallel dehydration of both the surfactant headgroups and the CNC-NH2 surface. 
Surface-modification of CNC with pH-responsive groups/polymers might be 
very useful for different applications such as controlled delivery and formation of 
Pickering emulsions that could be tailored just by tuning the pH of the 
environment/system. The complete understanding on how it behaves in the presence of 






Chapter 6: General Discussions and Conclusions 
Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was the main technique used throughout 
this thesis for studying the interactions of pristine and modified CNC with surfactants in 
aqueous dispersions. It is the only technique in which one can directly obtain the 
enthalpy of reaction (H
0
) and also derive several thermodynamic parameters, such as 
critical micellar concentration (cmc), equilibrium constant (Keq) and Gibbs free energy 
(G
0
) in a single experiment. Moreover, we have confirmed that ITC results also 
provide relevant, and in some cases unique, information on how the interaction process 
evolves and on its mechanism. 
ITC was always chosen as the starting point for our experiments because we 
could see “the big picture” due to the obtaining of all the aforementioned parameters. 
As any other titration technique the concentrations at each injection of both components 
of our mixtures were known. After performing the control experiments (pure surfactant 
titrated into water), any deviation or difference observed by titrating the same surfactant 
(titrant) into CNC and its derivatives (analyte) would provide us with valuable 
information. However, ITC alone cannot and should not be used to fully interpret and 
draw conclusions from an interaction process between the titrant and analyte. New 
experiments have to be designed by using ancillary techniques such as light and/or X-
ray scattering techniques, electrophoretic mobility, surface tension, spectroscopy and 
visual observations. The combination of all the data obtained by these techniques was 
pivotal in understanding many of the observed features for mixtures containing CNC 
and surfactants. 
Although pristine CNC itself displays colloidal stability in water due to the 
presence of negative charges, this phenomenon could be disrupted by adding enough 
cationic surfactant (CnTAB) to the dispersion. The electrostatic interactions are the 
driving force for this process to happen and, they are so strong that the mixture 
precipitates when the surfactant concentration reaches near half its cmc value, regardless 
of the surfactant alkyl chain length. At this point the surfactant is able to form micelles 
onto the CNC rods. Nonetheless, the longer the surfactant alkyl chain length, the more 
important the hydrophobic interactions became and more surfactant could be bound to 
the CNC. Still, after the negative CNC rods are covered by cationic micelles and 




experiments) this was not enough to cause CNC redispersion, probably because CnTAB 
micelles acted as transient cross-linking agents among the CNC rods. 
The addition of a nonionic surfactant with a large polymer-like headgroup such 
as NP-100 could provide an additional sterical hindrance to CNC/ cationic surfactant 
mixtures by interacting and adsorbing to its surface via hydrogen bonds. There could be 
an increase or decrease in the binding of the cationic surfactants to CNC depending on 
the ratio of the two surfactants. An increase of CnTAB binding to CNC rods was indeed 
observed by electrophoretic mobility measurements, and yet again precipitation still 
occurred, with no redispersion. Another way of avoiding such behavior was to increase 
even further the sterical hindrance of CNC by grafting a polymer to its surface. With a 
grafted polymer there were more available binding sites not only for CnTAB to bind, but 
also for an anionic surfactant such as SDS, to bind to it as well. A way of accomplishing 
this was to graft a thermoresponsive polymer, P(MEO2MA), with a phase transition 
temperature near room temperature. On one hand CnTAB would preferably bind to the 
negative charges on the CNC surface regardless of the temperature, and it could only 
bind to the polymer chains when there is enough hydrophobicity – either at high 
surfactant concentration or at a temperature above the polymer phase transition. On the 
other hand, SDS could only interact with P(MEO2MA) chains regardless of the 
temperature. When the system was dialysed the surfactant was removed and the phase 
transition could be reversed, similar to a “switch on”/“switch off” mechanism. 
The surface modification of CNC with amine groups (NH2) that present a pH-
responsive behavior was of much interest because it allowed the possibility to tune the 
interactions with oppositely charged surfactant molecules by adjusting the pH of the 
dispersion. When fixing the alkyl length of the surfactant while changing the electrical 
charge of its polar headgroup (from anionic to cationic) it was possible to gather more 
information at different experimental conditions of pH and temperature. The very same 
molecule that presented strong electrostatic interactions at low pH, such as SDS will 
have its interactions reduced when the pH was increased. A cationic surfactant C12TAB 
which has a large hydrated headgroup had its interactions with the negative charges on 
CNC and the NH2 groups to be much more affected by a temperature change. 
The results summarized above add a new body of experimental information on 
the interactions of CNC with surfactants. Although CNC has a high surface area, the 
lack or reduced number of available binding sites on its surface might be responsible for 




aforementioned hypothesis was confirmed by grafting a polymer which its 
hydrophilicity can be tuned by a change in temperature such as P(MEO2MA) and does 
not affect the CNC colloidal stability. We were able to redisperse the CNC-g-
P(MEO2MA) in the presence of ionic surfactants with different electrical charges. This 
finding broadens the applications of CNC derivatives and ergo, the possibilities of 
different matrices they could be applied to. 
We hope to have unraveled some issues regarding the colloidal stability of CNC 
and its derivatives in the presence of ionic surfactants at different experimental 
conditions. We also hope to have raised a few (or a lot) more questions on a fascinating 
topic that we are certain will still come up with many wonders in the near future in the 
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Appendix A-Supplements to Chapter 3 
ITC results at 45 ºC 
 
 
Figure A.1 Calorimetric titration curves obtained at 45 ºC for the titration of CnTAB into 
water (empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols), as a function of 





 ITC results with 0.01 wt% CNC dispersions 
 
 
Figure A.2 Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the titration of CnTAB into water 
(empty symbols) and into 0.01 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols) at 25 ºC for C12TAB 






 ITC comparison between C16TAB and C16PyB 
 
 
Figure A.3 Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the titration of C16TAB and C16PyB 
into water (empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols) at 28 ºC, as 






ITC comparison between C16TAB and C16TAC 
 
 
Figure A.4 Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the titration of C16TAB and C16TAC 
into water (empty symbols) and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (filled symbols) at 28 ºC, as 






Visual observation of mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions 
and C12TAB and C16TAB, in the absence and in the presence of 25 
mmol L
-1
 NaBr solutions 
 
 
Figure A.5 Comparison of mixtures containing C12TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions in 
the absence (top) and in the presence of 25 mmol L
-1
 NaBr solution (bottom). The red 






Figure A.6 Comparison of mixtures containing C16TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions in 
the absence (top) and in the presence of 25 mmol L
-1
 NaBr solution (bottom). The red 







Settling behavior of mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion and 
C12TAB and C16TAB, after 1 week and 2 months 
 
 
Figure A.7 Comparison of mixtures containing C12TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC. The pictures 
were taken after preparation (top), after 1 week (middle), and after 2 months (bottom). 





Figure A.8 Comparison of mixtures containing C16TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC. The pictures 
were taken after preparation (top), after 1 week (middle), and after 2 months (bottom). 






Visual observation of the settling behavior of mixtures containing 0.1 
wt% CNC dispersion and C12TAB and C16TAB 
 
 
Figure A.9 Settling behavior for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions and 
C12TAB with increasing concentration, starting from 1/2 the cmc value. 
 
 
Figure A.10 Settling behavior for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions and 





Viscosity Measurements  
The experiments were performed using a Haake RS1 rheometer equipped with a 
water bath and a cup Z20 Din sensor (d = 20 mm). The temperature was set at 25.0 ± 
0.1 ºC for C12TAB and 28.0 ± 0.1 ºC for C16TAB. 
The results show a slight increase in the viscosity values for the mixtures 
containing surfactant (colored symbols) in comparison with pure CNC (black symbols). 
It is within an order of magnitude, therefore depicting no significant changes. 
 
 
Figure A.11 Viscosity measurements performed for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC 
dispersions and CnTAB at 1/2 the cmc concentration (filled colored symbols) and at the 






SAXS results for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion and 
C12TAB and C16TAB 
Small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS): The measurements were performed at the 
SAXS1 beamline of the Brazilian Synchrotron National Laboratory, LNLS, in 
Campinas, Brazil. The samples were positioned in a cell with two flat mica windows 
and a thermal bath was used for temperature control. The wavelength of X-rays was 
1.608 Å and the used sample-to-detector distance was around 0.6 m. The obtained CCD 





Figure A.12 SAXS curves for mixtures C12TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions. A (─) Pure 
0.1 wt % CNC dispersion; B (─) pure C12TAB 120 mmol L
-1
; C (─) mixture containing 
C12TAB 120 mmol L
-1
 and 0.1 wt % CNC subtracting water; D (─) mixture containing 
C12TAB 120 mmol L
-1
 and 0.1 wt % CNC subtracting curve B. The experiments were 
performed at 25 ºC. 
 
                                                 
††
 Hammersley, A. FIT2D: An Introduction and Overview, European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 





Figure A.13 SAXS curves for mixtures C16TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions. A (─) Pure 
0.1 wt% CNC dispersion; B (─) pure C16TAB 30 mmol L
-1
; C (─) mixture containing 
C16TAB 30 mmol L
-1
 and 0.1 wt % CNC subtracting water; D (─) mixture containing 
C16TAB 30 mmol L
-1
 and 0.1 wt % CNC subtracting curve B. The experiments were 
performed at 28 ºC. 
 
The SAXS interpretation of the data as well its comparison with other 
techniques is presented in the Manuscript. The curves do not show a peak 
corresponding to the free micelle formation in water for C12TAB in the q range of 1.2 
nm
-1
, even though the concentration is extremely high (120 mmol L
-1
).  This is only 
observed for C16TAB (30 mmol L
-1
), where the blue curve presents two broad peaks, 
one at q value around 0.8 nm
-1
 and the other at 1.2 nm
-1
. This second peak might 
correspond to the saturation of the CNC rods, as it was observed with ITC experiments 









Appendix B-Supplements to Chapter 4 
ITC results for NP-100 and CNC at 25 ºC 
 
Figure B.1 Calorimetric titration curves obtained at 25 ºC for the titration of NP-100 into 
water () and into 0.1 wt% CNC dispersion (), as a function of NP surfactant 








Visual observation of mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions 
and C12TAB in the presence of 1.3 mmol L-1 NP-100 
 
Figure B.2 Comparison of mixtures containing C12TAB and 0.1 wt% CNC dispersions in 
the absence (top)
157
 and in the presence of 1.3 mmol L
-1
 NP-100 solution (bottom). C12TAB 
concentrations are expressed in mol L
-1





Mixtures containing 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) dispersions and 
surfactants prepared according to ITC results 
 
 
Figure B.3 ITC results for the system 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and varying C12TAB 
concentration obtained at 15 ºC. Mixtures were prepared for electrophoretic mobility and 
particle size measurements according to the concentrations pointed by arrows on the 
graphic. At low C12TAB concentration the first three mixtures are turbid and precipitate. 
 
Figure B.4 ITC results for the system 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and varying C12TAB 
concentration obtained at 40 ºC. Mixtures were prepared for electrophoretic mobility and 
particle size measurements according to the concentrations pointed by arrows on the 





Figure B.5 ITC results for the system 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and varying SDS 
concentration obtained at 15 ºC. Mixtures were prepared for electrophoretic mobility and 
particle size measurements according to the concentrations pointed by arrows on the 
graphic. All the mixtures are transparent after mixing. 
 
Figure B.6 ITC results for the system 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and varying SDS 
concentration obtained at 40 ºC. Mixtures were prepared for electrophoretic mobility and 
particle size measurements according to the concentrations pointed by arrows on the 






Dialysis tube containing CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and C12TAB after 1 
week of dialysis 
 
 
Figure B.7 Dialysis tube containing 1.0 wt% CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) and C12TAB 80.0 mmol 
kg
-1





LCST behavior for CNC-g-P(MEO2MA) in the presence of SDS 
 
Figure B.8 Graphic of Tm obtained for the mixtures containing 1.0 wt% CNC-g-








Appendix C-Supplements to Chapter 5 
Visual observation of the settling behavior of mixtures containing 0.1 




Figure C.1 Settling behavior for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 dispersions and 





Figure C.2 Settling behavior for mixtures containing 0.1 wt% CNC-NH2 dispersions and 






Appendix D- Use of isothermal titration calorimetry to study 
surfactant aggregation in colloidal systems 
My contributions to the paper: 
Wrote sections 2 to 2.4; assembled the different sections of the paper; 
references, figures and tables; final corrections. 
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Polymersassociation processes in complex systems such as colloidal mixtures.
Scope of the review:This reviewwill address uses of ITC for studies of surfactant aggregation to formmicelles, with
emphasis on the thermodynamic studies of homologous surfactant series. We will also review studies on surfac-
tant association with polymers of different molecular characteristics and with colloidal particles.
General significance: ITC studies on the association of different homologous series of surfactants provide quanti-
tative information on independent contribution from their apolar hydrocarbon chains and polar headgroups to
the different thermodynamic functions associated with micellization (Gibbs energy, enthalpy and entropy).
Studies on surfactant association to polymers by ITC provide a comprehensive description of the association pro-
cess, including examples in which particular features revealed by ITC were elucidated by using ancillary tech-
niques such as light or X-ray scattering measurements. Examples of uses of ITC to follow surfactant association
to biomolecules such as proteins or DNA, or nanoparticles are also highlighted. Finally, recent theoretical models
that were proposed to analyze ITC data in terms of binding/association processes are discussed.
Major conclusions: This review stresses the importance of using direct calorimetric measurements to obtain and
report accurate thermodynamic data, even in complex systems. These data, whenever possible, should be con-
firmed and associatedwith other ancillary techniques that allow elucidation of the nature of the transformations
detected by calorimetric results, providing a complete description of the process under scrutiny. This article is
part of a Special Issue entitled Microcalorimetry in the BioSciences — Principles and Applications, edited by
Fadi Bou-Abdallah.
© 2015 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.1. Introduction Surfactants aremolecules that tend to self-associate to forma variety
of aggregates, startingwith the simplest spherical micelles, which occurCalorimetry has evolved significantly since its early beginning and
with the most recent technological evolution established itself as a
unique technique to monitor chemical or biological events mostly be-
cause of its high sensitivity, allied to the fact that nearly all processes
are associated with some form of thermal activity. One of the issues
that is not resolved involving calorimetry can be summarized in the
statement that “heat bears no color”, to reinforce that it is not always
straightforward to ascribe the origin of the heat detected during an
event to a specific molecular process, as compared, for instance, with
spectroscopic techniques (hence the mention to color). This issue has
been recently commented by some of us [1] and we will provide a few
examples in this article on how this could be overcome specifically to
investigate self-assembling in complex colloidal systems.
☆ This article is part of a Special Issue entitled Microcalorimetry in the BioSciences —
Principles and Applications, edited by Fadi Bou-Abdallah.above a specific concentration denoted as the critical micelle concentra-
tion (cmc), to more complex tridimensional structures such as cubic,
hexagonal or lamellar phases. They are commonly found in a variety
of industrial products, for instance, for household cleaning, pharmaceu-
tical or cosmetic purposes. Surfactants are also vital in biological
process, including the composition of cell membranes (in this case,
normally referred to as lipids), but also in digestion (bile salts) or in
ensuring proper functioning of our lungs. In most cases, surfactants
are found or formulated in mixtures containing polymers, which
normally take part in the association process leading to aggregates
with different properties. Again, biological examples of surfactant
mixtures with proteins are common.
In a special issue devoted to calorimetry, there is no need to stress
the importance of this technique as there are many examples described
in the accompanying reviews. This review will focus only on one of the
most common calorimetric techniques, called titration calorimetry, in
which the system composition is varied by addition of one or more
components followed by measurement of heat exchange (see, for in-
stance, reference [2] for more complete thermodynamic description of
smaller than a few%. In conclusion, the use of ITC to investigate the ther-
modynamics of certain processes could achieve high accuracy in the re-
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141this procedure). These experiments are typically run under isothermal
conditions; hence it is most commonly referred to as Isothermal Titra-
tion Calorimetry (ITC). Typically, experiments are performed at differ-
ent temperatures to provide a more complete description of the
process under investigation, and various examples described here will
demonstrate.
Titration calorimetry is becoming one of the most used techniques
for investigating surfactant association in solution phase. Phase transi-
tions in the surfactant mesophase domain, however, due to the high
viscosity of the phases involved, are more commonly investigated
using scanning calorimetry techniques that allow the determination of
transition enthalpies and temperatures. However this is outside the
scope of the present review. A literature survey using the Web of
Knowledge® (ISI) databank reveals over 600 articles published with
the terms: (titration calorimetr*) and (surfact* OR lipid*) and (micelle*
OR aggregat*), which represent the topic of this review. During the
1990's there were fewer than 10 articles published per year, which
turned into around 30 during 2000's and, in the last two years reaching
closer to 50 papers per year. These numbers double when the topic
searched is broadened to remove the requirement of (surfact* OR
lipid*), and which includes studies with polymers, especially biopoly-
mers such as proteins and DNA.
ITC is not only advantageous for providing direct access to all the in-
formation necessary to determine the most important thermodynamic
functions associated with micellization, namely the variations in Gibbs
energy (ΔG), enthalpy (ΔH) and, from these two, the changes in entro-
py (ΔS), in only one experiment. Combination of ITC experiments at
varying temperatures allows the determination of changes in heat ca-
pacity (ΔCp), which is an important parameter for the evaluation of hy-
drophobic contributions [3,4]. The ITC technique allows simple
experiments with advanced instrumentation that provides sensitivity
for monitoring most processes in the micromolar concentration range.
In addition, it has been extensively demonstrated, see for instance
contributions from El Seoud [5–7] and Moulik's [8,9] research groups,
that the van't Hoff approach is not capable of accounting for parallel
changes in the surfactant aggregates with temperature and, therefore,
does not provide exact values for enthalpy and entropy changes upon
micellization.
In addition, an important fact that will most likely be stressed in
other reviews in this special issue is that direct calorimetric measure-
ments of enthalpy values provide greater accuracy in the derived
thermodynamic data, as shown in the simulation of associated uncer-
tainties shown in Table 1, as presented by Beezer et al. [10] This
Table illustrates the error propagation when using the van't Hoff ap-
proach to derive all thermodynamic parameters (ΔH, ΔS and ΔCp) in
different temperature ranges and varying the number of cmc measure-
ments obtained within each temperature range, when considering that
one can assume cmc=1/Kmic.
In general, ITC experiments display an uncertainty of less than 1%
when obtaining enthalpy of micellization. Therefore, the derived ther-
modynamic parameters, ΔS and ΔCp, are associated with uncertainties
Table 1
Estimates of error propagation for the derivation of thermodynamic parameters (ΔH, ΔS
and ΔCp) of micellization from cmc values, using the van't Hoff approach at different
temperature ranges and different number of data points. (adapted from reference [10]).
Temp. range/K 293–303 273–323 278–323
N° of cmc measurements 5 5 10
Uncertainty in log cmc ±0.02 ±0.001 ±0.02 ±0.001 ±0.02 ±0.001
Deviation in ΔH/kJ mol−1 ±4 ±0.2 ±0.8 ±0.04 ±0.8 ±0.04
Deviation in ΔS/J mol−1
K−1
±14 ±0.7 ±3 ±0.1 ±1 ±0.07
Deviation in ΔCp/J mol−1
K−1
±2700 ±140 ±110 ±5 ±120 ±6ported data and, in some cases, avoiding its use may render the results
of a certain study inappropriate to allow correct comparisons and
conclusions.
There are a few review articles already published on issues that will
be analyzed in this review. Among themwewould like to acknowledge
contributions from Olofsson and co-workers [11], Tam and Wyn-Jones
[12], Bouchemal [13] among others, all dealing with the use of calorim-
etry to investigate surfactant solutions. There are othermore specific re-
views that overlap with the present one, such as a recent one by
Chiappisi and Gradzielski [14] on chitosan–surfactant mixtures, includ-
ing the use of ITC. The first series of review articles came out a few years
ago and we feel that there is room to update those revisions, as well as
to expand them by adding relevant recent information on surfactant as-
sociation with other colloidal systems.
In this reviewwewill present and discuss recent studies using ITC to
investigate surfactant association to formmicelles and their interaction
with other colloidal systems. The first section of this review addresses
the issue of surfactant micellization, describing results on how ITC
could be used tomeasure themost important thermodynamic functions
associated with this process, and how this information could bring in-
sights on the structure of the resulting micelles. Specific emphasis is fo-
cused on studies involving homologous series of surfactants that allow
estimates of the independent contributions from the surfactant apolar
and headgroups. A compilation of relevant literature data is presented
in an attempt to derive information on interactions occurring in these
micelles. Finally, studies on the interaction between surfactants and
lipid assemblies are also reported.
The second section deals with surfactant association with polymers
of different chemical structures, compositions and molecular architec-
tures. Discussion is divided into systems of nonionic polymers and
those in which electrostatic interaction between surfactant and poly-
mer occurs, with emphasis on oppositely charged systems. Emphasis
will be given to information on the mechanism of interaction that can
be derived from features of enthalpy changes along the association, as
well as on complementary information that should be obtained from
ancillary techniques.
Finally, a section is devoted to reporting studies on the interaction of
surfactants with other colloidal systems, mostly nanoparticles of differ-
ent nature. We conclude with a summary of the studies using ITC and a
perspective on the future directions regarding the use of ITC for these
studies.
2. Obtaining thermodynamic parameters from ITC curves
When studying the aggregation behavior of colloidal systems, ITC is
the only technique where one can directly obtain different important
thermodynamic parameters in a single experiment such as: the cmc
and the enthalpy ofmicellization (ΔHmic0 ≤) [11,12,15]. Automated global
analysis of data peaks and their integration is also possible through soft-
ware other than the ones provided by the calorimeters manufacturers,
among which we would like to mention the free software NITPIC
[16–18]. A typical micellization experiment consists of titrating a con-
centrated surfactant solution (10–15 times above the cmc value) step-
wise into the reaction cell, containing water or buffer solution, at a
constant temperature. Integrating the titration peaks provides an ener-
gy value (qi), that when normalized by the moles of titrant injected
gives ΔHdil0 .
ITC curves can be analyzed using two different models [11,19–29],
namely the pseudo-phase separation model and the mass-action law
model. The pseudo-phase separationmodel assumes that cmc is a dom-
inant cooperative process and micelles are a separate phase, i.e. after
cmc is reached the increase in surfactant concentration affects only the
concentration of micelles and not the concentration of free unimers.
Though it is a simple approximate model, when the system possesses
a large aggregation number (Nagg) it shows a steep change in ΔHdil0 values
at the cmc range as seen in ITC, thus fitting the model. However, it
Fig. 1 presents two calorimetric titration curves for two different
surfactants at 25 °C with an alkyl chain of 12 carbon atoms: a zwitter-
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142assumes the degree of counterions bound to the micelles to be one
(β = 1), which affects the determination of ΔHmic0 for ionic surfactants.
The symbolsα (ionization degree) andβ (degree of counterion condensa-
tion) canbeused interchangeably, but they are not numerically equal. The
relationship between them isα=(1−β). Themass-action lawmodel as-
sumes an existing equilibrium between free surfactant unimers and mi-
celles at cmc and it takes into account the fraction of counterions bound
to themicelles. Itworks for systems possessing a lowaggregation number
and it is also used to calculate thermodynamic parameters (ΔGmic0 ,TΔSmic0 ).
The equilibrium of micelle formation can be described for both nonionic
and ionic surfactants by Eqs. (1) and (2):
nS⇌Sn K ¼ Sn½ = Sn
  ð1Þðnonionic surfactantsÞ
nS− þ nβð ÞBþ⇌S 1−βð Þnn K ¼ Sn½  1−βð Þ= S−½ n Bþ
 nβ 
ð2Þ ðionic surfactantsÞFig. 1. Calorimetric titration curves obtained for two different surfactants: zwitterionic
surfactant SB 3-12 ( ) and a cationic surfactant C12TAB (●) at 25 °C. The arrows are
pointing at the cmc value obtained by the first derivative method. The initial surfactant
concentration on the syringe (CT) was 30.6 mmol kg−1 for SB 3-12 and 186.6 mmol kg−1
for C12TAB (see text on how to properly obtain ΔHmic0 ).ionic sulfobetaine SB 3-12 (top, reference [15]), and a cationic
dodecyltrimethylammonium bromide C12TAB (bottom, unpublished
data). The shape and profile of the curves are dependent on different
factors such as, surfactant concentration, aggregation number, counter-
ion binding, solvation–desolvation, temperature, and micellar shape [6,
19,30–32]. Both graphs can be divided into three different concentra-
tion regions — a pre-micellar region at low surfactant concentration
where the measured enthalpy is related to the breakup of micelles in
addition to the dilution of monomers added into the reaction cell; a
post-micellar region at high surfactant concentration where the mea-
sured enthalpy is related to the dilution of bothmicelles andmonomers
added into the reaction cell; and the transition concentration region in
which cmc can be obtained, where only a fraction of micelles is dissoci-
ated into unimers, while the rest remain in the micellar form. The cmc
value is taken as the inflection point using the first derivative method
[11,12,15,30,33,34,], (∂(ΔHdil0 )/∂C) for both ionic and nonionic surfac-
tants, according to the mass-action law model (shown by an arrow in
Fig. 1). At this concentration, the probability of an added monomer to
remain in the bulk or to enter a micelle is 0.5. Themeasured cmc values
are 3.4 mmol kg−1 for SB 3-12 and 16.4 mmol kg−1 for C12TAB.
By using themass-action lawmodel (Eqs. (1) and (2)), theΔGmic0 can
be derived from the cmc values for both types of surfactants:
ΔG0mic ¼ RTlnχcmc ð3Þðnonionic surfactantsÞ
ΔG0mic ¼ 2−αð ÞRTlnχcmc
ð4Þðionic surfactants in water and=or low ionic strengthÞ
χcmc is themole fraction of monomers at the cmc. The entropic term
TΔSmic0 can then be derived using the Gibbs equation:
TΔS0mic ¼ ΔH0mic−ΔG0mic ð5Þ
It is noteworthy to mention that although both surfactants have
the same alkyl chain length with 12 carbon atoms, they present en-
tirely different ΔHdil0 profiles at the same temperature when titrating
into water. On one hand, SB 3-12 presents only negative values of
ΔHdil0 with a steep increase around the cmc region, denoting a strong
cooperative micellization process, which can be modeled by both
aforementioned models. The low cmc value and the fact the curve
presents ΔHdil0 in the pre and post-micellar region almost parallel to
one another (resembling a sigmoidal curve) means that we can as-
sume the system to have a large aggregation number and the solu-
tions in the syringe and the reaction cell to be considered ideal,
with their concentrations equal to their activities [6,11,31]. On the
other hand, C12TAB presents only positive values of ΔHdil0 that slowly
decrease for a broader range around the cmc region, denoting a more
continuous and less cooperative micellization process with a low ag-
gregation number. The positive slope on its ΔHdil0 at low surfactant
concentration is related to the known effect of an ion-pair interac-
tion between surfactant unimers [11,25,35] due to a high surfactant
concentration added at each injection, and the slope of ΔHdil0 at high
surfactant concentration is attributed to a decrease in concentration
of free surfactant unimers (product ([S−]n[B+]nβ) in Eq. (2) remains
constant) [11].
In order to obtain ΔHmic0 values, two steps must be performed. First,
we have to extrapolate the pre-micellar region towards the cmc value
and the post-micellar region backwards to the cmc value using straight
lines (blue lines shown in Fig. 1). At this pointwe haveΔHdil0 (initial) and
ΔHdil0 (final) respectively, and by taking the difference of their values we
obtain ΔH0 [7,11,20,28,30,33,34,36–38]. This value is defined by a
2.1. Determination of aggregation number (Nagg) using ITC
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simple mathematical expression given by Eq. (6):
ΔH0obs ¼ ΔH0dil finalð Þ−ΔH0dil initialð Þ ð6Þ
Second and most importantly, even though the initial concentration
is much greater than the cmc concentration, it is mandatory to consider
themonomer fraction in the titrant solution [11,28]. To do this, wemust
take into account the total surfactant concentration in the syringe (CT)
that is titrated into the reaction cell and the cmc value:
ΔH0mic ¼ −ΔH0demic ¼ ΔH0obsxCT= CT−cmcð Þ ð7Þ
In ITC experiments we are titrating a concentrated surfactant solu-
tion containing micelles into water or buffer solution, so the observed
heats are related to a demicellization process (ΔHdemic0 ), which is the
same as the micellization process but with an opposite sign. The correct
values of ΔHmic0 are:
SB 3−12 : ðΔH0dil finalð Þ ¼ −0:16kJmol−1;ΔH0dil initialð Þ
¼ −3:04kJmol−1;CT ¼ 30:6mmolkg−1; cmc
¼ 3:4mmolkg−1Þ ¼ þ3:2kJmol−1
C12TAB : ðΔH0dil finalð Þ ¼ þ1:10kJmol−1;ΔH0dil initialð Þ ¼ þ3:17kJmol−1;
CT ¼ 190:0mmolkg−1; cmc ¼ 16:4mmolkg−1Þ
¼ −2:3kJmol‐1
While for the zwitterionic surfactant micellization is an endothermic
process, for the cationic surfactant the same process is exothermic.
The thermodynamics of micellization of two commercially available
alkyl phenol ethoxylates (APEs), i.e. octyl phenol ethoxylate (Triton X-
series) and nonyl phenol ethoxylate (Tergitol NP-series), at various
temperatures were quantified using the ITC technique. [30] Their
titration curves display a classical sigmoidal shaped (Fig. 2), where
ΔHmic0 and cmc can be readily obtained. It was observed that the values
of these two thermodynamic parameters are directly linked to the
length of the hydrophilic poly (ethylene glycol) (PEG) segments. How-
ever, increasing the size of the hydrophobic alkyl segments leads to a
sharp decrease in the cmc.Fig. 2. Sigmoidal micellization curve obtained for an octyl phenol ethoxylate TX— 305 at
25 °C. Inset shows determination of cmc by the first derivative method.
Adapted from reference [30].We have alreadymentioned that the aggregation number (Nagg) has
an influence, among other factors, on the shape of micellization curves
in ITC, more precisely the slope of the curve. Nagg does not vary at the
cmc region, and the values obtained are usually smaller than the ones
gathered by spectroscopic and light scattering techniques that are per-
formed at a high surfactant concentration (much higher than the cmc
value) [34,39,40]. Because of this, studies were conducted using ITC by
modeling the curves using some variations of the mass-action law
model to ascertain the aggregation number as a rough estimate for sys-
tems at the cmc transition region.
Paula et al. [23] observed a strong dependence of Nagg with temper-
ature and the alkyl chain length of different systems when comparing
two bile salts sodium cholate (NaC) and sodium deoxycholate (NaDC)
with sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS), an anionic surfactant, and octyl glu-
coside (OG), a nonionic surfactant. Amuch broader cmc transition range
was observed for the bile salts rather than for SDS and OG. For bile salts
are described as having hydrophobic and hydrophilic surfaces, this is di-
rectly related to a much smaller aggregation number and a less cooper-
ative process.
Experiments were performed by Garidel et al. [21,22] with NaC and
NaDC in 0.1 mol L−1 NaCl at pH 7.5. They considered the fact that bile
salts present a small aggregation number [23] that varies with
temperature and is dependent on the amount of counterion bound to
the aggregates (β). In their analysis they allowed several parameters
to be adjusted by taking into consideration Nagg and ΔGmic0 into Eq. (2)
(Nagg and ΔGmic0 are responsible for the steepness of the ITC curves),
while fixed β values (obtained from literature) were used in order to
obtain reasonable results regarding Nagg. It should be mentioned that
they found similar results for Nagg by using both models (pseudo-
phase and mass action). Following the same reasoning, Olesen et al.
[24,25] have proposed a method of extracting Nagg from the ITC data
for a series of 6 bile salts and SDS. They described an accurate way of
modeling the curves based on the mass-action law model. Their
model considers that at the cmc, only unimers and surfactant micelles
are in equilibrium in the presence of a large amount of counterions.
Therefore [(nβ)B+]≫ [nS−], and so Eq. (2) becomes an approximation
of Eq. (1).
A homologous series of alkyltrimethylammonium bromide surfac-
tants CnTAB (n=12, 14 and 16) in the presence of 0.1 mol L−1 NaCl so-
lution at pH 6.4was studied by Beyer et al. [28] They reported smallNagg
values (20−30) for thewhole series at 25 °C. This could be because they
used fixed values of β previously reported in the literature [43] at a con-
stant temperature and in pure water.
Lah et al. [26] combined calorimetric data from both ITC and Differ-
ential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC) with Small Angle X-ray Scattering
(SAXS) for an ethoxylated surfactant derivative C8EOγ. They observed
a good correlation between the Nagg and ΔGmic0 obtained by calorimetry
and Small Angle X-ray Scattering measurements, as pointed out by
Garidel et al. [21,22]
2.2. Contributions of the headgroup (HG) and the alkyl chain (−CH2-) on
the micellization thermodynamic parameters
It is possible to calculate the contributions of both moieties of a sur-
factant, i.e. the headgroup (HG) and the alkyl chain (−CH2-) on themi-
cellization process when we consider the pseudo-phase separation
model, wheremicelles are a different phasewithin an aqueous environ-
ment. This can be attained by considering that a measured thermody-
namic parameter is a linear sum of contributions from the headgroup
and the alkyl chain [5,6,16,31], known as the additivity relationship, as
shown by the following equation:
ΔX0mic ¼ ΔX0micHGþ nΔX0micCH2 ð8Þ
ΔXmic0 is the measured thermodynamic parameter (ΔGmic0 , ΔHmic0 or
TΔS0 ),ΔX0 HG is the contribution of the headgroup on the parameter,
oxides they present the largest values (16.1 kJ mol−1 and
18.0 kJ mol−1) followed by glucoside derivatives (3.8 kJ mol−1) and
2.3. ITC as a tool in studying membranes and vesicles
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n is the number of carbon atoms present in the alkyl chain, and x is the
individual contribution of each methylene unit on the parameter.
In this review we assume an equal contribution from the terminal
methyl unit (−CH3) and the methylene units (−CH2-). Therefore, the
slope of the curve provides information on the transfer of the alkyl
chain fromwater to the interior of themicelle, and the intercept is relat-
ed to the confinement of the headgroup at the surface of the micelle.
Moreover, information from several studies on a homologous series of
surfactants by ITC had provided sufficient information for us to apply
Eq. (8) on their data.
Tables 2–6 present data for cationic (bromide is the most common
counterion), imidazolium derivatives (chloride is the most common
counterion), zwitterionic (sulfobetaines and sulfobetaine derivatives),
nonionic (phosphine oxides, glucoside and ethoxylated derivatives)
and anionic surfactants. We decided to split the imidazolium derivatives
(also known as ionic liquids) from the regular cationic surfactants due
to the presence of an imidazolium ring in their headgroup, although
when in water they behave in the same way as cationic surfactants
[42]. All data presented in the tables were obtained with at least three
points, i.e. a homologous series with at least three alkyl chain lengths,
unless mentioned otherwise. All the data presented in the Tables are
in kJ mol−1.
There is a similar trend for all the classes of surfactants analyzed
when considering the contributions from the alkyl chains on different
thermodynamic parameters (ΔXmic0 CH2). ΔHmic0 CH2 is the sum of ener-
gies related to the desolvation process and the confinement of the
alkyl chains and their interactions inside the micelle. The value of this
parameter is always negative, around −1.5 kJ mol−1. As for the term
ΔGmic0 CH2 it is related to the transfer of an organic compound from a
polar environment (in these cases water) to a nonpolar environment
(the interior of the micelle), and they present a value of
−3.0 kJ mol−1 in agreement with other literature values [5,6,15,31,36,
53,54,56]. The term TΔSmic0 CH2 is always positive denoting an increase
in the degrees of freedom of the water molecules involved in the salva-
tion of these alkyl chains when they are transferred from water to the
interior of the micelles.
Investigation on the contributions of the headgroups on micelliza-
tion (ΔXmic0 HG) leads to more interesting results. ΔGmic0 HG reveals no
observable trend and also the larger spread within the same series
(from −0.4 to 3.7 kJ mol−1 in Table 2, and 0.3 to 11.9 kJ mol−1 in
Table 3) for cationic and imidazolium surfactant derivatives, respective-
ly. This may be attributed to how the values of α (or β) were obtained
and their accuracy; there is a direct dependency when calculating
ΔGmic0 (Eq. (4)), as seen by the large discrepancy between the results
from references [44] (3.7 kJ mol−1) and [45] (0.9 kJ mol−1) for cationic
surfactants presenting a diminute difference in temperature of 3
degrees among them, and references [5] and [48] for imidazolium sur-
factant derivatives (0.3 and 2.1 kJ mol−1 respectively). In the case of
other series of surfactants, zwitterionics and alkyldimethylphosphine
Table 2





CnTAB 298.15 3.7 9.3
CnTAB 301.15 0.9 16.3 1
CnTABa 298.15 −2.9 16.2 1
CnDHAB 298.15 0.4 16.6 1
CnHDAB 298.15 0.4 18.2 1
CnTACb 298.15 22.6
CnPyC 298.15 1.9 10.6
a Experiments performed in 0.1 mol L−1 NaCl.
b Data obtained by combining two different sources.ethoxylated derivatives (2.7 kJ mol−1).
As for the contributions from ΔHmic0 HG on the micellization process
the highest to the lowest values are: ethoxylated derivatives present
the highest value of all: 35.3 kJ mol−1 for CnEO6 — it shows us the
huge dehydration penalty of transferring six EO units from water to
the surface of themicelle; zwitterionic and phosphine oxide derivatives
present a similar value close to 23.0 kJ mol−1, due to a dipolar moment
present on both their headgroups; cationic and imidazolium surfactant
derivatives present the second lowest value around 16.5 kJ mol−1,
pointing that the presence of an imidazole ring in the surfactant
headgroup does not render a major influence on the thermodynamics
within the cationic homologues; the glucoside surfactant derivatives
CnGm displaying a contribution of 16.1 kJ mol−1, probably due to the
fact that the energy expended in dehydrating the glucoside rings is
compensated by an energy gain when hydrogen bonds are formed be-
tween the hydroxyl groups at the surface of the micelle; and anionic
surfactants, presenting the lowest value of 7.4 kJ mol−1, probably due
to the presence of the smallest counterions for all ionic surfactants.
An interesting observation can be derived when analyzing the data
presented in Tables 2 and 3. Exchanging the counterion from chloride
(Cl−) to bromide (Br−) for the imidazolium surfactant derivatives has
caused a large reduction in ΔGmic0 HG from a positive and unfavorable
process (2.1 kJ mol−1) [5] to a negative and favorable process
(−2.7 kJmol−1) [49]. A similar behaviorwas observedwhen comparing
ΔHmic0 HG values: the process has changed from endothermic
(15.0 kJ mol−1) to exothermic (−0.8 kJ mol−1). Comparing the data for
cationic surfactants we observe that the presence of chloride as the
counterion does not favor micellization. Though we have collected
data from two different sources (references [43] and [47]) to calculate
ΔHmic0 HG for CnTAC, it shows the highest value among all surfactants
(22.6 kJ mol−1 against 18.2 kJ mol−1 for the highest value for CnTAB).
This shows a higher affinity between polarizable anions and positive
charged surfactants according to the Hofmeister series [57–59].In this section, we will briefly comment on some of the astounding
contributions of ITC in the field of biomolecules self-assembly — the
study of vesicle formation and membrane-protein reconstitution in real
time [60], membrane translocation with ionic surfactants [61,62], and
membrane refolding using a fluorinated surfactant [63]. Jahnke et al.
[60] have demonstrated the use of ITC to monitor and obtain a phase-
diagram for bilayer self-assembly. They performed titration experiments
by injecting amixture of an E.coli extracted lipid and a nonionic detergent
octyl-β-D-glucopyranoside (OG) in the absence (Fig. 3 top) and in the
presence of a homotetrameric K+ channel KcsA (Fig. 3 bottom). Their re-
sults show a large influence of the surfactant concentration on two
boundaries, namely solubilization and saturation boundaries.hain for cationic surfactants.
Alkyl chain
Reference
ΔSmic0 ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 TΔSmic0
−1.6 [43]
5.5 −3.2 −1.0 2.2 [44]
5.8 −3.1 −1.6 1.5 [45]
9.1 −2.6 −1.2 1.4 [28]
6.2 −3.5 −1.7 1.8 [46]
7.8 −3.5 −1.7 1.7 [46]
−1.5 [43,47]
8.8 −3.1 −0.7 2.3 [5]
Using a basic principle of a simple surface partition equilibrium and
the Gouy–Chapman theory, Keller and Heerklotz [61] reported ITC as a
referred to as the “second cmc”, a term we believe is not appropriate,
and should be replaced by sphere-to-rod transition.
Table 3
Contributions of thermodynamic parameters of micellization from both headgroup and alkyl chain for imidazolium derivative surfactants.
Surfactant Temperature/K Headgroup Alkyl Chain Reference
ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 TΔSmic0 ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 ΔHmic0
CnmimCl 298.15 0.3 15.9 18.5 −2.5 −1.2 1.1 [48]
CnmimCl 298.15 2.1 13.0 10.9 −3.2 −1.0 2.2 [5]
CnmimCl 308.15 11.9 11.5 1.8 −3.7 −1.3 2.3 [37]
CnmimBr 298.15 −2.7 −0.8 1.9 −3.4 −0.2 3.1 [49]
CnBzMe2Cl 298.15 6.1 19.2 13.1 −3.7 −1.5 2.2 [31]
CnAEtBzMe2Cl 298.15 0.4 17.1 16.9 −3.4 −1.6 1.8 [5]
CnABzMe2Cl 298.15 1.2 16.4 15.2 −3.4 −1.6 1.8 [31]
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145method to monitor transmembrane movement of charged surfactants
by performing uptake and release experiments (flip-flop) in buffer con-
ditions They used SDS and a zwitterionic phospholipid 1-palmitoyl-2-
oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC) membrane at two differ-
ent temperatures of 25 and 65 °C. The uptake experiments consisted
in titrating POPC into an SDS solution, while for release experiments a
mixture of POPC and SDS was titrated into the reaction cell containing
buffer. In addition to the fact that SDS is used for membrane solubiliza-
tion studies, they have shown that it can slowly permeate lipid bilayers
at room temperature while presenting a rapid flip-flop above 50 °C.
At the temperature of 25 °C for bothuptake and release experiments, a
5 min interval between each injections was more than enough for the
electrical signal to return to the baseline level and a good correlation
was obtained when assuming no measurable flip-flop during the whole
titration experiment. However, a different result was obtained when
doing experiments at higher temperature (65 °C). Amuch longer interval
of 20 min was necessary for the electrical signal to return to the baseline
level at the first injections in both uptake and release experiments,
denoting a much slower process. This difference in equilibration time
was attributed to binding (uptake experiment) and desorption (release
experiment), again with a very good data fitting. The calorimetry results
were in agreement with experiments performed with radiolabels and
fluorescence experiments, with the advantage of being much faster
(within hours) and label-free [62]. Still on the idea of transmembrane
movement, Frotscher et al. [63] showed that a fluorinated octylmaltoside
surfactant derivative, which is known from being hydrophobic and
lipophobic, can migrate between phospholipid vesicles (POPC) and does
not compromise the vesicle order/structure at high temperatures (60 °C).
2.4. Micellar shape transitions followed by ITC
ITC can be also used to monitor further shape transitions starting
from the spherical aggregates. In some cases, depending on the surfac-
tant packing, their aggregates may attain anisometric shapes. This
sphere-to-rod transition is normally observed for ionic surfactants
upon the addition of salts [64] due to the screening of electrostatic
forces that allow a more efficient approximation of the surfactant
headgroups, reducing the aggregate curvature and leading to its growth
in one direction. For some surfactants, this transition is also observed at
higher surfactant concentration, and for this reason, it is sometimes
Table 4
Contributions to thermodynamic parameters of micellization from both headgroup and alkyl c
Surfactant Temperature/K Headgroup
ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 T
SB 3-Xa 298.15 18.6 25.2
SB 3-X 298.15 20.3 22.4
SB 3-Xa 298.15 16.6 18.0
CnN1Ca 298.15 16.9 32.2
ASB 3-X 298.15 11.4 8.1
CnC6Tri 298.15 12.7 11.5 −
a Values obtained with two data points.Interestingly, for ionic surfactants, there are only a few studies on
such transition using ITC, this transition being more commonly investi-
gated using other techniques such as conductometry [65], spectroscopic
probes [66] and scattering techniques. [67] For nonionic surfactants,
however, there are more reports on the sphere-to-rod transition using
calorimetry but since this processmay be driven by temperature chang-
es, DSC is the calorimetric technique of choice [68,69].
One of the few reports where ITC is used in this case in combination
with conductometry and fluorescence measurements for investigating
the sphere-to-rod transition of an ionic surfactant, benzethonium chlo-
ride is attributed to Karumbamkandathil and co-workers [66]. They
present results without a clear indication from calorimetry that could
be ascribed to this transition. In a more systematic investigation on
the aggregation of CnTAB, Ray and co-workers [44] reported results
that constitute a clearer indication that ITC curves could be used to de-
termine the sphere-to-rod transition. More recently, Du et al. [70] also
reported a study on the aggregation of a gemini surfactant with another
imidazolium derivative, where this second shape transition was ob-
served using a variety of techniques, including ITC. In this case, the calo-
rimetric curves revealed a clear description of the second transition at
higher temperatures, although it is not clearwhether the second transi-
tion refers to a rod-like or elongated micelle.
A very similar calorimetric curve (Fig. 4)was reported by Ito et al. for
tetradecyltrimethylammonium bromide (C14TAB) — salicylate mix-
tures, but in this case they clearly refer to a specific shape transition as-
sociated with the formation of elongated or worm-like micelles [71].
These aremicron-sized cylindrical aggregates that appear in very specif-
ic conditions (depending on co-solute type, concentration and temper-
ature range). ITC results, in conjunction with viscometry, light
scattering and rheology clearly indicate the presence of a second
shape transition, but the formation of this special aggregate is finely de-
pendent on the co-solute/surfactant mole ratio where upon addition of
excess co-solute, the elongated aggregates start to dissociate, reversing
themicellar growth. Some features from the ITC curves such as a strong
cooperative transition, associated with a large and negative enthalpy
change, seem to be a characteristic of the process associated with the
formation of elongated (worm-like) micelles, as described in Fig. 4.
Another example of this fine balance resulting in the packing of
mixed aggregates leading to sphere-to-rod transition was reported for
mixtures of an EO-PO-EO block copolymer and a nonionic surfactanthain for zwitterionic surfactants.
Alkyl Chain Reference
ΔSmic0 ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 TΔSmic0
6.6 −2.8 −1.8 1.0 [36]
2.0 −2.9 −1.6 1.3 [15]
1.4 −2.6 −1.3 1.3 [50]
15.3 −2.7 −2.3 0.4 [36]
2.8 −3.1 −0.9 1.9 [51]
1.2 −1.9 −1.1 0.8 [50]
[68], whose complex behavior was elucidated by comparing ITC and
DSC results, with the aid of scattering techniques. As will be discussed
this interaction is endothermic in the beginning, in agreement with the
need for polymer dehydration at low temperatures, but becomes less en-
Table 5
Contributions to thermodynamic parameters of micellization from both headgroup and alkyl chain for nonionic surfactants.
Surfactant Temperature/K Headgroup Alkyl chain Reference
ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 TΔSmic0 ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 TΔSmic0
CnDPOa 298.15 18.1 24.0 6.0 −3.2 −1.3 1.9 [52]
CnDPOb 298.15 17.8 23.6 5.8 −3.1 −1.4 1.8 [52]
CmG1 298.15 5.0 16.1 11.1 −3.0 −1.1 1.9 [53]
CmG2 298.15 2.6 8.4 5.0 3.0 −1.2 1.8 [53]
CnEO6 298.15 2.1 35.3 33.2 −2.9 −2.0 0.9 [54]
a Experiments performed in D2O.
b Data considered for n = 10, 11, 12.
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146later, this example also reveals that ITC results may convey important
kinetic information.
3. Use of ITC for studies on the association of surfactants
and polymers
3.1. Interaction with nonionic polymers
Two of the review articles cited in the Introduction section [11,12]
describe a tutorial approach on how to conduct ITC experiments to ex-
amine the association of surfactants in the presence of polymers, and
on how to derive the most important parameters for this interaction.
In short, Fig. 5 depicts a typical calorimetric curve for the interaction
of an ionic surfactant with a nonionic polymer [72].
This interaction can be assessed in terms of the Gibbs energy differ-
ence per surfactant molecule between micelles and the surfactant-
induced aggregates, ΔGPS0 as follows:
ΔG0PS ¼ RTln cac=cmcð Þ ð9Þ
cac is denoted as the critical aggregation concentration. Above this con-
centration starts a polymer-induced aggregation, as indicated in Fig. 5.
A result from a molecular dynamics (MD) simulation investigation
provides a representative picture on how to understand the polymer ef-
fect on the surfactant aggregate, as summarized in Fig. 6 [73]. In this rep-
resentation, polymer chains — in this case hydrophilic poly (ethylene
oxide) (PEO) locate themselves at the micelle surface, reducing the un-
favorable contacts betweenwater and the surfactant alkyl chains due to
roughness and imperfect surfactant headgroup packing at this surface.
This leads to a clear stabilization of the mixed aggregate that can be as-
cribed to the entropic hydrophobic effect associated with this process.
From Eq. (9) one can derive that larger reduction of aggregation con-
centration in the presence of polymer (cac)with respect to aggregation in
water (cmc) is a consequence of more favorable interaction, as ΔGPS0 be-
comes more negative. Typically, this interaction becomesmore favorable
themore hydrophobic the surfactant and the polymer [74]. As for the sur-
factant, this trend reveals that a more hydrophobic environment is pro-
vided at the aggregates formed around (or including) the polymer
chains. As for the polymer, this binding process may be visualized as a
competition between surfactant and water (solvent) molecules for the
polymer chain. More hydrophobic polymers aremore resilient to replace
hydration molecules by surfactants, hence resulting in a more favorable
interaction with surfactants. This picture is supported by the fact thatTable 6
Contributions to thermodynamic parameters of micellization from both headgroup and alkyl c
Surfactant Temperature/K Headgroup
ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 T
SCnS 308.15 19.1 7.4 −dothermic as temperature is raised due to a less intense polymer hydra-
tion (see, for instance, references [74] and [75]). This endothermic
(dehydration) process associated with the beginning of polymer-
induced surfactant aggregation must be controlled by entropy, which
agrees with findings that water molecules are also restricted in their de-
grees of freedom in the presence of solvating hydrophilic polymers such
as PEO [76,77]. In addition, the presence of the polymer chain among the
surfactant headgroups diminish the electrostatic repulsion for ionic sur-
factants [12]. This is probably the reason for the weak interaction be-
tween nonionic surfactants and polymers, which do not display
significant polymer-induced aggregation as opposed to that observed
for ionic surfactants.
As the surfactant concentration increases, there are two limiting be-
haviors as revealed by ITC, according to Fig. 7: formore hydrophilic poly-
mers (such as poly (ethylene oxide), PEO, or poly (vinylpyrrolidone),
PVP) [75,78] the endothermic process is followed by an exothermic
one, while for more hydrophobic polymers (such as poly (propylene
oxide), PPO, or poly (N-isopropylacrylamide), PNIPAM) [74,78], this exo-
thermic process does not appear. The fact that the areas under the endo
and exo peaks are close, almost canceling each other, which suggests
that as surfactant concentration increases, the hydrophilic polymers be-
come more exposed to water, being rehydrated, is consistent with the
picture depicted in Fig. 6, while the hydrophobic ones remain less ex-
posed to water. This proposal finds partial support from results derived
from Small Angle Neutron Scattering (SANS) measurements, in addition
to the MD simulation that led to Fig. 6, but these were only investigated
at high surfactant concentration in the experimental case due to the dif-
ficulty connected to low concentration regime. The fact that ITC can pro-
vide information at such low concentrations reinforces its utility as a
very sensitive monitoring technique.
As indicated from this discussion, it is important to emphasize that
ITC curves provide more information than just the determination of crit-
ical concentrations such as cac, saturation concentration (C2), but it also
offers information on the evolution of the interaction process, which
may render important insights on its mechanism. One of these examples
was described for the interaction of ionic surfactants with EO-PO-EO
block copolymers. ITC results, shown in Fig. 8, clearly indicate that the in-
teraction occurs as a sum of two almost independent processes, as con-
firmed from the comparison of the ITC results for surfactant addition
into a mixture of EO and PO homopolymers of the same chain length as
in the block copolymer. The surfactant interaction starts with the more
hydrophobic block (PO), as described above is associated with a lower
cac value, and then proceeds to the more hydrophilic block (EO).hain for anionic surfactants.
Alkyl chain Reference
ΔSmic0 ΔGmic0 ΔHmic0 TΔSmic0
11.6 −3.4 −1.1 2.3 [55]
Another case inwhich the shape of the ITC curves revealed important
information is for the interaction of SDS with PEO of different molar
Other features of polymer architecture affecting this interaction
have been reported for star-shaped polymers [80] or for polymer with
Fig. 3. Calorimetric titration curves of a mixture containing E. coli (50mM) and octyl-β-D-
glucopyranoside (35 mmol L−1) in the absence (top) and in the presence (bottom) of
KcsA tetramer (1.5 μmol L−1), at 8 °C. Inset at the bottom depicts the raw data (thermo-
gram) obtained from ITC. The difference in the peaks size at 10 h correspond to a different
volume injection.
Adapted from reference [60].
Fig. 4. Process of formation of worm-like micelles (ΔHWLM0 ) measured by ITC at 25 °C. The
experiment consists in titrating a 14 mmol L−1 solution of C14TAB into 1.5 mmol L−1 so-
lution of 2-hydroxybenzoate.
Adapted from reference [71].
Fig. 5. Titration of a 0.2 mol L−1 SDS solution into water (○) and into a 0.1 wt.% PEG
solution (●) at 25 °C. The cartoons depict the attributed interactions to different regions.
Adapted from reference [72].
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147masses. First, from ITC results it was clear that there is a minimum PEO
polymer molar mass (M around 1500 g mol−1) only above which
polymer-induced surfactant aggregation occurs, and this is associated
with a cac value lower than the surfactant cmc, and then endo/exo
peaks described above appear (as described in references [72] and
[75]). As PEOmolar mass increases, there is not much change in the pro-
file of the ITC curves, except for the interval of molar masses around
8000–11,000 g mol−1, for which, as depicted in Fig. 9, two minima are
observed, differently from the other curves. This behavior reverts to the
one depicted in Fig. 5 at larger molar masses (above 20,000 g mol−1).
These twominimawere interpreted as the result of two surfactant aggre-
gates being formed around the same PEO chain as a result of electrostatic
repulsion (an endothermic process) associated with the aggregate
growth. For PEO of longer chains, these aggregates could be formed
apart, without mutual interference, hence the undisturbed ITC curve.pendant groups [55,81], especially with the latter being hydrophobic,
or electrically charged (more important for oppositely charged ones).
ITC was also recently used to characterize polymer–surfactant mixtures
proposed as nanoreactors tomimic enzyme catalysis [82]. In that study,
the presence of surfactant aggregates, an important feature for the pro-
posed kinetic mechanism of phosphates hydrolysis was confirmed from
ITC results, as discussed above.
Another important feature that sometimes does not receive enough
attention is that ITC can provide kinetic information, as long as the sys-
tem under evaluation involves processes that are slower than the ther-
mal response of the equipment (or that this instrumental contribution
can be accounted for). It is important to stress that the theory behind ki-
netic analysis depends on the principle under which the equipment
works, most commonly heat-flux or power compensation, with the lat-
termore common in themost recent instruments. One example of ther-
modynamic and kinetic study involving surfactants using a heat-flux
instrument was reported by Nilsson et al. [83] on the association of
bolaform surfactants with CD. Bolaform surfactants contain two polar
headgroups connected by one alkyl chain, in this case with bulky
trimethylammonium headgroups. This study showed that these surfac-
Fig. 6. Interaction between a nonionic polymer PEO and an anionic surfactant SDS at the
micelle surface. Water and counterions were omitted for the sake of clarity.
Taken from reference [73].
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148tants are indeed incorporated into the hydrophobic cavities of CD, andthe kinetic of this process is controlled by the slow passage of the
bulky surfactant headgroup through the CD cavity, with significant dif-
Fig. 7. Interaction between SDS and two different polymer solutions. (A) dilution of SDS
into water (□) and into 0.1 wt.% solution of PNIPAM (■), at 17 °C; (B) dilution of SDS
into water (+) and into 0.1 wt.% solution of PEO (■), at 15 °C.
Adapted from references [75] and [74].
Fig. 8. ITC curves obtained at 25 °C for 10wt% SDS solution titrated intowater (●) and into
0.1wt% solution of block-copolymer EO52-PO35-EO52 (F77) ( ) and into a 0.1wt.%mixture
containing PEO 2000 (EO52) and PPO 2000 (PO35) ( ).
Adapted from reference [79].ferences between alpha and beta CD (alpha, with the smaller cavity,Fig. 9. Calorimetric titration curves obtained for the addition of SDS into water (○) and
into 0.1wt% solution of PEG7000 (●) at 25 °C. The cartoon shows the two aggregate struc-
tures formed at high surfactant concentration.
Adapted from reference [80].
displaying the slower incorporation). This analysis was performed in a
quantitative way in order to allow the estimation of rate constants for
Recently, Wang and Tam used ITC to study the binding interactions
between C TAB and anionic polymers (neutralized poly (acrylic acid)
Fig. 10. Classification of binding regimes and schematic binding mechanism of the PA/
C12TAB system: (▰) binding isotherm in 0.1 mol L−1 NaCl solution; (▰) dilution curve
in 0.1 mol L−1 NaCl solution.
Adapted from reference [88].
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149the association in a simple kinetic model.
Following this line, in using a power-compensation calorimeter, Loh
and co-workers [11,79] elucidated a complex combination of shape
transitions of block copolymer micellar aggregates from spherical to
rod-shaped, induced by the incorporation of a nonionic surfactant. In
this case, the phase transition was only qualitatively assessed, but con-
firmed with use of scattering techniques, and observed to take ca.
30 min to complete after the surfactant incorporation. This transition
was only observed within a limited combination of temperature and
surfactant/copolymer mole ratios, as revealed by a combination of DSC
and ITC measurements. In addition to exemplifying the subtle balance
between molecular packing governing aggregate curvature and, conse-
quently, its shape, this example stresses that attention must be paid to
the raw calorimetric results because they convey important information
also on the kinetics of the processes under study.
3.2. Polyelectrolyte-surfactant systems
In many systems, such as water-borne coatings, personal care prod-
ucts, pharmaceutical incipients, food formulations, and drilling fluids,
mixtures of water-soluble polymers and surfactants are commonly
found in these formulations [84,85]. As a result, interactions between
polymers and surfactant molecules have a large impact on their bulk
properties and performance. These mixtures produce many interesting
and unique properties,which have attracted significant attention in cor-
porate research laboratories and academic institutions. In most
polyelectrolyte-surfactant systems, in addition to short-range hydro-
phobic interactions, electrostatic forces play a dominant role in the
binding interaction between charged macromolecules and ionic surfac-
tants. Association of charged surfactants onto polyelectrolyte chains re-
sults in the conformational change of macromolecular chains.
Mixtures of charged surfactants and polyelectrolytes display aggre-
gation properties that are totally different from their individual compo-
nents in aqueous solution. The interactions depend greatly on the
characteristics of the polymer chains and the surfactant molecules. For
oppositely charged polymers and surfactants, long range electrostatic
attractions between these opposite charged pairs of polymers and sur-
factants dominate the polymer/surfactant interactions at low surfactant
concentrations resulting in phase separation at the isoelectric point
(IEP) [85]. When all the charged groups are neutralized, hydrophobic
interaction begins to dominate resulting in the structural reorganization
at high surfactant concentration.
Many techniques have been used to study the interactions between
polyelectrolyte and surfactant, such as surface tension, turbidity, light
scattering, electromotive force, conductometry, and calorimetry. For ex-
ample, Harada and Nozakura used turbidity and microscopy to elucidate
the interaction of polyelectrolytes and ionic surfactants [86]. By mixing
solutions of poly (vinyl sulfate) (PVS) andhexadecyltrimethylammonium
bromide (C16TAB), the turbidity exhibited a sharp maximum at the mole
ratio of 1:1, indicating quantitative binding between PVS and C16TAB.
Electron micrographs revealed a multilayer structure, and a single strand
structure at the mole ratio of PVS:C16TAB of 2:1 and 1:1 respectively. In
addition, computer simulation has been used to understand the binding
of polyelectrolyte and surfactants. Using MD simulation, Shang and co-
workers [87] examined the effects of hydrophilicity or hydrophobicity
of the polyelectrolyte chains on their interaction with oppositely charged
surfactants. They observed that the interaction between surfactants and
hydrophilic polyelectrolytes is significantly different from hydrophobic
polyelectrolyte. In the hydrophilic polyelectrolyte system, the complex
evolve from “bottle brush” to “necklace” and, finally to rod-like micelle
wrappedwith polyelectrolyte chains as the surfactant concentration is in-
creased. For hydrophobic polyelectrolytes,with increasing surfactant con-
centration, spherical micelle is initially formed with the polyelectrolyte
chains penetrating into the hydrophobic core of the micellar complexes.12
(PAA) and methacrylic acid/ethyl acrylate (MAA/EA) copolymers
[88–90]. At low C12TAB concentration, the cationic headgroups of sur-
factant bind electrostatically to the anionic carboxylate groups on the
polymer chains (Fig. 10). At a surfactant concentration of C′, micelliza-
tion of polymer-bound surfactant occurs to produce insoluble poly-
mer/surfactant complexes. Thermodynamic analyses suggest that the
electrostatic binding is an endothermic process driven by a positive
entropy value that is related to the recovery of translational entropy of
released counterions by the bound surfactant. In increasing salt condi-
tions, screening of the electrostatic repulsion weakens the binding of
surfactant onto the polymers, which favors the formation of free
micelles.
The interaction of a hydrophobically modified polyelectrolyte
(D40OCT30) and oppositely charged surfactants n-alkyl sodium sulfates
(SCnS) in aqueous solution was studied by ITC [55,80]. A dextran poly-
mer having 28.1% pendant N-(2-hydroxypropyl)-N,N-dimethyl-N-
octylammonium chloride groups distributed along its backbone was
complexed with anionic surfactants comprising of sodium octyl sulfate
(SC8S) and sodium tetradecyl sulfate (SC14S). The complexation is con-
trolled by electrostatic and hydrophobic forces, and the strength of asso-
ciation is proportional to the length of the alkyl chains of the surfactant
hydrophobes.
The binding interactions between polysaccharides (methylcellulose
(MC), chitosan (CS), and κ-Carrageenan (KC) corresponding to neutral
and positively, and negatively charged polysaccharides, respectively)
with SDS and C16TAB were examined [91]. Polymer–surfactant combi-
nations, such as MC–SDS, MC–C16TAB, CS–SDS, CS–C16TAB, KC–SDS,
and KC–C16TABwere evaluated using ITC. MC–SDS displayed strong hy-
drophobic and weak ion–dipole interactions, while KC–SDS exhibited
weaker hydrophobic interaction compared to MC–SDS. CS–SDS
displayed strong ionic interaction and moderate hydrophobic interac-
tion. Similar interactions were also observed for C16TAB surfactant.
McClements and co-workers reported on the binding interactions
between a highly potent food-grade antimicrobial lauric arginate
(LAE) and cationic surfactant with an anionic biopolymer (high
methoxyl pectin, HMP) [92,93]. ITCmeasurements revealed the binding
of LAE to pectin resulting in either soluble or insoluble complexes, de-
pending on solution composition as determined by turbidity measure-
ments. The LAE–pectin binding contribution interaction is exothermic,
driven by the electrostatic attraction between the cationic surfactant
and anionic biopolymer.
The binding interactions are divided into 4 regions as shown in Fig. 11.
In “A”, the binding enthalpy between LAE and pectin is exothermic,
where the positive head groups of LAE molecules are bound to negative
carboxylic acid groups on the pectinmolecules via electrostatic attraction.
Wang and Tam examined the interaction between amonodispersed
PAA (M = 5670 g mol−1, M /M = 1.02) and SDS using ITC, ISE, and
Fig. 11. Schematic representation of the interaction between cationic LAE and anionic pectin.
Adapted from reference [92].
Fig. 12. Differential enthalpy curves for titrating 200 mmol L−1 SDS into 0.05 wt.% solu-
tions of PAA at different α values.
Adapted from reference [106].
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150In “B”, micelle-like surfactant clusters are formed on the polymer to
shield the hydrophobic LAE tails fromwater. It was observed that the sur-
factant binding capacity to pectin (=Cmicelle/Cpectin) is about 1.3 g of sur-
factant per 1 g of pectin. In “C”, pectin chains are saturated with LAE
micelles, and any additional LAE micelles titrated to the reaction cell
will dissociate into monomers as the free surfactant concentration is
below the cmc. In “D”, where the surfactant concentration is above the
cmc, any additional LAE micelles titrated into the reaction cell remain as
micelles resulting in negligible heat produced. They have also studied
the interactions between chitosan and an anionic surfactant [94], and
Yang et al. [95] reported the binding of SDS to sodium alginate in dilute
solution, where binding interactions were observed at low pH.
Wyn-Jones and co-workers have published results from several
studies on the interactions between various types of polyelectrolytes
such as PVP and poly (ethyleneimines) (PEI), and surfactant molecules
[96–101]. Using a combination of electromotive force and ITC, the inter-
actions between surfactants and various polyelectrolyte systems were
elucidated. The effect of pH, surfactant types, surfactant alkyl chain
length and the polymer characteristics were examined. The typical
phase transformation comprises of complex formation resulting in
phase separation and resolubilisation with increasing amounts of sur-
factant added. It was observed that the number of surfactant molecules
bound permole of polymer is independent of pH. Further studies on the
binding interactions between linear and branched PEIswith SDSwas re-
ported by Yan and co-workers [102]. The pH-dependent interactions
between polyampholytes and SDS were examined by Koetz and co-
workers [103], where a rather complex interaction mechanism
consisting of non-cooperative, electrostatic and cooperative hydropho-
bic interactions were identified.
Extension of the study to gemini surfactants and hydrophobically
modified poly (acrylamides) (PAM) revealed stronger binding interac-
tion for the gemini compared to single-chain surfactants [104]. Wang
and co-workers [105] used ITC, turbidity, and steady-state fluorescence
measurements to study the interaction of cationic ammonium gemini
surfactant (C12C6C12Br2) and C12TABwith anionic PSS and poly (sodium
acrylate) (PA). Significant binding was observed, where the gemini sur-
factant possessed stronger interactions with PSS and PA.w w n
dynamic light scattering (DLS)measurements [106]. Using the ITC tech-
nique, the interaction between SDS and PAA at a degree of neutraliza-
tion α of PAA lower than 0.2 was observed for the first time (Fig. 12).
The dodecyl chains of SDS cooperatively bind to apolar segments of
PAA driven by hydrophobic interaction, which is both enthalpy and en-
tropy driven (ΔH is negative but ΔS is positive). The onset of binding
(i.e., cac) is ~2.4 mmol L−1 and the C2 is ~13.3 mmol L−1 at α = 0. As
the carboxylic acid functional groups are deprotonated with increasing
α, the binding is hindered by strong electrostatic repulsion between
negatively charged SDS and PAA chains. At low α, mixed micelles are
formed on uncharged PAA chains that expand and dissociate into single
PAA chains, stabilized by bound SDS micelles in solution.
Wyn-Jones and workers first reported the interaction of surfactants
and dendrimers using various physical techniques, including ITC [107].
favorable hydrophobic interactions between cooperatively bound surfac-
tantmolecules and the polyelectrolyte chains. At high surfactant concen-
Fig. 13. Schematic showing the binding and complexation of SDS and amine terminated dendrimers.
Adapted from reference [110].
Fig. 14. Schematic representation of the ITC curve obtained froma generic surfactant/poly-
electrolyte binding process.
Adapted from reference [116].
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151Tam and co-workers [108,109] used both ITC and DLS to elucidate the
spontaneous supramolecular complexation between an amine and hy-
droxyl terminated PAMAM dendrimers (G3[EDA] PAMAM-NH2,
G3[EDA] PAMAM-OH) and SDS (Fig. 13). At low pH, SDS molecules
bound electrostatically to protonated amines on the surface of
G3[EDA] PAMAM-NH2 that led to the formation of PAMAM/SDS supra-
molecular complex via hydrophobic association of surface bound SDS
molecules on the dendrimers. The size of the complex increased pro-
gressively with SDS concentration and precipitation occurred when
the SDS concentration exceeded 15 mmol L−1. At high pH, the primary
amines are deprotonated and the electrostatic binding ceased. The sta-
bility of the dendrimer/surfactant complexes can be enhanced by the
grafting of EO chains on the surface of the dendrimers [110].
Biological polyelectrolytes such as proteins and DNA constitute an-
other important set of examples in which ITC has been used to follow
their interaction with surfactants. Moulik and co-workers [111] had
studied the interaction of C16TAB and SDSwith various polyelectrolytes,
such as gelatin (Gn), lysozyme (Lz) and DNA using ITC. The polymer-
induced aggregation consisting of binding of surfactant molecules to
the polymer chain, and subsequent reorganization of bound aggregates.
The group ofWesth [112,113] allied ITC and spectroscopic techniques to
study interaction of SDS with proteins and glycoproteins. By using a
simple partitioning assumption, their ITC data allowed estimates of
binding isotherms that were interpreted to derive a comprehensive
viewof the binding processes.Wettig et al. [114] used ITC and scattering
techniques to compare the interaction of gemini surfactants with their
similar ones containing pyrenyl units with DNA. Their results showed
that the possibility of pyrene intercalation into DNA changes completely
their mechanism of interaction. As a final example on this issue, there is
a recent report by Tanaka and co-workers [115] inwhich ITCwas one of
themany techniques used to confirma lipid triggeredproteinmetamor-
phosis into a haemolytic transmembrane pore.
Models to account for ITC binding curves to produce thermodynamic
and, sometimes, structural information from the calorimetric results are
very important, and constitute an area with significant latest develop-
ments. Lapitsky and co-workers [116] used both surfactant ion-specific
electrodes (ISE) and ITC to examine the interactions between two surfac-
tant/polyelectrolyte mixtures:(A) sodium perfluorooctanoate (FC7) and
N,N,N-trimethylammonium derivatized hydroxyethyl cellulose (UCARE
Polymer JR-400), and (B) C12TAB and poly (sodium 4-styrenesulfonate)
(PSS). Cooperative surfactant adsorption onto the polyelectrolyte chains
was observed, andfitting of the calorimetric data revealed thatmixtureA
followed the two-binding-state Satake–Yang adsorption model, while
mixture B deviates dramatically from the Satake–Yang model. Based on
the calorimetric results, a physical mechanism describing the binding in-
teractions is proposed (Fig. 14). At low surfactant concentration, a
plateau corresponding uncooperative binding occurs prior to the cac
(see Fig. 14). The peak corresponds to the stronger binding driven bytration, the enthalpy approaches zero when the polyelectrolyte chains
become saturated and no further binding occurs.
It has been reported that some ITC curves for the binding between
oppositely charged surfactants and polymers display a bump
superimposed to the typical sigmoidal binding curve, as represented
in Fig. 15 for the interaction of a cationic polymer with polyacrylate.
More recently, it was confirmed that this is a more general behavior ob-
served in other binding processes involving oppositely charged colloids
such as polyelectrolytes [117] or nanoparticles [118]. Vitorazi and co-
workers [117] proposed that this bump is associated with a second pro-
cess, referred to as coacervation, that follows the electrostatic binding,
occurring close to charge neutralization, which involves the rearrange-
ment of these colloidal objects (for surfactants these will be their mi-
celles) to maximize contacts of their opposite charges. Moreover, they
have shown that the ITC curves could be deconvoluted to allow for inde-
pendent analyses of the two processes (binding+ rearrangement), and
confirmed that this process is strongly dependent on the polyelectrolyte
molar mass, for instance, confirming its kinetic nature.
Recently, Chiappisi and co-workers [119] reported on an improved
and thermodynamically consistent analysis of ITC data for surfactants
binding to polymers, and they validated their analysis according to the
Satake–Yang model. This approach can be used and adapted to analyze
most thermodynamic data related to polymer–surfactant interactions,
with the advantage of taking into account the surfactant association
that follows its binding to the polymer. Another recent proposal for
modeling binding from ITC data was reported by Herrera and Winnik
These crystalline structureswere produced via a combination of electro-
static and hydrophobic interactions.
Fig. 15. ITC results for the titration of: (Type I) a cationic poly (diallyldimethylammonium chloride) PDADMAC into anionic PA; (Type II) PA into PDADMAC. ( ) ITC data, ( ) total en-
thalpy, ( ) primary process, ( ) secondary process.
Adapted from reference [117].
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152[120]. This is more general differential binding model, which includes
Wiseman isotherms [121], and that could be applied to a variety of pro-
cesses, possibly including surfactant binding.
We would also like to point to a recent publication by Pethica [122],
which alerts to possible misuses of ITC data due to inappropriate ther-
modynamic simplifications sometimes used to account for biological
molecules that will render wrong interpretation.4. Colloids-surfactant systems
Fig. 16. ITC curves for titration of 0.2mmol L−1 SDS intowater (○) and 0.1 wt.% HASE (●)
at 25 °C and 1 atm. The open square (○) is the difference curve between SDS into HASE
latex and that into water.
Adapted from reference [129].Surfactants are very important in the preparation stability of colloi-
dal particles because they can produce particles of different sizes and
shapes, hence with varied chemical properties [123]. Moreover, the ki-
netic stability of these nanoparticles aqueous dispersionsmay be deter-
mined by their surfactant coverage and, in the case of biomaterials, they
can also influence the fate of these particles in living bodies [124]. For
some of these processes, the control of nanoparticles properties may re-
quire the detailed knowledge on aspects such as themode of packing of
the surfactant layer [125]. Surfactant binding to and associating at nano-
particles surface may be viewed as a combination of the two processes
discussed earlier in this review, with many similarities to polymer-
induced surfactant aggregation [126].
Using SAXS, Chu and co-workers examined the phase transition of
slightly cross-linked positively charged gels of PDADMAC when SCnS
(n = 8,9,10,11 and 12) were added to the aqueous solution [127]. The
polyelectrolyte–surfactant complexes existed as crystalline nanostruc-
tures, which melted at higher temperatures (62 and ~70 °C for
PDADMAC–SC10S and PDADMAC–SC9S complexes, respectively).Interactions of block copolymers with oppositely charged surfac-
tants display similar trends. Uchman and co-workers [128] presented
a nice example of a combined investigation that allied ITC to other tech-
niques for a comprehensive thermodynamic, kinetic and structural in-
vestigation of dispersions with liquid-crystalline cores.
Hydrophobicallymodified alkali-soluble emulsions (HASE) latex ex-
ists as amilky dispersion at low pH, but it becomes transparentwith the
addition of SDS [129]. Fig. 16 (inset) shows the dependence of the
transmittance of HASE latex on SDS concentration, where it approaches
a maximum transmittance when the SDS concentration exceeds
latex-inducedmicellization process, the accompanying counterion con-
densation could give rise to a reduction in the total surface charge and a
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1535mmol L−1 SDS. The binding of SDSmolecules onto HASE latex dissoci-
ates the polymer chains within the HASE latex.
The interaction between SDS and HASE latex can be observed from
the differential enthalpy curve for the titrations of SDS into HASE
latex. The binding of SDS molecules on the HASE latex is exothermic,
which is attributed to the hydrophobic interaction between SDS and
HASE latex. In addition, itmay also include the contribution fromhydro-
gen bonding. A sharp transition occurs at ~4 mmol L−1 SDS, which cor-
responds to the cac of the SDS/HASE latex system, while at
~15 mmol L−1 SDS, the polymer–surfactant interaction ceases, as de-
fined by C2. The ITC results indicate that the interaction between SDS
and HASE latex is dominated by the solubilization of HASE latex into
the SDS mixed micellar core.
Due to the fact that SDS is an anionic surfactant, the binding process
is accompanied by surface charge fluctuations, which is defined by the
dependence of ζ-potential on SDS concentration as described by the
inset in Fig. 16. Pure HASE latex possesses a slightly negative charge
(−3.0 mV). When anionic surfactant SDS was added, the surface of
the latex becomes more negative, and this is related to the non-
cooperatively binding of SDS monomers onto the HASE latex. The ζ-
potential exhibits a minimum of −18 mV at ~5 mmol L−1 SDS. When
the SDS concentration exceeds ~5 mmol L−1, the HASE containing
SDS mixed micelles are cooperatively formed in solution, which solubi-
lizes the HASE latex into the hydrophobic micellar core. During theFig. 17. Interaction mechanism between C14TAB
Adapted from reference [142].corresponding increase in the ζ-potential. In addition, increasing the salt
concentration not only decreases the thickness of the double layer but
also decreases the ζ-potential, which also contributes to the increase
in ζ-potential at higher SDS concentration. Beyond SDS concentration
of 8 mmol L−1, both the double-layer and latex structure HASE have
been fully destroyed, and thus reliability of the ζ-potential value de-
creases, approaching zero at large SDS concentration.
Another example on the use of ITC to follow surfactant binding to
polymeric particles was reported by Lamberger and Landfester [130]
who used latexes of different properties and, combining ITC and surface
tensionmeasurements, derived a comprehensive picture on how the la-
texes surface properties affect their interaction with SDS stressing the
capacity of calorimetric studies to provide insights into interaction
mechanisms.
Interaction of surfactant with other colloidal objects such as cellu-
lose nanocrystals (CNC)was also reported. These are anisometric nano-
particles with dimensions in the range of tens to a few hundred
nanometers [131–133] that, depending of their extraction procedures,
may bear interfacial carboxylic, sulfate or phosphoric groups rendering
negative charges that stabilize their dispersions in water [134–136].
Due to their interesting physico-chemical properties and renewable na-
ture, CNC has gained increasing interest for many applications that in-
volve reinforcement of composites, rheological modifiers, water
purification or for actives controlled delivery [137–140]. In someand CNC mixtures derived from ITC data.
cases, such as cosmetic or pharmaceutical formulations, these colloidal
objects may be formulated with surfactants, especially cationic ones,
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154which may alter significantly their colloidal properties. Dhar et al.
[141] reported a study on the interaction of C14TAB with sulfated CNC,
using ITC, surface tension and light scattering techniques to propose a
mechanism for the complex association process (see Fig. 17) in which
the surfactant first binds electrostatically to the CNC surface and, as sur-
factant concentration increases, they aggregate and, eventually, provide
means for physical cross-linking between these particles forming flocs.
Recently [142], this study was extended to shorter/less hydrophobic
(C12) and longer/more hydrophobic (C16) cationic surfactant homo-
logues, again using ITC in combination with light scattering measure-
ments. The less hydrophobic surfactant binds to CNC and forms a
monolayer, while for the more hydrophobic surfactant the initial elec-
trostatic binding is overlapped with hydrophobic surface-induced ag-
gregation, as indicated by their different ITC profiles.
5. Conclusions and perspectives
In this review we tried to summarize examples of the most impor-
tant applications of ITC to investigate association of surfactants involv-
ing colloidal systems. The presented survey confirms that ITC is
expanding its use for study of surfactant association (micellization and
other further shape transitions) and, most importantly, for the most
complex association processes that involve polymers (in many cases
biomolecules such as proteins or nucleic acids) or colloidal particles.
This involves expansion of ITC use to new colloidal systems (such as
the field of metallic nanoparticles), and in models to interpret the calo-
rimetric results. From the pass of publications in these directions it is
also clear that a new reviewing update will be needed soon.
We hope to have made clear that in many cases the use of ITC is not
only convenient, but it is an indispensible tool to obtain an accurate de-
scription of the processes under investigation, especially when aiming
at the determination of thermodynamic properties associated with ag-
gregation processes. Based on the reports reviewed above and on the re-
sults presented it seems clear that direct calorimetric determination of
enthalpy values, mostly via ITC, is necessary and this research field has
reached amaturity level inwhich other less accurate approaches should
be avoided, including indirect van't Hoff estimates. ITC is now wide-
spread and a little effort from researchers should be enough to achieve
access to calorimetric measurements for this purpose.
Another point that we tried to stress with this review relates to the
benefits of using ancillary techniques to clearly identify the nature of
the processes identified by calorimetry. The use of analytical techniques
such as selective electrodes to monitor surfactant monomer concentra-
tions, or structural techniques such as light or X-ray scattering ones,
among others, is necessary to provide a full description of the process
under investigation. It is very frustrating to read a report pointing out
to what seems an interesting phenomenon detected by calorimetric
techniques, without an extra effort attempting to fully describe it. In
this sense, the high sensitivity of calorimetric techniques can be
complemented by additional information overcoming the unspecific
nature of heat exchange to provide detailed molecular information on
the process under scrutiny.
Wewould like to invite our research colleagues in this field to reflect
about these two proposals, either in our roles as authors, reviewers or
editors for scientific publications because we feel that great improve-
ment can be achieved with respect to our publication standards that
will certainly help advancing our understanding of these usually com-
plex colloidal systems.
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0008-6215/© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.A simple protocol was used to prepare amine functionalized cellulose nanocrystals (CNCeNH2). In the
first step, epichlorohydrin (EPH) was reacted with ammonium hydroxide to produce 2-hydroxy-3-chloro
propylamine (HCPA). In the next step, HCPA was grafted to CNC using the etherification reaction in an
organic solution media. Various reaction parameters, such as time, temperature, and reactant molar ratio
were performed to determine the optimal reaction conditions. The final product (CNCeNH2(T)) was
dialyzed for a week. Further purification via centrifugation yielded the sediment (CNCeNH2(P)) and
supernatant (POLYeNH2). The presence of amine groups on the surface of modified CNC was confirmed
by FTIR and the amine content was determined by potentiometric titration and elemental analysis. A
high amine content of 2.2 and 0.6 mmol amine/g was achieved for CNCeNH2(T) and CNCeNH2(P),
respectively. Zeta potential measurements confirmed the charge reversal of amine CNC from positive to
negative when the pH was increased from 3 to 10. The flocculation of amine functionalized CNC due to its
interactions with a negatively charged surfactant namely, sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) was investigated
at pH 4. It showed promising results for applications, such as in flocculation of fine dispersions in water
treatment. This simple and versatile synthetic method to produce high amine content CNC can be used
for further conjugation as required for various applications.
© 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.1. Introduction treatment.2 In a recent study, the surface of CNC was cationically
modified with 4-(1-bromoethyl/bromomethyl) benzoic acid, pyri-Cellulose nanocrystals (CNC)erigid rod-like nanoparticles ob-
tained by acid hydrolysis of pulp fibers have received increasing
interests over the last 10 years. The non-toxicity, biocompatibility,
and biodegradability of CNC along with its robust physical prop-
erties, such as large surface area, mechanical strength, and the
presence of abundant surface hydroxyl groups offer interesting
opportunity for their use in different fields.1 In addition, further
surfacemodification of CNC expands its usefulness inmany product
formulations. The primary hydroxyl groups could be converted to
aldehyde, carboxylic acid and amine functionalities. Cationic
modification of cellulose and its derivatives is of interest due to
their utility in several key industrial sectors, such as water39; fax: þ1 519 888 4347.dine in organic media. It was reported that a high degree of sub-
stitution leading to a zeta potential of þ59.0 mV was observed.3
Modification of the surface of CNC with primary amine groups
not only introduces cationic charge on the surface of CNC in acid
medium, but it can also be used for the conjugation of biomolecules
to CNC for biomedical applications.4 The importance of poly-
saccharides with amine functional groups in biological systems has
led to an increase in research activity in this field.5,6
Different forms of cellulose have been modified with amine
groups via several synthetic methods. In one study, a three-step
procedure was used to prepare 6-deoxy-6-amino cellulose de-
rivatives. First, cellulose was tosylated and reacted with sodium
azide, where the azide was reduced to amine using CoBr2/2,20-
bypridine/NaBH4 system.7 Amine cellulose esters were also pre-
pared by reactions involving lactam ring opening in the presence of
N-methyl-2-pyrolidone and p-toluenesulphonic acid chloride.8 In
another study, polyampholytic amino cellulose sulfates were pre-
pared by the tosylation of C-6 carbon followed by the introduction
was stirred for various time intervals (0.5e8 h) and heated at
different temperatures (25e85 C) for studies on determining the
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160of sulfate groups using trioxide/pyridine complex. Further nucleo-
philic displacement of tosyl groups by different amines yielded
various types of cellulose with different types of amine functional
groups.9
In recent years, amine functionalized CNCs have been produced
via different synthetic routes. In one study, researchers decorated
the surface of CNC with epoxide groups via reaction with epichlo-
rohydrin (EPH) in sodium hydroxide at 60 C. After dialyzing the
reaction mixture, amine groups were introduced on the surface of
CNC by opening the epoxide rings using ammonium hydroxide at
60 C. The final product was obtained after dialysis until a pH of 7.10
In another study, amine groups were introduced on the surface of
CNC by esterification and consecutive thiol-ene click reaction.11
Click-chemistry was also applied to prepare amine functionalized
CNC. Firstly, azide groups were introduced to the surface of CNC via
etherification of 1-azido-2,3-epoxy- propane in a mixture of iso-
propanol/basic water at room temperature. In the next step, pH-
responsive amine decorated CNC was achieved by reacting the
azide groups with propargyl amine via copper catalyzed azide-
alkyne cycloaddition.12 In a recent study, amine functionalized
CNC was obtained via a two-step procedure in aqueous media at
ambient temperature. In the first step, the primary hydroxyl groups
on the surface of CNCwere converted to carboxylic acid via TEMPO-
mediated oxidation. In the next step, peptidic coupling reaction
between carboxylic acids and amines on bifunctional amines of
small alkyl chain length was conducted.4 Amine groups have also
been introduced on the surface of CNC by grafting with chitosan
oligosaccharide.13
In this study, we develop and optimize the functionalization
of CNC with primary amines in aqueous solution in a simple
reaction protocol. The synthetic protocols previously used for the
synthesis of amine functionalized CNC was modified and
different reaction parameters, such as time, temperature, ratios
of CNC and reagents, and the effect of reflux were optimized
leading to a higher content of surface amine groups. The pH-
responsive properties of amine functionalized CNC was investi-
gated by viscosity measurements. We also investigated one of
the potential applications of amine CNC as a flocculating agent in




Spray-dried cellulose nanocrystal (CNC) sample was supplied by
Celluforce Inc. Epichlorohydrin (EPH), dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO),
tetrabutylammonium hydroxide (TBAH), sodium dodecylsulfate
(99%) (SDS) were purchased from SigmaeAldrich. Ammonium hy-
droxide (28e30%NH3 inwater) was purchased fromAcros organics.
Millipore de-ionized (D.I.) water was used for all experiments and
sample preparations.
2.2. Synthesis and optimization of amine functionalized cellulose
nanocrystals
In the first step, epichlorohydrin (1.46 ml) was added to
ammonium hydroxide (3.78 ml) and heated to 65 C for 2 h. In the
second step, CNC (1.00 g) was dispersed in DMSO (66.66 ml) and
different amounts of TBAH were added to the mixture in a round
bottom flask (molar ratio of TBAH/AGU: 0.1-1.0). Contents from
the reaction in step 1 were removed using a syringe and added to
the second mixture in a drop-wise manner. The reaction mixtureoptimal reaction conditions. The reaction mixture was purified by
dialysis (MW cut off: 12,000 g/mol) against D.I. water for at least
one week until the conductivity of the dialysis medium remained
constant yielding a final product designated as CNCeNH2(T).
Further purification of the reaction mixture was obtained by
lowering the pH to ~2, which induced the agglomeration of amine
CNC nanoparticles between positive NH3þ and negative OSO3
groups. The agglomerated amine CNC was separated by centrifu-
gation at 10,000 rpm for 1 h. The sediment was redispersed in an
alkaline aqueous solution, and the process was repeated once,
where the purified product comprised of the sediment
(CNCeNH2(P)) and supernatant (POLYeNH2).
2.3. Potentiometric titration
The amine content of the amine functionalized CNC was deter-
mined by potentiometric titration. A Metrohm 809 Titando auto-
matic titrator was used and the pH and conductivity were
measured simultaneously. The titrator is equipped with a Tiamo
software that doses mL of titrants. All measurements were per-
formed in a closed jacketed vessel at 25 C and the stirrer was set at
a medium rate. 50 ml of 0.1 wt % CNC suspension were prepared in
D.I. water. The pH of the suspension was adjusted to ~3 using 1 M
HCl. In order to remove the dissolved CO2 and avoid the formation
of carbonic acid, the purified amine CNC suspension was degassed
by bubbling argon gas into the solution. The suspensions were
titrated using 0.1 M NaOH under argon blanket and stirring. The
conductivity and pH of the suspensions were measured simulta-
neously until the pH of the samples approached ~11. Finally, the pH
and conductivity values were plotted against the volume of NaOH
(in mL), which were used to determine the content of amine
groups.
2.4. FTIR
FTIR spectra of the dried KBr pellets of pristine CNC,
CNCeNH2(T), CNCeNH2(P), and POLYeNH2 were determined using
a Bruker Tensor 27 spectrometer with resolution of 4 cm1 and a
number of scans of 32 from 400 to 4000 cm1. KBr pellets were
prepared by grinding approximately 2% of the samples in KBr and
compressed into a pellet. The FTIR Spectra were monitored and
analyzed using the OPUS software.
2.5. Elemental analysis
The percent of carbon (C), hydrogen (H), nitrogen (N) and sulfur
(S) contents (%) of pristine CNC, CNCeNH2(T), CNCeNH2(P) and
POLYeNH2 were determined by a CHNS, Vario Micro Cube,
Elemental Analyzer. The freeze-dried samples were combusted at
1000 C and the combustion products were detected by a thermal
conductivity detector for quantitative analysis.
2.6. TEM
Transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of pristine
CNC, CNCeNH2(T), and CNCeNH2(P), were recorded using a Philips
CM10 TEM with 60 keV acceleration voltages. Approximately 10 mL
of 0.01 wt % aqueous suspensions of the samples were deposited on
a carbon-formvar film on 200 mesh copper grids. In order to
minimize possible agglomeration of the particles, excess solvent
was removed from the grids placed on a filter paper. Then the grids
were allowed to dry over night.
2.7. Zeta potential measurements
wise addition of mixture 1 to 2 (Scheme 1) resulted in the amine
functionalized CNC.
Scheme 1. Two-step amine functionalization of CNC.
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161Zeta potential measurements for the various CNC systems at
different pH values were measured using the ZetaPALS Analyzer
(Brookhaven Instruments Corp., USA). The concentration of the
samples was maintained at 0.01 wt % and the experiments were
conducted at 25 C, and the reported values are an average of 10
measurements.
2.8. Viscosity measurements
The relative viscosity of 0.1 wt % CNCeNH2(P) suspension, at
different pH values was determined using an automated kinematic
viscometer, MiniPV (Cannon Instrument Company), at 25 C. The
sample was automatically drawn by a vacuum pump to the upper
glass bulb, and the sensors placed at the top and bottom of the glass
bulb measured the time taken for a known volume of liquid to flow
through the capillary tube. Repeated tests were performed and
once the measured times were within 1% of each other, the relative
viscosity was then calculated.
2.9. Settling behavior measurements
The interactions between positively charged amine CNC and
negatively charged compounds can lead to phase separation. To
demonstrate this effect, the flocculation of amine CNC with an
anionic surfactant, SDS (sodium dodecylsulfate) was studied. The
samples were prepared containing a constant concentration of
CNCeNH2(P) (0.1 wt %), with surfactant concentration ranging from
0 to 3 mmolkg1. The pH was set to 4 to ensure the protonation of
all amine groups resulting in a higher affinity for the surfactant. The
vials were shaken prior to the measurements, and the height of the
mixture was quantified as a function of time. The white turbid
region represents the flocculated amine CNC/SDS complexes.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Two-step synthesis of amine functionalized cellulose
nanocrystals
Cellulose nanocrystals have previously been functionalized with
amine groups by various research groups.4,10 However, in most of
the studies, the amine content was found to be relatively low, thus
it would be desirable to increase the amine content by improving
the synthetic protocol. In the synthesis method adopted by Hemraz
et al.4 and Mahmoud et al.14 the low amine content could be
attributed to the alkaline hydrolysis of epoxide group on epichlo-
rohydrin15 resulting in a lower grafting onto CNC. In the current
study, a two-step synthesis protocol was developed to increase and
enhance the grafting of amine functional groups onto CNC. In the
first step, 2-hydroxy, 3-chloro propylamine was produced by
opening the epoxide group of epichlorohydrin with ammonium
hydroxide. This reaction is highly explosive in a closed container as
the heating of ammonium hydroxide solution results in the evo-
lution of gaseous ammonia in the reaction chamber. As the
ammonia content in the air exceeds 15% by volume it forms an
explosive mixture. Therefore, in order to keep the gaseous
ammonia below the explosion limit, a cooling water reflux system
was used, which also increased the reaction yield. In the next step,
to minimize side reactions and undesirable hydrolytic reactions we
dispersed CNC in DMSO. TBAHwas then gradually added to activate
the hydroxyl groups on the surface of CNC. TBAH acts as a catalyst in
the SN2 substitution reaction and favors the stretching of surface
hydroxyl groups of CNC, forming nucleophiles for SN2 substitution
reaction with 2-hydroxy-3-chloropropylamine. Finally, the drop-3.2. Effect of reaction parameters
In our attempt to optimize the reaction, different parameters
were varied and their effects were investigated. Four reaction var-
iables were selected for the reaction optimization study, which
include: (1) reaction time, (2) temperature, (3) TBAH to AGU molar
ratio, and (4) EPH to CNC molar ratio. One variable was varied at a
time while the other three were kept constant. The amine content
of the samples was determined by potentiometric titration. As
shown in Fig. 1a, the amine content of modified CNC increased with
reaction time and reached an optimum at 3 h. However, prolonging
the reaction time resulted in a marginal reduction in amine con-
tent, and this could be attributed to degradation of functional
groups and polymer fragments under alkaline condition.16,17 The
optimum temperature for reacting mixture 1 and 2 was found to be
50 C (Fig. 1b). The reduction in amine content at high temperature
could also be due to the enhanced degradation of functional groups
and polymer fragments in amine CNC18 under alkaline conditions.
As shown in Fig. 1c, the amine content of modified CNC increased
with molar ratio of TBAH to AGU due to the favorable activation of
hydroxyl groups in the presence of TBAH. Fig. 1d shows the effect of
EPH to CNCmolar ratio on the amine content of CNC. At higher EPH
content in the reaction system, a larger amount of HCPA was
available at the surface of the CNC (near the glucose molecules),
therefore, favoring the etherification reaction.19 However, beyond a
critical EPH content, the amine content of modified CNC was found
to decrease, and the optimum EPH to CNC molar ratio was found to
be 3.5:1. In step 1 of the protocol, the amount of NH4OH was also
increased in proportion to EPH so as to maintain a constant molar
ratio of epoxy to ammonium groups. This has led to a larger pro-
portion of water in both reactionmixture 1 and 2, which could have
enhanced the undesirable hydrolytic reaction resulting in the
reduction in the amine content above the EPH/CNC molar ratio of
3.5.15 Under refluxing in the first step, we were able to increase the
total amine content from 0.45 to 2.2 mmol/g.
3.3. Purification
EPH has also been used in the preparation of various kinds of
polymers20,21 and hence we anticipated the possibility of side re-
actions forming polyfunctional amines that may necessitate addi-
tional purification of the final products. Initially, we purified the
sample using a dialysis tube (MW cut off: 12,000 g/mol) against D.I.
water. The dialysis was performed for more than a week until the
conductivity of the dialysis medium remained constant. This pu-
rified sample was designated as CNCeNH2(T), which we believed
contained amine functionalized CNC (CNCeNH2(P)) and polyfunc-
tional amines (POLYeNH2). In order to separate CNCeNH2(P) from
POLYeNH2, the reaction mixture was subjected to centrifugation.
First, the pH of CNCeNH2(T) dispersion was adjusted to 2 to pro-
CNCeNH2(P) has been noticeably enhanced compared to the ma-
jority of previously reported values by Dong et al.10 and Mahmoud
Fig. 1. Optimization of amine-CNC synthesis by varying different reaction parameters (a) time, (b) temperature, (c) TBAH/AGU ratio, and (d) EPH/CNC ratio.
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162mote the electrostatic interaction between positively charged
amine groups and negatively charged sulfate ester groups on the
surface of CNC, which induced the aggregation of the CNC nano-
particles. Next, centrifugationwas performed at 10,000 rpm for 1 h.
The supernatant was decanted and the sediment was redispersed
in basic pH condition, and this stepwas repeated a second time. The
sediment containing predominantly CNCeNH2(P) dispersion was
recovered and used in subsequent studies. Depending on the
desired application either CNCeNH2(T) with high amine content or
CNCeNH2(P) could be used.
3.4. Potentiometric titrationThe amine content of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T),
CNCeNH2(P) and POLYeNH2 was determined by potentiometric
and conductometric titrations and the results are shown in Fig. 2.
The suspensions were first treated with excess of HCl and then
titrated with 0.1 M NaOH. The titration curve for CNC did not reveal
the presence of amine groups whereas the three samples after the
modification reactions clearly showed the presence of amine
groups. The potentiometric plots of themodified samples displayed
three regions, namely (1) reaction of NaOH with excess HCl, (2)
deprotonation of amine groups, and (3) titration of excess NaOH.
The region between the 2 equiv lines corresponded to the depro-
tonation of the amine groups. Based on Fig. 2, the amine content of
CNCeNH2(T), CNCeNH2(P) and POLYeNH2 were determined to be
2.20, 0.62, 1.58 mmol/g respectively. The amine content of ouret al.14 (0.12e0.15 mmol/g), Nielsen et al.11 (0.19 mmol/g), and
Pahimanolis et al. (0.15 mmol/g).12 The amine content of
CNCeNH2(T) is also comparable to the amine content obtained
from the peptidic coupling reaction.4 The high amine content of
CNCeNH2(T) might be useful in applications in which direct
grafting of amine groups to CNC surface is not required.
3.5. Elemental analysis
The elemental composition of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T),
CNCeNH2(P) and POLYeNH2 was evaluated from elemental ana-
lyses. As seen in Table 1, unmodified CNC contained no nitrogen,
whereas the amine CNC samples revealed the presence of atomic
nitrogen confirming the successful surface modification of CNC
with amines. The presence of atomic nitrogen in POLYeNH2 sug-
gested the presence of polyfunctional amines. The sulfur content of
the amine CNC is lower than the unmodified CNC, which is possibly
attributed to the hydrolysis of sulfate ester groups at high pH
during the purification step.22
The degree of surface substitution (DS) was determined by the
nitrogen content evaluated by elemental analysis based on Eq. 1
and the method reported in the literature.23,24
DS ¼ 162 %N
1400 108:56 %N (1)
The DS of our CNCeNH2(T) and CNCeNH2(P) after reflux was
calculated to be 0.11 and 0.35, respectively. These results suggested
that the amine functionalization protocol reported in this study
yielded amine content that is significantly higher than previous
they did not have complementary measurement, such as potenti-
ometric and conductometric titration. Moreover, they have used
Fig. 2. Potentiometric titration plots of (a) unmodified CNC, (b) CNCeNH2(P), (c) POLYeNH2, and (d) CNCeNH2(T).
Table 1
Elemental analysis of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(P), POLYeNH2, and CNCeNH2(T)
Sample %C %H %N %S
Unmodified CNC 40.98 5.534 0 0.858
CNCeNH2(P) 18.85 2.998 0.9 0.591
POLYeNH2 4.16 0.858 1.42 0.431
CNCeNH2(T) 42 6.19 2.55 0.801
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163reported studies, such as Dong et al.10 and Mahmoud et al.14
(DS¼0.02), Nielsen et al.11 (DS¼0.03), and Pahimanolis et al.
(DS¼0.08).12 The DS of CNCeNH2(T) was also comparable to the DS
reported by Hemraz et al. (N%¼2.1, DS¼0.32).4 However, they have
only used elemental analysis to determine the amine content andFig. 3. FTIR spectra of (a) unmodified CNC, (b) POLYdiamine molecules in their modification, which could result in
higher N% in elemental analysis.
3.6. FTIR
FTIR spectra of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T), CNCeNH2(P) and
POLYeNH2 are shown in Fig. 3. The absence of characteristic peaks
of the sample in the supernatant confirmed that no CNC was pre-
sent in the supernatant. The new absorption band in Fig. 3b and d,
at 1540 cm1 corresponded to amide I, which is an indicator of
successful surface functionalization with amine groups. The typical
two weak bands for NeH of primary amines not observed in the
FTIR spectra as they overlapped with the strong OeH band in the
region of 3500 cm14eNH2, (c) CNCeNH2(P), and (d) CNCeNH2(T).
3.7. TEM presence of more amine groups. As the pH increased, the amine
groups became deprotonated, and beyond a pH of 9, the amine
Fig. 4. TEM images of (a) unmodified CNC, (b) CNCeNH2(T), and (c) CNCeNH2(P).
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164The TEM images of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T), and
CNCeNH2(P) are shown in Fig. 4 aec respectively. As evident, sur-
face functionalization did not alter the rod like structure of the
nanocrystals. However, slight agglomeration was observed after
surface amine functionalization due to the electrostatic and
enhanced hydrogen bond interactions. Similar results were
observed previously.4 Fig. 4b and c revealed that there were much
less agglomerated polymer chains in CNCeNH2(P) than in
CNCeNH2(T).
3.8. Zeta potential measurementsThe zeta potential values of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T) and
CNCeNH2(P) at different pH values are shown in Fig. 5A. At all the
pH values, unmodified CNC possessed negative zeta potentials. In
acidic pH values, the negative charge is due to the presence of
sulfate ester groups (OSO3) arising from the sulfuric acid hydroly-
sis. With increasing pH, the ionization of the small amount of car-
boxylic acid groups present on the surface of CNC (COOH/COO),
increased the magnitude of the zeta potential as a result of the
increasing proportion of negative charges. At high pH values, the
negative OSO3 groups were hydrolyzed, leading to less negative
zeta potential.22 The successful amine surface modification of CNC
could be confirmed by zeta potential measurements. As revealed by
Fig. 5 both CNCeNH2(T) and CNCeNH2(P) possessed positive zeta
potentials at low pH due to the protonation of the amine groups.
The more positive zeta potential of CNCeNH2(T) is due to theFig. 5. (A): Zeta potential values of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T) and CNCeNH2(P) at differe
before reflux and after reflux at low and high pH.groups were completely deprotonated resulting in a negative zeta
potential. In addition, hydrolysis of the sulfate ester groups on the
surface of CNC resulting in a less negative zeta potential occurred at
pH greater than 10.
The successful surface functionalization of CNC with amine
groups and the enhanced grafting of amine groups by refluxing the
reaction mixture was confirmed by the zeta potential measure-
ments shown in Fig. 5B. In this figure unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T)
before and after reflux displayed negative zeta potentials at pH 12
due to the presence of sulfate ester groups. At low pH (pH¼2),
unmodified CNC was negatively charged whereas CNCeNH2(T)
possessed a substantial positive charge due to the presence of
protonated amine groups. The higher zeta potential value observed
for CNCeNH2(T) after reflux illustrates the higher amine content
leading to a more positive zeta potential value.
3.9. Viscosity measurementsThe relative viscosity of unmodified CNC and CNCeNH2(T) at
low and high pH was measured (Fig. 6A). The higher relative vis-
cosity at low pH for CNCeNH2(T) is due to the formation of ag-
gregates due to the electrostatic interaction between the positive
charge of the protonated amine groups and the negatively charged
sulfate ester groups. At high pH, the additional electrostatic inter-
action was removed due to the deprotonation of the amine groups
leading to a reduction in the relative viscosity as reported
previously.12nt pH values, (B): Comparison of zeta potential values of unmodified CNC, CNCeNH2(T)
3.10. Settling behavior measurements polymers that were produced from side reactions. Further purifi-
cation of the system was obtained through centrifugation. The
Fig. 6. Relative viscosity of unmodified CNC and CNCeNH2(T) before reflux at low and high pH, (B): Aqueous suspensions of CNCeNH2(P) and SDS after mixing (top) and after phase
separation (bottom), (C): Height (cm) as function of time (min) for pure CNCeNH2(P), and CNCeNH2(P) with various SDS concentrations in mmolkg1, at 25 C.
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165The presence of amine groups on the surface of the CNC imparts
a pH-responsive characteristic to the nanoparticle. At low pH values
(~4) the amine groups were protonated and exhibited a positive
charge. Therefore, the CNCeNH2(P) could be used as a flocculating
agent. When mixed with oppositely charged molecules, such as
surfactants, electrostatic interactions prevailed, and phase separa-
tion occurred (Fig. 6B). Two clear phases were observed where the
white turbid phase corresponded to the concentrated flocculated
amine CNC/SDS complex. It could be seen in Fig. 6C that the pure
CNCeNH2(P) dispersion was stable after 30 min due to the exces-
sive positive charge present on the surface. However, after adding a
negatively charged surfactant (SDS), regardless of the surfactant
concentration, all mixtures were flocculated after ~9 min. This
clearly shows the strong electrostatic interactions between oppo-
sitely charged systems leading to phase separation. The interactions
of cationic CNC negative surfactants are relevant in many personal
care formulations involving surface active agents, and the present
study demonstrates the importance of understanding the mecha-
nism of interactions of surfactants and various types of functional
CNC.
4. Conclusions
In this paper, a simple protocol to functionalize the surface of
CNC with amine groups is presented. The synthetic process was
optimized by varying different parameters such as reaction time,
temperature and reactant ratios. Refluxing of the reaction mixture
enhanced the grafting of amines onto CNC. The dialyzed final
product contained amine functionalized CNC and aminatedsediment contained amine groups directly grafted on the surface of
CNC through amide bonds. Potentiometric titration and elemental
analysis confirmed the presence of high amine content in our
modified CNC samples. TEM microscopy showed similar structural
properties of the nanocrystals along with some minor aggregation.
Zeta potential and relative viscosity measurements also proved the
presence of amine groups. The positive zeta potential values at low
pH for the amine CNC particles resulted in higher relative viscosity
due to electrostatic interactions. At pH 4, CNCeNH2(P), interacted
with negatively charged SDS and settled down in a short time
(~9 min). The rapid settling of CNCeNH2(P) in the presence of
negatively charged molecules can have potential applications in
water treatment and personal care. Both CNCeNH2(T) and
CNCeNH2(P) can be further modified and used in different
applications.
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